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Abstract
Parallel computers, especially in the form of clusters of standard PCs, have become reasonably cheap within the last few years. It is an obvious desire to use the increased
computation power of such parallel hardware in order to speed up any given application.
However, for that purpose, these application programs must be transformed such that they
take benefit of the parallel hardware. One solution to generate the necessary parallel software is to use automatic parallelization, i.e., a parallelizing compiler. Such a tool takes a
program in which nothing is specified about parallelism, and automatically transforms it
to a parallel program. This idea allows to introduce parallelism easily, i.e., without much
effort and, simultaneously, with guaranteed correctness with respect to the input program.
This thesis presents a way to build up such a parallelizing compiler. In order to be
efficient, we restrict ourselves to arbitrarily nested loops as the only control structure
causing repeated computations. We apply a mathematical model, the polyhedron model,
that gives a unified framework for the various parallelization tasks, and that allows a
directed search for optimal solutions.
We touch nearly every parallelization task and demonstrate the interactions between
them. One of the main topics of this thesis is how to extract parallelism of the right
granularity: too coarse-grained parallelism might not exploit the parallelism available from
the hardware, and too fine-grained parallelism leads to increased overhead, especially to
communication overhead. We shall derive a method that allows to precisely adapt the
granularity to the given parallel architecture.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last decade, parallel computers have become widely spread. Even some of today’s
home computers have more than one processor. Small enterprises can buy cheap “supercomputers” by simply connecting standard PCs with standard network components;
the necessary operating system support for this kind of machine is included in standard
operating systems for free (e.g., Linux).
This strong presence of parallel hardware requires adequate software that can take
advantage of the distributed computation power. However, as previously for sequential
computers, software development is far behind. This thesis – like many other research
papers – is a step towards filling this gap.
Direct approach At a first sight, one could argue that parallel programs are simpler
than sequential programs because no order needs to be specified for parallel computations.
However, it turns out to be quite difficult for a programmer to keep in mind all possible
orders in which the computations of a parallel program might be executed, and, among
these, to disable undesired orders by introducing appropriate synchronization statements.
The generation of this necessary control code with its synchronization and communication
statements is the central problem when writing explicitly parallel programs.
Note that this difficulty increases with an increasing number of potentially parallel
computations, since the number of possible execution paths then grows exponentially.
Fully automatic approach Compared to this direct approach to parallelism, it seems
to be simpler to write sequential programs, thereby over-specifying the execution order.
Then, however, we need a parallelizing compiler that takes sequential programs as input,
and automatically decomposes the specified work and distributes it over several processors,
while also generating all necessary control, synchronization and communication code.
Hence, our global goal is to develop all necessary techniques for such a parallelizing
compiler.
Note that this approach is not limited to sequential imperative programs as input, but
can also be taken for functional programs or specifications. In this case, the execution order
9
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is often less restricted than in sequential imperative programs, but usually it is still an overspecification. Again, we want to generate the explicitly parallel program automatically.
Correctness This fully automatic approach leads to a property that is considered more
and more important: provable correctness of software. In our case, we can guarantee
correctness w.r.t. the source program or specification (provided the compiler is proved
correct). Thus, the programmer can focus on writing a correct sequential program and
need not think about the (difficult) subject of correctness in parallel systems – even if
his/her program is executed on a parallel computer.
Performance The price for this fully automatic approach is a reduced performance
when compared to the direct approach. This is inherent with the procedure: in general
it is undecidable for the parallelizing compiler whether a specified execution order in the
source program is due to the problem specification or due to the over-specification in the
sequential program. Thus, the parallelizer cannot find all parallelism which exists in the
original problem specification.
In extreme situations, the programmer also can give hints to the parallelizer, or even
write explicit parallel code, in order to improve performance at the price of a longer program
development time and, maybe, correctness.
In this sense, using automatic parallelization is analogous with using high-level programming languages for sequential programming: in extreme cases, the programmer can
take the direct approach and write highly optimized assembler code by hand, but most of
the time the indirect but automatic way through a compiler is taken, and a small loss in
performance is accepted for a safer and faster program development.
Portability This analogy carries on to the case where a program must be ported to
another hardware platform (and hardware changes surprisingly often). In the direct approach we need to port or, at least, to adjust the parallelism of every application program
individually; in the automatic approach, we only need to port the parallelizing compiler
once.
Applicability Besides the mentioned loss in performance, the second drawback of the
fully automatic approach is its limited applicability. Much work in this research area, and
also this thesis, focuses on nested loops. The reason is two-fold.
• Programs spend the majority of their execution time in repeating the same computations on different data. Thus, control structures that lead to repetition are worth
to be parallelized, and loops are, besides recursive functions, the most important
reasons for repeated execution: a loop generates multiple run-time instances of the
statements in the loop body.
• Loops tend to have some regularity which makes the task of parallelization simpler,
if not to say solvable at all.

11
Conviction We think that the automatic approach has not yet reached its limits, neither
at the performance nor at the applicability border. Hence, some parts of this thesis aim
at generalizing the type of programs that can be treated automatically (e.g., Chapter 5).
Other chapters aim at improved performance of the parallel program – the main reason
why parallelism is introduced at all.
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Chapter 2
Motivation: two typical examples
2.1

Gaussian elimination

Before going into technical detail, we introduce a program that can be used to illustrate
many of the definitions and methods presented in this thesis. This running example is one
of the most popular algorithms for solving a system A x = b of linear equalities: Gaussian
elimination [BS89].
The full algorithm works in two phases:
1. an elimination phase transforms the regular square coefficient matrix A of the equality
system to an upper triangular form, and
2. a backward substitution phase computes the solution vector x .
In order to keep the example simple enough to be illustrative, we modify the algorithm
as follows:
• we only show the elimination phase;
• the right hand side vector b of the equality system is appended to the coefficient
matrix A as an additional last column; this extended matrix is stored in an array a;
• we assume that the diagonal entries in A are never going to become 0, which means
that we can drop the case distinction and the special treatment for the other case;
• we do not explicitly store the 0 values in the lower triangle of the resulting coefficient
matrix since these elements are, of course, never used afterwards;
• we use a two-dimensional array for storing temporary values so as to avoid reassignments; the same can be achieved when we start from a single scalar variable for the
temporary values and then apply automatic methods for a conversion into singleassignment form [Fea91]. But since this is not in the focus of this thesis, we provide
the source program in a suitable form. Note that there remain reassignments on
array a.
13
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for i := 0 to n −1
for j := i +1 to n −1
T :
tmp[i , j ] := a[j , i ]/a[i , i ]
for k := i +1 to n
S:
a[j , k ] := a[j , k ] − tmp[i , j ] ∗ a[i , k ]
endfor
endfor
endfor
Figure 2.1: Source code of the simplified Gaussian elimination
The code for this simplified Gaussian elimination method is shown in Figure 2.1.
We are going to analyze the features of this code along with the definitions of the
respective technical terms in the subsequent chapters.

2.2

LU decomposition

At some places, a more complex example is needed to illustrate the power – or also the
limitations – of the methods presented. For this purpose, we use LU decomposition [Ger78]:
the task is to take a regular square matrix A and to return a lower triangular matrix L
and an upper triangular matrix U with the property A = L U , and the diagonal entries of
U are all 1. A possible implementation is given in Figure 2.2.
We chose a syntactic representation of the algorithm in which every summation due
to the loops with index k 1 or k has its own accumulator; this reduces the number of
dependences. As for Gaussian elimination, this LU decomposition algorithm does not fill
the trivial parts of the resulting matrices, i.e., the triangular submatrices which are filled
with 0, and the unit diagonal of U .
We are not going to analyze this algorithm in detail; we just focus occasionally on
special aspects of this code.

2.2 LU decomposition

S1 :

S2 :

S3 :
S4 :
S5 :
S6 :
S7 :
S8 :
S9 :

15

for i 1 := 1 to n
L[i 1, 1] := A[i 1, 1]
endfor
for j 1 := 1 to n
U [1, j 1] := A[1, j 1]/A[1, 1]
endfor
for j := 2 to n
for i := j to n
SUM [j , i ] := 0
for k 1 := 1 to j −1
SUM [j , i ] := SUM [j , i ] + L[i , k 1] ∗ U [k 1, j ]
endfor
L[i , j ] := A[i , j ] − SUM [j , i ]
endfor
U [j , j ] := 1
for i 2 := j +1 to n
SUMM [j , i 2] := 0
for k := 1 to j −1
SUMM [j , i 2] := SUMM [j , i 2] + L[j , k ] ∗ U [k , i 2]
endfor
U [j , i 2] := (A[j , i 2] − SUMM [j , i 2])/L[j , j ]
endfor
endfor
Figure 2.2: LU decomposition
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Chapter 3
Basics: parallelization in the
polytope model
3.1

The polytope model and its history

The basic idea of loop parallelization is that independent loop iterations can be executed in
parallel. For this purpose, many parallelization methods textually modify the loop structure in the source program until some loops can be marked to be parallel. We call this
approach text-based parallelization. Some typical techniques in this context are peeling,
splitting, fusion, reversal, interchange, permutation, ... of loops [Wol95]. Further research
effort in this area has developed more evolved parallelization techniques which allow more
serious changes of the structure of the source program, e.g., loop skewing, echelon transformations, and loop distribution [Ban94, Wol95].
The main challenge of this approach is to pick the right transformations for a given
source program – and the right order of these transformations.
Model-based parallelization A completely different approach is to discard the textual
structure of the source program, and to do all parallelization based on a mathematical
model. The expected advantage is that, if the model is general enough, the right sequence
of the right parallelization steps can be represented as one single transformation, and this
transformation can be discovered automatically by classical mathematical optimization
methods. We call this approach model-based parallelization.
For some methods of this approach, the structure of the loop nest is important.
Definition 1 (nested loops). A set of nested loops is called a perfect loop nest iff the
body of every loop consists of
• either precisely one (further nested) perfect loop nest,
• or (in the case of the innermost loop) a sequence of statements without a loop.
17
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Otherwise, the loops form an imperfect loop nest (also called nontightly nested loop nest
[Wol95]).
The body of a perfect loop nest L is the body of the innermost loop of L.
The number of loops surrounding a statement S is called the nesting depth of S .
The central task in this model-based approach is to determine, for every computation,
when it should take place. This temporal distribution is called schedule. In this setting,
parallelism is expressed by scheduling several computations at the same time step. The
constraints for scheduling are all kinds of dependences between computations.
Similarly to the schedule, there exists also a spatial distribution, the placement, which
determines, for every computation, where it should take place. Both distributions are
formalized in Section 3.3.
Seminal Work
The first scheduling method was proposed about 35 years ago by
Karp, Miller, and Winograd, and it was designed for scheduling uniform recurrence equations [KMW67]. This seminal work is the basis of many research activities in the field of systolic array design in the late Seventies and Eighties [KL80, Kun88, Mol83, Qui87, RK88].
In 1974, Lamport transferred this approach to the field of automatic parallelization of
nested loops [Lam74]. His scheduling method, known as Lamport’s hyperplane method ,
can be considered as the first model-based loop parallelization method.
The original polytope model In 1993, Lengauer presented a brief description of a
model-based framework for automatic parallelization of nested loops that covers all parallelization phases [Len93]. It has a mathematical basis, the polytope model , which imposes
severe restrictions on the source program:
• It must be a perfect loop nest with only assignments in its body.
• All loop bounds must be affine expressions in indices of surrounding loops and in
structure parameters, i.e., symbolic constants which typically represent the problem
size.
• The only supported data structure is the array; the array indices must be affine
functions in indices of surrounding loops and structure parameters. Scalars are viewed
as 0-dimensional arrays.
• The dependences in the source program must be uniform, i.e., identical at all instances, i.e., iterations, of the body of the loop nest.
Parallelization procedure With these limitations, automatic parallelization in the
polytope model roughly works in three steps (more formal details are given in Sections 3.3.6
to 3.3.8):
1. The textual representation of the source program is converted into a model-based
representation:

3.1 The polytope model and its history
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• every loop in the program corresponds to one dimension in the model, i.e., the
model of a program with d nested loops is a d -dimensional space, the index set,
whose bounds in the various dimensions are given by the loop bounds;
• the dependences between instances of statements are computed and represented
in the model, e.g., as dependence vectors.
2. The model-based description is used to extract parallelism:
• the distribution of the body instances in (logical) time – the schedule – is computed (this distribution guarantees the correctness of the parallelized program);
• the distribution of the body instances in (virtual) space – the placement – is
computed (this distribution aims at efficiency, e.g., by reducing the communication volume [Fea00, DR95]);
• schedule and placement together form the space-time mapping;

• the index set is expressed in a new coordinate system of temporal and spatial
dimensions, resulting in the target index set;

3. the model-based representation, the target index set, is converted to a target program.
For this purpose, a loop nest is generated that scans the target index set, i.e., that
enumerates all points inside. This loop nest consists of sequential and parallel loops,
which enumerate the dimensions in time and space, respectively.
The fact that the placement distributes the computations in virtual space means that
it assumes an unbounded number of available processors. Thus, the target index set
represents which virtual processors are active at every logical time step. In this sense, it
also gives us the maximal amount of parallelism that our approach can extract from the
source program.
Extensions Some of the methods used for parallelization in the polytope model have
been generalized in their application framework even before the comprehensive description
of the polytope model. E.g., Quinton started off with systolic array design from uniform
recurrence equations – which correspond to uniform dependences – but presented also a
way how to deal with not fully indexed variables – corresponding to imperfectly nested
loops [Qv89]. Similarly, the data flow analysis method of Feautrier was neither restricted
to perfectly nested loops, nor to uniform dependences [Fea91].
These and more extensions have generalized the original polytope model, without
changing the principal procedure. Hence, the polytope model nowadays allows that:
• dependences may be affine, not only uniform,
• schedules and placements may be piecewise multi-dimensional affine functions, which
are defined individually for each statement and, as a consequence,
• imperfectly nested loops are allowed as input [Fea92a, Fea92b, Fea94, DV94, DR95].
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Programs that satisfy these limitations are often called static control programs [Fea91].
They can be analyzed precisely at compile time. If we relax the constraints further, we
give up this property and obtain dynamic control programs:
• the type of loops is generalized to for loops with arbitrary bounds [GGL99] and to
while loops, i.e., loops whose number of iterations is unknown even when the loop
starts iterating [Gri97, Col95];
• arbitrary conditionals are allowed [BCF97];
• complex array accesses can lead to non-affine dependences.
In all these cases, suboptimal results due to necessary approximations must be accepted.
Note that, for the integration of while loops, two different approaches have been explored. In a conservative approach, control statements ensure that the body is only executed at iterations which are also executed in the sequential program [Gri97]. In contrast,
a speculative approach allows to execute the body at additional iterations [Col95]. The
advantage is a reduced number of dependences, i.e., more parallelism, but the price is a
complex commit protocol for computed values or a roll back for illegally executed iterations. Due to the existence of these solutions, and also because the integration of while
loops into the model and possible code generation schemes for them have been the subject
of a precursing PhD thesis [Gri97], we shall not focus on this topic here any further, and
we refer to the original literature for technical details on these extensions.
Since the introduction of while loops leads to an index set that is unbounded at compile
time, the model with these dynamic extensions is also called the polyhedron model . As just
noted, this aspect is not important for the rest of this thesis, so we use the more traditional
name polytope model further on.

3.2

Open problems

Despite these generalizations, there are issues in the different parallelization phases which
must be improved in order to move the polytope model towards practical usability and
acceptance. We visit some of them in the traditional order of the parallelization phases.
These aspects are also the main topics of this thesis.
• Applicability of the model First, any correct program – not just loop nests with
static control flow – should be accepted by a parallelizer. This goal leads to, apart
from some implementation effort, a theoretical question for the first phase of the
parallelization pipeline: how do we model and analyze programs with a control flow
that is less structured than regular loop nests (e.g., that may contain break or continue
statements), or even completely unstructured (e.g., by goto statements)? And how
can we deal with dynamic control flow (e.g., by if statements) without losing too
much information? These questions are tackled in detail elsewhere [CG99], but we
review the basic ideas in Section 5.2, with a focus on the latter question.

3.3 Mathematical background
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• Granularity control
The central challenge is to find the right granularity of
parallelism, in order to balance the distribution of work and the communication
overhead. The standard procedure is to apply tiling techniques to the source program
in order to increase the grain size of the computations which shall be distributed
among the processors. Unfortunately, when compared to traditional parallelization
techniques, this procedure is usually less applicable (e.g., many tiling methods are
designed for perfect loop nests), and less powerful (e.g., even in simple cases, the
optimal communication amount may be missed by orders of magnitude). We focus
on this aspect in Chapters 8 to 12.
• Schedule improvement There are cases in which even the best existing scheduling methods [Fea92a, Fea92b] miss the existing parallelism by orders of magnitude [Fea92a]. An attempt to improve this situation is presented in Chapter 6.
• Placement
It turns out that we can support tiling further by constructing a
placement which leads to some regularity for the communications. More detail,
together with an appropriate placement algorithm, is given in Chapter 7.
• Code generation
An often neglected but essential topic is the generation of
efficient parallel code. A first question is how we can generate a parallel program
at all, if the (independently computed) schedule and placement functions do not
satisfy a necessary mathematical constraint (Section 13.1). Another problem is to
check how the representation of the schedule can affect the simplicity and, hence, the
efficiency of the parallel loop nest (Section 13.2). Also, there are several methods for
generating the parallel loop code as well as a several possible target languages among
which one must decide (Sections 13.3 and 13.5). Finally, a topic of active research
is the generation of efficient communication code including the aspects of message
vectorization, or buffer organization and reuse (Section 13.4).

3.3

Mathematical background

As already mentioned, in the presence of loops, every statement in the body has several
instances at run time.
Definition 2 (iteration vector). Let S be a statement in a loop program. The iteration
vector of statement S is the vector that consists of the indices of all loops surrounding S ,
ordered from outside in.
Definition 3 (index set). The set of all iteration vectors for a given statement S is the
already mentioned index set of S . We denote it by I(S ).
Definition 4 (operation). An operation is a run-time instance of a statement. It is
identified by the name S of the statement and the iteration vector i . We denote an
operation by hi ; S i.
The set of all operations of a program is denoted by Ω.
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If there is only one statement of interest, we sometimes omit giving the name S and
denote an operation by the iteration vector only.
Example 5. Consider our running example in Figure 2.1. Note that the iteration vector
for statement T is two-dimensional, whereas the iteration vector for statement S is threedimensional. The first operation that is computed by the sequential program is h0, 1; T i,
the last operation is hn −1, n −1, n; S i.

3.3.1

Mathematical constraints

In order to use efficient mathematical tools, and in order to obtain a clean presentation, we
require the loop bounds in this thesis to be affine functions in the surrounding loop indices
and structure parameters, i.e., symbolic constants [Len93, Fea96]. A method avoiding this
restriction is given elsewhere [Gri97].
Definition 6 (linear). A d 0 -dimensional function f with d arguments v1 , · · · , vd is linear
iff it can be expressed in the following form:
linear

f (v ) = Mf v ,

(3.1)


v1
0


where v =  ...  and Mf ∈ Rd ×d is a matrix with d 0 rows and d columns.
vd


0

In our context, we usually deal with rational matrices, i.e., Mf ∈ Qd ×d , or even with
0
integral matrices, i.e., Mf ∈ Zd ×d .
Definition 7 (affine). A d 0 -dimensional function f with d arguments v1 , · · · , vd is affine
iff it can be expressed in the following form:
affine

f (v ) = Mf v + f0 ,

(3.2)




v1
0


where v =  ...  and Mf ∈ Rd ×d as above, and f0 ∈ R.
vd
Analogously, in most of our cases f0 ∈ Q or even f0 ∈ Z.
Remark 8 (no parameters as coefficients). It is important to note that, in both definitions, Mf is only allowed to contain numbers, not symbolic constants. The same is true
for f0 in the affine case. This is a severe limitation that we shall meet at several places in
this thesis. At some places, we can get around the limitation by formulating our problem
differently (e.g., in Chapter 7), and at others we cannot (e.g., in Section 12.3).

3.3 Mathematical background
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This limitation has crafted a currently very active research field, in which one uses
quantifier elimination to overcome this limitation. The central change is that, with this
extension, one obtains a tree of possible solutions, depending on the values of the parameters, instead of one solution [Grö03, GGL04]. Keeping this tree manageably small is one
of the greatest challenges in that context.
Remark 9 (piecewise linearity). Compared to the mathematically difficult task of allowing parameters as coefficients, it is relatively simple to break the linearity or affinity
constraints by using piecewise linearity whenever appropriate. Chapter 6 describes one
application of this idea in detail.
Notation Before we consider the relationship between linear and affine functions in more
detail, let us briefly introduce some basic notation, which is used frequently throughout
this thesis.
The transpose of matrix M is denoted by M > .
Idm represents the identity matrix of rank m, and Zeror ,c denotes a matrix with r rows
and c columns in which all entries are 0.

3.3.2

Homogeneous coordinates

Desirable linear setting The application of a linear function can be represented as
a matrix multiplication. Hence, the application of a sequence of transformations can be
expressed as a sequence of matrix multiplications. Now, since matrix multiplication is
associative, we can group all matrix products together, before applying the resulting one
transformation matrix to the argument:
Mfr (· · · (Mf1 v ) · · ·) = (Mfr · · · Mf1 ) v

(3.3)

I.e., we only need to compute a combined transformation only once, and then we can
apply it to all arguments in turn.
Problem in the affine setting
is no matrix Ms such that

For an arbitrary shift vector s of dimension m, there
v + s = Ms v .

(3.4)

This is an undesirable situation for us, since we intend to use affine functions for any
kind of transformation within the mathematical model, and we would like to deal with a
single transformation matrix, as this is possible in the linear case.
Solution Fortunately, there is a way that all affine functions (including shifts) can be
formalized such that Equation (3.1) holds. For this purpose, we must add a dimension for
the constant 1, i.e., we treat the constant 1 as a new variable that is set to the numeric
value 1 and not changed by f [Max46, FvDF+ 94]. It turns out that a shift in the original
space becomes a skewing in this higher-dimensional space – and skewing can be represented
by a matrix.
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Figure 3.1: A shift in homogenous coordinates
Example 10. Let us illustrate the correspondence between shifting and skewing along the
example in Figure 3.1. The left part shows a one-dimensional space; the origin of the
coordinate system is indicated with x, and the shift by a vector s is depicted as an arrow
within the one-dimensional space. The right part is a two-dimensional space, in which
the origin of the coordinate is 1 unit below the one-dimensional subspace. Obviously, the
skewing, indicated by the two arrows starting at the origin, leads to the desired shift in
the one-dimensional subspace.
More formally, every shift can be represented as a matrix multiplication, as shown in
Equation (3.1), if we use this extended coordinate system. We set
Ms =



Idm
s
Zero1,m 1



,

where s is the desired shift vector as above.
Now, let us check whether Equation (3.4) holds. First, we must extend v and s in
order to adjust the dimensionality of the two sides of the equality: we must extend v by a
coordinate 1, since it is one unit from the origin in the additional dimension, and s by a
coordinate 0, since it has no extent in that dimension. With these conventions, it is easy
to see that Equation (3.4) holds.
Formal definition We now present the formal definition, which, in principle, allows arbitrary coefficients in the additional dimension. However, this generalization is not relevant
for our purpose.
Definition 11 (homogeneous coordinates). Let v be an m-vector that represents a
point in an m-dimensional space. Then, the homogeneous coordinates of v = (v1 , · · · , vm )
are (v1 , · · · , vm , 1). Conversely, an (m + 1)-vector u = (u1 , · · · , um , um+1 ) in homogeneous
u1
um
, · · · , um+1
) in an m-dimensional space.
coordinates represents the point ( um+1
General usage Hence, the usage of the homogeneous coordinates is quite simple: we
just add a component 1 to every vector and, thus, can consider every affine function as a
linear one, which can be represented as a matrix.

3.3 Mathematical background
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Extension In our model, we want to be able to deal with structure parameters. For this
purpose, we can extend the idea of homogeneous coordinates and consider all parameters
as variables – as we just did with the constant 1. As above, we only specify functions that
do not change the value of these parameters.
Therefore, when dealing with, e.g., iteration vectors, we always join the l -vector i of
the indices of the surrounding loops and the m-vector n of structure parameters in order to
obtain the d -dimensional homogeneous index vector (d = l +m). Note that the m-vector
of structure parameters shall always contain one entry for the constant 1.
Example 12. Consider again our running example in Figure 2.1. The iteration vector for
T in standard coordinates has length 2: one entry for i and one for j . In the homogeneous
representation, the iteration vector is of length 4, one entry for i , j , n, and 1.

3.3.3

Basic linear algebra definitions

Before we demonstrate how the constructs of the source program are modeled, let us briefly
recall some basic definitions.
Definition 13 (regular, singular). A square matrix is called regular if it has full rank;
otherwise, it is called singular . Regular matrices are invertible.
Definition 14 (hyperplane, halfspace). A hyperplane is a d−1-dimensional affine subspace of a d -dimensional space. Thus, it can be represented by one affine equality.
A halfspace consists of all points of the d -dimensional space which are on one side of a
hyperplane, including the hyperplane. Thus, it can be represented by one affine inequality.
We frequently denote a system of r affine equalities by a matrix M , assuming the
following normal form
equalities

M v = 0,

(3.5)

where M is an r × d matrix, and d is the length of the vector of variables and parameters
v ; M and v are in homogeneous representation.
Similarly, for systems of affine inequalities, we use the normal form
inequalities

M v ≥ 0.

(3.6)

Polyhedra
Definition 15 (polyhedron, polytope). A polyhedron is the intersection of finitely many
halfspaces. A polytope is a bounded polyhedron.
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Representations of polytopes On the one hand, as an immediate consequence of
Definition 15, a polyhedron can be denoted like an inequality system in homogeneous
representation (cf. Equation (3.6)). Every row of matrix M represents one halfspace.
Alternatively, every row can also be considered as an equality that defines a hyperplane
bounding the polyhedron.
On the other hand, a non-homogeneous representation is more typical in books on
linear programming [Sch86, NW88]. There, a non-parameterized polytope is represented
in the following normal form:
A x ≤ b,
(3.7)
where b is a constant vector.
Similarly, parameterized polytopes are usually represented as
A x + B n ≤ b,

(3.8)

where x is the vector of the variables, n is the parameter vector.
Note that the representation of Equation (3.6) and (3.8) are equally expressive, since
the constant vector b and the matrix B can be coded in the homogeneous extension of A.
Cones
In contrast to polyhedra, there is an important difference between homogeneous and nonhomogeneous representation when considering cones:
Definition 16 (polyhedral cone). A polyhedral cone C is a set, defined by
C = {x : A x ≤ 0}.
In this definition, A and x are in non-homogeneous representation [Sch86]. Note that
this is a limitation: as in the case of polyhedra, every row of matrix A can be interpreted as an equality which represents a hyperplane bounding the cone, but now, every
hyperplane contains the origin of the coordinate system, because in the non-homogeneous
representation, x = (0, · · · , 0) is always a solution to A x = 0.
This is different in the homogeneous representation. There, x = (0, · · · , 0) is not a
possible solution to A x = 0, since the vector of the parameters (which now is a part of x )
is a constant, not a variable. I.e., we may not solve the system by setting a parameter n
to 0, or, even more obvious, by setting the constant 1 to 0.
Properties of cones Since Definition 16 is in non-homogeneous representation, the
origin of the coordinate system is always contained in a cone. The origin is even the only
vertex of a cone.
This indicates a dual definition of cones, which is equivalent to Definition 16 [Sch86]:
any cone can be characterized by its extremal rays r1 , . . . , rs and its lines l1 , . . . , lt :
C = {x : x =

s
X
k =1

xk rk +

t
X
j =1

yj lj ∧ (∀k : xk ≥ 0)}.

(3.9)
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There are well known algorithms for finding the rays and lines of a cone, and there is
at least one efficient implementation, the Polylib [Wil93].

3.3.4

Counting integer points in parameterized polytopes

Frequently in this thesis, we are interested only in the integer points inside a polytope (cf.
Remark 22), and at some places, we need to know how many there are.
Ehrhart polynomials
Philippe Clauss has proposed a precise method for counting
integer points inside a parameterized polytope using Ehrhart polynomials, a generalization
of ordinary polynomials [Cla96]. The generalization is that the coefficients are periodic
numbers, denoted
[c0 , · · · , cp−1 ]n
for a parameter n. The value of such a periodic number is the entry ci with i = n modulo p.
We do not present Clauss’ method in detail, but we give a brief overview based on an
example; for any technical detail we refer to the original work [Cla96].

j

j

m1

m1

m2
i
n

i
n

Figure 3.2: Different shapes due to different parameter values
Example 17. The three constraints 0 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n define the triangle in Figure 3.2 (left).
The additional constraint j ≤ m + 2i has no influence on the shape if m ≥ n2 ≥ 0 – as in
the left part of the figure – or it cuts off the tip of the triangle if 0 ≤ m < n2 – as in the
right part.
Shape of the polytope
As one might expect, different shapes of a polytope, due
to different parameter settings, lead to different Ehrhart polynomials. Hence, the first
task when computing the number of integral points inside a parameterized polytope is to
partition the parameter domain into regions that lead to different shapes of the polytope.
Example 18. When we give the constraints of Example 17 to the Polylib function that
implements Clauss’ method [Wil93], we obtain first a domain 2m ≥ n ≥ 0 (whose shape
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is the triangle), and the number of integer points inside the polytope is given by the
polynomial ( 21 n 2 + 32 n + 1). The second parameter domain 0 ≤ 2m ≤ n is considered in
Example 19 below; there, the Ehrhart polynomial is different.
Ragged bounds The necessity for periodic numbers as coefficients arises from polytope
bounds that have an angle w.r.t. the coordinate axes that is not a multiple of 45◦ . If we
follow the integer points inside the polytope that are closest to that bound, we obtain a
ragged border (cf. the dotted line in Figure 3.2, right). Since these peaks are regularly
spread, a periodic number can cover the different possible changes in the number of integer
points.
Example 19. For the second parameter domain 0 ≤ 2m ≤ n, this case occurs: for increasing
values of n, the height of the polytope changes iff we increment n from an odd to an
even value. This leads to two polynomials for the number of points inside. These two
polynomials can be expressed as one Ehrhart polynomial:
3
1 2
n + (m +1) n + [(−m 2 + m + 1), (−m 2 + m + )]n
4
4
The value of the periodic number for the constant term is −m 2 + m + 1 if n is even, and
−m 2 + m + 34 if n is odd. In Figure 3.2, right, we depicted the polytope with m = 1 and
n = 6. For these concrete numbers, the Ehrhart polynomial evaluates to 9 + 12 + 1 = 22.
If we decrease n to 5, we obtain 25
+ 10 + 34 = 17 instead. It is guaranteed that the result
4
is always an integer number.
Computation of Ehrhart polynomials
The computation of Ehrhart polynomials
proceeds in two phases: the first phase partitions the parameter domain and computes the
parametric vertices for every subdomain; the second phase computes the coefficients of the
Ehrhart polynomials, i.e., the periodic numbers.
It is known that the degree of the Ehrhart polynomial is given by the dimensionality
of the polytope, the dimension, i.e., the number of unknowns is given by the number
of parameters, and the maximal period is given by the least common multiple of the
denominators of the vertex coordinates. With this knowledge, we can craft a template for
the Ehrhart polynomial in which all coefficients are unknowns. For the computation of its
concrete coefficients, one sets the parameters to different values and, for every parameter
setting, one counts the number of integer points in the resulting non-parametric polytope.
With as many parameter settings as there are unknown coefficients in the template, one
can determine the Ehrhart polynomial.
The cost of the first phase is determined mainly by the number of variables and parameters, and the number of bounds. The cost of the second phase depends heavily on the
size of the integer coefficients in the polytope description.
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Modulo functions and polyhedra

It is well known that modulo functions can be easily integrated into the linear algebra
framework by expressing them as two-dimensional functions: one dimension represents the
result of integer division, and the other the remainder.
If a variable i with l ≤ i ≤ u shall be partitioned in blocks of size b, we formulate this
by the following system of (in-)equalities, where d is the result of integer division and r is
the remainder:
l ≤ i ≤ u
0 ≤ r ≤ b −1
i = d ∗b+r

(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)

This system fully describes all variables of interest, including i . If desired, we can
eliminate i by substituting Equation (3.12) in (3.10) and obtain two inequalities for the
two variables d and r that, together, replace i .

d
2
(8−r)/3
1
0

r
0

2

(1−r)/3

Figure 3.3: Modulo functions in the linear algebra framework
Example 20. Consider 1 ≤ i ≤ 8, which shall be partitioned in blocks of size 3 (Figure 3.3).
We obtain the complete system
1 ≤ i ≤ 8
0 ≤ r ≤ 2
i = 3∗d +r
Substitution and elimination leads to
0 ≤ r ≤ 2
1−r
8−r
≤ d ≤
3
3
Since d is an integer, it must even satisfy




8−r
1−r
≤d ≤
3
3
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Remark 21 (no modulo with parametric second argument). Note that the above
system is linear only if b is given as a concrete numerical value; a symbolic constant leads
out of this framework, since d ∗b in Equation (3.12) is not a linear term, as we have already
stated in Remark 8.

3.3.6

The mathematical model of a source program

Now, we are ready to present a more formal description of the parallelization framework
introduced in Section 3.1. The first step of a parallelization in the polyhedron model is
to transfer all necessary information contained in the program text to a mathematical,
i.e., model-based description. Much of this information can be extracted directly from the
program text.
Loops
The affine bounds of the loops surrounding a statement S can be read as affine inequalities
and, consequently, expressed as a system of linear inequalities in homogeneous representation and, thus, represented as a c × d matrix DS , where c is the number of affine bounds
of the loops, and d is the dimensionality of the index set of S plus the number of symbolic
parameters (i.e., d = l + m as above). This matrix gives us a formal description of the
index set (cf. Definition 3):
 
i
index set
DS
≥0
(3.13)
n
where i is the iteration vector of S , and n is the vector of all structure parameters. (Aside:
for consistency, we take care in our examples that the trivial inequality 1 ≥ 0 is always
included in DS ; some mathematical tools, e.g., the Polylib [Wil93], require it.)
From this representation, we see that every index set is a polyhedron. Note that, in the
case of non-affine loop bounds or dynamic control programs, the index set can, in general,
only be a superset of the set of instances executed at runtime.
Since the original model requires all loop bounds to be affine expressions, the resulting
index sets are all bounded, i.e., polytopes. Hence, the name “polytope model”.
Remark 22 (linearly bounded lattices). To be precise, the index set (for loops with
stride 1) is a Z-polyhedron (or a Z-polytope), which is the intersection of a polyhedron
(polytope) and the integer lattice. If we additionally deal with affine transformations (as
we do for parallelization), we obtain linearly bounded lattices, which have been studied
in detail by Teich and Thiele [TT93]. However, in this thesis, we shall not focus on
the arising complications since they can be postponed and solved during code generation
(cf. Section 13.3). Thus, when clear from the context, we shall not distinguish between a
polyhedron (polytope) and the integer points it contains.
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Example 23. Let us come back to our example in Figure 2.1. The index set for statement
T is given by 0 ≤ i ≤ n −1 and i +1 ≤ j ≤ n −1. Hence, the matrix form DT is


1
0 0
0
 −1
0 1 −1 



1 0 −1 
DT =  −1
.
 0 −1 1 −1 
0
0 0
1
The columns represent the coefficients for i , j , n, and
row represents one inequality.
Analogously,

1
0
0 0
 −1
0
0
1

 −1
1
0 0

DS = 
0
−1
0 1

 −1
0
1 0

 0
0 −1 1
0
0
0 0

the constant 1, in this order; every

0
−1
−1
−1
−1
0
1







,





where the columns represent the coefficients for i , j , k , n, and the constant 1, in this order.
Statements
Most of the time, we only consider assignments as statements. We also allow calls to
side-effect free functions and side-effect free procedure calls, but we do no interprocedural
analysis in this case. We just consider, e.g., a procedure call with several return arguments
as a simultaneous assignment. Recursive calls are forbidden.
The program text of the statement is stored but not considered until target code generation; only the accesses to arrays in the statements have a correspondence in the model,
as we shall see later in this section.
Loops as statements Note that loops are not considered statements.
However, this is different in the case of non-affine bounds. There, we use an affine
approximation at compile time, i.e., an affinely bounded superset. To control the execution
of the necessary iterations in the target code, we add some control statements (and some
dependences between them). Hence, in this case, loops do lead to statements – but this is
not the topic of this thesis.
Conditionals as statements A conditional consists of a boolean guard and a then and
an optional else branch. Two types of conditionals must be distinguished.
1. Conditionals whose guards consist of affine (in-)equalities in the surrounding loop
indices and structure parameters are not considered statements. Instead, for every
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statement S in the then branch of the conditional, the affine constraints from the
guard are added to the matrices representing the index set I of S . Note that this
additionally restricted index set I’ is always a polyhedron if the guard is a conjunction
of affine (in-)equalities.
For every statement S in the else branch of the conditional, we would like to add
the negation of the affine constraints from the guard to the matrices representing the
index set of S . However, if the guard contains conjunctions, the negation contains
disjunctions, which, in general, leads to a non-convex set (cf. Figure 3.4).

for i := 0 to 5
for j := 0 to 4
if i ≤ 3 and j ≤ 2 then
T :
...
else
S :
...
endif
endfor
endfor

S
j

T
i

Figure 3.4: An else branch and its non-convex ”index set”
In other words, the set of all iterations where the else branch is taken, cannot be
described by one system of inequalities, i.e., by one index set.
A simple solution is to partition the ”index set” of the else branch (more formally, the
complement of the affinely guarded subset I’ w.r.t. the index set of the conditional),
into disjoint polyhedra and to consider every such partition as a separate affinely
guarded conditional (indicated by the dotted line in Figure 3.4).
The same solution is taken for the then branch if the guard contains disjunctions.
2. Non-affine guards cannot be modeled precisely. Hence, we approximate them conservatively. In this case, the guards are considered (especially marked) statements
which compute the value of the conditional and store it in a new array C (each result
in a separate cell, so as not to introduce new dependences).
In addition, dependences from these statements to every statement in the body of
the conditional are added. This guarantees that the guard is scheduled before its
body statements.
In target code generation, the statements in the body of a conditional are surrounded
by new guards reading the appropriate values stored in C .
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Array accesses
Let aA,r be the dA -vector of array indices of an access to array A at some occurrence r in
the program text, extended by entries for the parameters. We require all dA indices to be
affine expressions in the surrounding loop indices and structure parameters. Hence, the
array access can be represented as an access matrix AA,r of size dA × d :
 
i
access matrix
aA,r (i , n) = AA,r
(3.14)
n
where d is the dimensionality of the index set of S plus the number of symbolic parameters, as above.
Every access to a variable is modeled by this access matrix, together with the identifier
of the array, and the fact whether the access reads or writes the variable. (If it does both,
as possible, e.g., in C notation, we consider it as two different accesses.)
Example 24. Let us continue our motivating example in Figure 2.1. In order to distinguish
the occurrences of the seven array accesses, we denote them by the label of the statement,
followed by a number that counts the array accesses in every statement from left to right,
starting at 0. Then, we have the following access matrices, where the rows correspond to
the first and second array dimension and to the homogeneous coordinates for n and the
constant 1, in this order; the columns represent, for statement T , the coefficients for i , j ,
n, and the constant 1, in this order:






1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
 0 1 0 0 
 1 0 0 0 
 1 0 0 0 





Atmp,T 0 = 
 0 0 1 0  , Aa,T 1 =  0 0 1 0  , Aa,T 2 =  0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
For statement S , the columns represent the coefficients for i , j , k , n, and the constant
1, in this order:


0 1 0 0 0
 0 0 1 0 0 

Aa,S 0 = Aa,S 1 = 
 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1

Atmp,S 2



1
 0
=
 0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0


0
0 
,
0 
1

Aa,S 3



1
 0
=
 0
0

0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0


0
0 

0 
1

Dependences
The last step in crafting the model for a given source program is to compute and express
the interaction between the operations in the index sets. This is the task of dependence
analysis tools, and the subject of Chapter 5.
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S :

for j := 0 to n
A[j ] := A[j − 3]
endfor

Figure 3.5: Non-integral schedule

3.3.7

Space-time mapping

As for the loop bounds, we also require that schedule and placements are affine in the
surrounding loops’ indices and structure parameters. We formalize them as follows.
Schedule
A schedule θ of a program is a function which maps every operation to an integer vector
that represents logical time. For every statement S , its schedule θS can be represented by
a t × d matrix ΘS , where t is the number of time dimensions, and d is the dimensionality
of the index set of S plus the number of symbolic parameters (i.e., d = l +m):
 
i
affine schedule
θS (i , n) = ΘS
(3.15)
n
As long as we have no values for the entries of ΘS , we call ΘS a template of a schedule.
Example 25. For our motivating example, the templates for one-dimensional schedules are:


ΘT = tTi tTj tTn tT1
and ΘS = tSi tSj tSk tSn tS1

Definition 26 (causality condition). A schedule must satisfy the following causality
condition, which states the correlation between dependences and schedules:
causality condition

(∀u, v ∈ Ω : u δ v ⇒ θ(u) + 1 ≤ θ(v ))

(3.16)

Note that we can drop the condition that schedules must be integral: if θ satisfies the
causality condition, then so does θ 0 (u) = bθ(u)c [Qui87]. In fact, non-integral schedules do
appear as results in current scheduling methods [Fea92a], and we interpret them as integral
schedules by implicitly applying the floor function.
Example 27. Consider the program in Figure 3.5.
 The schedule by Feautrier’s method
[Fea92a] is θS (j , n) = j /3, i.e., ΘS = 31 0 0 . This means that we can execute three
iterations simultaneously at every logical, integral time step: iterations 0,1,2 are executed
at logical time 0, iterations 3,4,5 at time step 1, and so on.
Definition 28 (latency). For a schedule θ, the latency L of a program is defined as
latency

L = max θ(u) − min θ(u)
u∈Ω

u∈Ω
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The latency can be interpreted either as the running time on a parallel computer with
sufficiently many processors, or as the minimum number of synchronization points. Whatever the interpretation, it is easy to see that frequently – not always – one wants to minimize
the latency.
Definition 29 (free schedule). A schedule which specifies that every operation is executed as early as allowed by the dependences is called free schedule.
Obviously the free schedule has minimal latency, but not every schedule with minimal
latency is a free schedule.
Placements and space-time matrix
Computation placement Analogously to the schedule, a computation placement π
is a function which maps every operation to an integer vector that represents a virtual
processor. With the same affinity constraints, the placement of a statement S , πS , can be
represented by a p × d matrix ΠS , where p is the number of processor dimensions, and d
is as above:
 
i
(3.17)
computation placement
πS (i , n) = ΠS
n
For placement functions, we require that the dimensionality of the range, i.e., the
number of processor dimensions is constant, i.e., independent of the statement. Note that
this is not essential for model-based parallelization, but it respects the – in practice quite
frequent – layout of the processors of a parallel computer as a grid of fixed dimension. All
other topologies must be embedded in this grid.
Example 30. For our motivating example, the templates for one-dimensional placements
are:


and ΠS = pSi pSj pSk pSn pS1
ΠT = pTi pTj pTn pT1

 
S
Space-time mapping
The combined matrix Θ
is called space-time matrix and
ΠS
represents the space-time mapping. The homogeneous representation of this space-time
matrix, as used in our implementation, is


ΘS
.
ΠS
(3.18)
space-time matrix
TS =
Zerom,l Idm
Example 31. Let us come back to our motivating example in Figure 2.1. For the moment,
we are not interested in how schedule and computation placement are computed; we just
present the results of our implementation. For more detail we refer to Chapters 6 and 7
and to the literature [Fea92a, Fea92b, DV94, DV96b, Fea94, DR95].
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For the schedule of T and S , we obtain 2 ∗ i and 2 ∗ i + 1, respectively. In matrix form:


ΘT = 2 0 0 0 , and ΘS = 2 0 0 0 1 .

Note that the interpretation of the columns is as in Example 23.
This schedule specifies that all j iterations (and also all k iterations of statement S )
can be executed in parallel. The i iterations of T and S are mutually interleaved.
For the computation placement, we must first decide the dimensionality of our processor
grid. For a 2-dimensional grid, Feautrier’s algorithm [Fea94] computes (j , i ) and (j , k ) as
placements for statements T and S , respectively. Formally:




0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
.
, and ΠS =
ΠT =
0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
Hence, the space-time

2
 0

TT =
 1
 0
0

matrices are


0
0 0
2 0
 0 1
1
0 0 


 0 0
0
0 0 
,
and
T
=
S


 0 0
0
1 0 
0
0 1
0 0

0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
1
0

1
0
0
0
1





.



(3.19)

Remark 32 (dimensionality considerations). It is important to realize that, without
loss of generality, the placements and the schedules have the same dimensionalities for all
statements:
• For the placement, this is guaranteed by the placement method, since, in a d dimensional processor space, every placement must determine the processor coordinates in all d dimensions.
• The schedule may, a priori, have different dimensionalities for different statements.
But a schedule with insufficient dimensionality may always be extended by suitable
coordinates: for every time dimension i determine its minimal value mi (this exists
and is finite) and set the time coordinate to mi −1 for all those schedules in which
time dimension i is not specified explicitly.
• If the dimensionality of the space-time mapping (the combined schedule and placement) is less than the dimensionality of the index set, we can either integrate the
missing index set dimensions in the model by increasing the dimensionality of all
schedules in the program as just described, or we can exclude these dimensions from
the model by considering the according loops as a textual part of the statement. The
latter approach may be a practical alternative to tiling (cf. Chapters 12 and 14),
but it is not the default in our proposed model-oriented parallelization framework.
Further aspects are discussed in Section 13.1.1.
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In other words: after space-time mapping, all instances of all statements can be viewed
as being embedded in a perfect nest of time and space loops. Note that this is true
regardless of whether the target program is indeed perfectly nested or not. The latter
depends on the quality of the applied code generation algorithm.

Data placement Similarly to the computation placement, a data placement maps array
elements to virtual processors. For each array A, we express this placement as:
a 
(3.20)
data placement
πA (a, n) = ΠA
n
where a is the l 0 -vector of the subscripts of array A, ΠA is a p ×dA matrix, with dA = l 0+m,
and n, m, and p are as above.
Example 33. For our motivating example, the templates for one-dimensional data placements are:


1st
2nd
n
1
ptmp
ptmp
ptmp
Πtmp = ptmp
and Πa = pa1st pa2nd pan pa1

Definition 34 (owner). If a data placement is given, then the processor to which an
array element is mapped, is called owner of the array element. I.e., with the definitions
above: πA (a, n) is the owner of A[a].
Remark 35 (implicit data or computation placement). Note that, instead of specifying separate placements for computations and data, they could also be defined implicitly
by each other.
• Owner computes rule The well known owner computes rule (OCR), e.g., used in
HPF [KLS+ 94], assumes a data placement and, based on it, determines the computation placement according to the rule that only the owner of an array cell computes
the values for this cell. Thus, we have
πS (i , n) = πA (aA,r (i , n)),
where r is the occurrence of the write access to array A in statement S . Note that,
in this case, every data item has a fixed owner πA (a, n).
• Computer owns rule Symmetrically, we can define a computer owns rule, which
starts from a computation placement and stores every value at the processor that
computed it. In this context, if a value is recomputed on different processors, the
“owner” of the array cell changes implicitly during program execution. We have a
similar equality as before, but now, the data placement may depend on the iteration
vector:
πS (i , n) = πA,i,n (aA,r (i , n)).
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Remark 36 (communication basis). Note that the data placement determines the communications of the target program:
• ownership-driven communication
If every data item resides on a qualified
owner, then the communications must take place between the owner on the one
hand and the producer or consumer of the value on the other hand, for a write or
a read access, respectively. We call this approach to determining communications
ownership-driven. This is the most prominent approach because it is the basis of the
data-parallel programming method.
A typical language of this approach is HPF, which is, additionally, based on the owner
computes rule (Remark 35), i.e., the computation placement is specified implicitly
by the data placement. Since, with that convention, only the owner of a data item
computes the value, there is never a communication from the producer to the owner.
In general, the ownership-driven approach does not require the owner computes rule.
• dependence-driven communication
In the dependence-driven approach, the
data are sent directly from the producer to the consumer. Hence, the notion of
ownership becomes useless. Instead, this approach is always based on the computer
owns rule (Remark 35).
Remark 37 (types of placement algorithms). In analogy to these two ways of determining communications, we have two ways to compute a placement, because the main
goal of a placement is to minimize communications (under the constraint of generating
sufficiently much parallelism):
• if the placement algorithm computes an explicit data placement, we call it an ownershipdriven placement algorithm;
• if the data placement is implicitly given due to the computer owns rule, we call it a
dependence-driven placement algorithm.
Comparison of the two types of placement algorithms
If some array element A[x ] is
reassigned, the new (possibly different) producer P holds the new value in the dependencedriven approach, i.e., P becomes the new temporary “owner” of A[x ]. Since in this context,
the “ownership” for an array element can change freely, the dependence-driven approach
is, in this aspect, more flexible than the ownership-driven approach.
On the other hand, in the dependence-driven approach, the implicit owner is always
the computer of the value; we have no possibility to define a different processor as owner,
even if this would be beneficial. So, in this aspect the ownership-driven approach is more
flexible [Fea00].
Definition 38 (cutting dependences). In the dependence-driven approach, we say that
a dependence is cut, if the dependent operations are mapped to the same processor [Fea94].
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Code generation

When switching from the model back to the code level, we must scan the target (i.e.,
space-time mapped) index sets, i.e., we must enumerate all points inside. For this purpose,
we again want to represent the target index sets as polyhedra.
The first method for this purpose has been proposed by Ancourt and Irigoin [AI91].
Chamski extends this work by using imperfectly nested loops in order to reduce run-time
overhead [Cha92]. Further approaches are considered in more detail in Section 13.3.
Definition 39 (unimodular). A matrix is unimodular if its determinant is ±1 (consequently, the matrix must be square and of full rank), and all entries of the matrix are
integer values.
Target index sets
If the space-time matrix T S is unimodular, the target index set for every statement can
easily be described in terms of the space and time variables: from Equation (3.13), we
derive
 
i
−1
DS (T S T S )
≥ 0.
n
Since matrix multiplication is associative, we regroup and obtain
 
t
target index set
DS0  p  ≥ 0,
n

(3.21)

where
DS0 = DS T −1
S

(3.22)

and t and p are the time and space coordinates, respectively.
For the case of a space-time matrix T S which is not unimodular but still square and
of full rank, several authors have published solutions in the early Nineties [Ram92, Dar94,
KPR94, LP94, Xue94, Ram95]. A non-unimodular matrix T S can represent, among other
transformations, a scaling of the target index set, which typically leads to regularly spread
holes in the Z-polyhedron. The idea is that non-unit strides can be used to skip the holes.
Example 40. Consider again our running example. The space-time matrix for S is shown
in Equation (3.19). It is not unimodular: its determinant is 2. The inverse of T S is

 1
1
0
0
0
−
2
2
 0 1 0 0
0 


.
 0 0 1 0
0
=
T −1
S


 0 0 0 1
0 
0 0 0 0
1
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Hence,



DS0 = DS T −1
S

1
2
− 12
− 12

0
0 0

0
0 1


1
0 0

0
−1
0
1
=
 1
 −
0
1 0
 2
 0
0 −1 1
0
0
0 0

− 21
− 21
− 21
−1
− 21
0
1







.





I.e., in a more readable form, we have the following six non-trivial inequalities for the
target index set, which we can read from the first six rows of DS0 :
1.:

t≥1

3.:

p1 ≥

1
2

5.:

p2 ≥

2.:

t ≤ 2∗n −1

4.:

p1 ≤ n − 1

6.:

p2 ≤ n

t
2

+

t
2

+

1
2

The corresponding target polytope is depicted in Figure 3.6. The left part shows how
the polytope is constructed; the number at every border represents the inequality number
(equivalent with the row number in DS0 ) that describes this border. The right part shows
the real index set.
n=5
6

4

5

6
5
6
5
3

6
5

p1

p1
p2

p2

t

1

2

t

Figure 3.6: Target index set in real space
In order to illustrate the holes, we have depicted the operations that must be executed
in the source and the target program as bullets in Figure 3.7.
It is easy to see that the source index set in the left part is dense, whereas the target
index set at the right hand side consists only of holes for every second t index – as we could
also expect from the schedule. Graphically, the space-time mapping corresponds, roughly
spoken, to stretching the horizontal axes by a factor of 2. Hence, with a stride of 2 in the
t dimension we can skip these holes.
The position of the origin of the coordinate system also shows that t starts at 1, in
contrast to the source index i which starts at 0. Thus, the loop for t must start at 1 and
iterate with stride 2.
The basic mathematical approach in the various publications on this subject is as follows
[Ram92, Dar94, KPR94, LP94, Xue94, Ram95]: T S is transformed into its Hermite normal
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n=5

j

p1
k

p2

i

t

Figure 3.7: A non-unimodular space-time mapping
form [NW88], whose diagonal entries represent the strides of the target loops, and whose
other entries can be combined to adjust the offset for the lower bound of the loops. A more
detailed technical description of the method, including further extensions – e.g., how to
deal with non-integer coefficients in the schedule – can also be found in Wetzel’s diploma
thesis [Wet95].
If the space-time matrix has not full rank, we refer to Section 13.1.1 for a possible
solution. This situation occurs, e.g., for statement T in our running example (cf. Equation (3.19)).
Loop generation
Once the target index set of a statement is given as a polytope (as in Equation (3.21)),
the loop nest scanning this polytope can be generated using some projection method: the
central requirement is that the bounds of outer loops must not depend on the indices of
inner loops.
The elimination method of Fourier-Motzkin [Ban93, Sch86] is one well-known technique
that eliminates variables from a system of inequalities. Its doubly exponential time complexity is still acceptable since the number of dimensions (i.e., the depth of the loop nest)
is typically a very small number. Note, further, that Fourier-Motzkin elimination works
on real polyhedra but not on Z-polyhedra. Since we know that our indices are integer
values, we can apply implicitly floor and ceiling functions for the upper and lower bounds,
respectively. But this is not sufficient to adapt Fourier-Motzkin to Z-polyhedra. E.g., the
method cannot recognize that a Z-polytope is empty if the real polytope contains rational
but no integral points. As a consequence, a loop with empty range might be generated.
Alternative methods for generating loops are presented in Section 13.3.
Synchronous and asynchronous parallelism Note that the order of the target loops
can be chosen freely, thus, leading to synchronous (horizontal, in terms of Banerjee
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[Ban93]) or asynchronous programs, depending on whether the outer loops enumerate the
time or space dimensions, respectively.
Note further that our asynchronous programs still allow synchronization and/or communication between the processors – in contrast to Banerjee’s vertical parallelism [Ban94].
Typically, non-blocking sends and blocking receives are used to insert the necessary synchronizations. This difference also explains why we can always generate asynchronous
programs, whereas vertical parallelism in the sense of Banerjee only exists if the dependences satisfy very strong constraints.
Example 41. Let us now assume that we want to generate an asynchronous target loop
nest for statement S of our running example. In this case, we must eliminate the variable
t in the bounds of p1 and p2 , since the sequential loop on t is nested inside the two parallel
loops, and, consequently, the loop index t must not occur in the borders of p1 or p2 .
For this purpose, we now apply Fourier-Motzkin elimination. We first rewrite the six
inequalities in Example 40, such that the variable to be eliminated, i.e., t, is isolated (if it
occurs in the inequality):
5.: 2 ∗ p2 − 1 ≥ t
3.: 2 ∗ p1 − 1 ≥ t
1.: t ≥ 1
4.: p1 ≤ n − 1
6.: p2 ≤ n
2.: t ≤ 2 ∗ n − 1
The inequalities that contain t can be interpreted as the bounds of the loop on t.
We then eliminate t by writing all pairs of lower and upper bounds for t:
1./2.: 1 ≤ 2 ∗ n − 1
4.: p1 ≤ n − 1
1./3.: 1 ≤ 2 ∗ p1 − 1
6.: p2 ≤ n
1./5.: 1 ≤ 2 ∗ p2 − 1
Now, we have a system without variable t and we can recursively eliminate p2 .
Fortunately, there is no inequality that contains both, p1 and p2 . Therefore, we isolate
p1 and p2 simultaneously:
1./2.’: 1 ≤ n
4.: p1 ≤ n − 1
1./3.’: 1 ≤ p1
6.: p2 ≤ n
1./5.’: 1 ≤ p2
From the previous calculations, we can directly write down the asynchronous loop nest
for S (stride 2 for the t loop is inserted based on the above considerations):

S’:

for p1 := 1 to n −1
for p2 := 1 to n
for t := 1 to min(2 ∗ n − 1, 2 ∗ p1 − 1, 2 ∗ p2 − 1) step 2
...
endfor
endfor
endfor
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Array indices in the target program As just seen, the target loop nest does not
contain the indices of the source loops. However, they still occur in the array indices.
Fortunately, in the case of regular space-time matrices, the source loop indices are easily
computed from the target loop indices by applying T −1
S . Since
 
 
t
i
 p =TS
,
(3.23)
source to target
n
n
where i is the source index vector, t and p are the target index vectors for sequential and
parallel dimensions, respectively, and n is the parameter vector (including the constant 1),
we have
 
 
t
i
−1 
p =
target to source
TS
.
(3.24)
n
n
Every row of T −1
S corresponds to one source index (or parameter), and every column
contains the coefficients of one target index (or parameter).

Example 42. We can read the first three rows of T −1
S from Example 40 as follows:
• i=

t−1
2

• j = p1
• k = p2
Hence, statement S in the loop body is rewritten as
S’:

a[p1 , p2 ] := a[p1 , p2 ] − tmp[ t−1
, p1 ] ∗ a[ t−1
, p2 ]
2
2

Merging index sets
So far, we have considered only one statement. Another challenge is to generate code that
efficiently enumerates the (usually non-convex) union U of target index sets of different
statements. More precisely, we must scan polyhedra P1 , · · · , Pk , where k is the number of
statements in the target program.
A naı̈ve method is to enumerate a single polyhedron P that contains P1 , · · · , Pk [GLW98].
A typical choice for P is the convex or the rectangular hull of P1 , · · · , Pk . In the body of
the loop nest scanning P, we add a guard for every statement i which restricts P to Pi ,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k . Our performance experiments showed that the repeated evaluation of the
guards is an inacceptably high control overhead: every guard typically consists of at least
two tests per dimension of P.
Several more sophisticated code generation algorithms focus on this problem [QRW00,
KPR94, Col94, Bas03]. They result in the imperfectly nested target programs already
mentioned. This aspect of code generation is treated in more detail in Section 13.3.
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Chapter 4
Overview: all modules of a
parallelizing compiler
After the presentation of the basics of the polytope model, we can now visit selected topics
in more detail. This also means that, from this point on, we focus on the description of
our own methods and, thus, not all parallelization phases are presented in equal detail. In
order to get an overview of the methods described in the remainder of this thesis, we briefly
describe all phases of a parallelizing compiler and indicate which of them are treated in more
detail in which parts of this thesis. Thereby, we shall see that we contribute research results
to every parallelization phase (where the contribution to scheduling is only indirect: we do
not develop our own scheduling algorithm since elaborate methods exist in the literature
[Fea92a, Fea92b, DV97], but we improve their power by a preceding refinement step; cf.
Chapter 6).

4.1

LooPo

This thesis presents various methods to be used in a parallelizing compiler. In order to
see whether these methods, which we derive on a theoretical basis, behave as expected in
practical use, we implement them in a loop parallelizer called LooPo. LooPo is a sourceto-source compiler, in development at the University of Passau, which integrates methods
for all parallelization phases.
For the mentioned purpose, flexibility and easy adaptivity are more important aspects
than having a complete, automatic, efficient, and user-friendly tool. Therefore, LooPo is
designed as a prototypic system, which means that not everything runs fully automatic,
even if this would be possible from the theoretical point of view, or the implementations of
some modules require harder input constraints than the underlying theory, but the design
allows to easily integrate new methods.
Its modular structure also enables us to have several methods implemented for every
parallelization phase and, thus, it allows to compare different methods which have the same
purpose. Furthermore, we can observe easily the effects of a new method on all subsequent
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parallelization phases, i.e., we can see which other methods benefit (or suffer) most from
a new method.
Beyond all methods developed in this thesis, LooPo consists of
• a scanner and parser for a subset of C and Fortran,
• two methods for dependence analysis [Ban97, Fea91],
• three scheduling methods [Lam74, Fea92b, DV94],
• two placement algorithms [Fea94, DR95],
• an extension to deal with dynamic control programs [Gei97],
• a limited implementation of a tiling method [Xue97a],
• a graphical display tool [Wüs97], and
• a lot of auxiliary tools.
Additional information about LooPo is available in the first announcement [GL97], in
a dissertation [Gri97], or in the web [Leh].
In this thesis, we use LooPo
• to compute schedules for all our examples, since here, we do not present a scheduling
algorithm explicitly,
• to skip occasionally the computation of some parallelization phases if details are
irrelevant but the result is needed for the method to be explained,
• to illustrate how a method can be implemented,
• to assist us in the generation of the target code for the performance experiments,
• to evaluate the practical use of a derived method, and
• to explain the structure of this thesis (cf. Section 4.2).

4.2

The interplay of parallelization methods

We can use the structure of LooPo to demonstrate in which order the different parallelization methods should be applied in a parallelizing compiler, and how these methods work
together. Note that the chapters of this thesis are ordered the same way.
Figure 4.1 depicts in which order the modules should be traversed. The numbers in the
node labels represent the number of the section that describes the method; the text is just
some mnemonic label, typically the name of the module in LooPo.
Figure 4.1 consists of three rows, which represent the classical three phases of parallelization in the polytope model:
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imperative program

5
cffada
raw source model

functional program

6
iss

source model

14
spec2loopo

−−
scheduler

13.2
multidim

8+11+12
timetile
13.1
targgen

source model
7
gfco

target model
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13.3−5.
targout

target model

8+9+10
spacetile

executable program

Figure 4.1: Control flow through the compiler

1. the generation of the mathematical, i.e., model-based description of the source program,
2. the model-based parallelization, and
3. the generation of a parallel program from the model-based description after the parallelization.

4.2.1

Generation of the model-based description

Input (cffada, spec2loopo)
First, we can see that there are two input arrows. It means that we can either give an
imperative loop program to LooPo, which is the already described standard case, or we can
give a possibly mutual recursive specification to LooPo. The second input variant is, on the
one hand, more flexible in the sense that the input does not specify an execution order of
the operations and, on the other hand, more restrictive as it does not allow reassignments.
We come back to this second input variant in Chapter 14.
Until that point, we focus on the traditional case, which takes loop programs in C or
Fortran notation (where we require that, also in the C notation, the loop index and the
variables that appear in the loop bounds are not modified in the loop body, i.e., the number
of iterations of the loop is known when the loop starts iterating). LooPo accepts both,
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static and dynamic control programs (cf. Section 3.1); the underlying theory for dynamic
control programs is partly described in this thesis (the dependence analysis module in
Section 5.2), and mainly in the precursing PhD thesis [Gri97].
The most difficult part of the input module is to compute the set of all dependences
of an imperative loop program. Chapter 5 presents the basics of dependence analysis
and illustrates a method that is applicable for dynamic control programs – then returning
approximate results – but that is precise for static control programs, i.e., that finds all
existing dependences and returns no non-existing dependence.
Improvement (iss)
As we can see in Figure 4.1, the model-based description can be used directly as the source
model, or it can be optionally refined. This refinement is especially helpful in the presence
of non-uniform dependences: it can improve the quality of schedule and/or placement
significantly. The idea is to partition the index sets of the statements into pieces that
are more homogeneous w.r.t. the dependences than the original index sets are; a detailed
description is given in Chapter 6. In LooPo, the user controls whether to apply this
refinement or not.

4.2.2

Determining parallelism

The second row in Figure 4.1 is drawn in two different levels: the lower level deals with the
space mapping, and the upper level with the time mapping; the last module is in between
as it simultaneously deals with both.
Schedule (schedule)
We have not derived our own scheduling algorithm because we obtained very satisfactory
results with the methods by Feautrier [Fea92a, Fea92b] and by Darte and Vivien [DV94,
DV97]. Especially the availability of both methods in LooPo is beneficial, since Feautrier’s
method on the one hand is more powerful but, on the other hand, its execution time
is longer and the resulting schedules occasionally have irregularities, even for uniform
dependences, that can be avoided if one is not interested in the free schedule (Definition 29)
but in minimal latency only (as is often the case).
Multi-dimensional schedules (multidim) In order to simplify the subsequent code
generation, it can be profitable to rewrite a given schedule syntactically. Since this does
not modify the schedule but can be considered as a preprocessing of target code generation,
we present the method in the chapter dealing with code generation.
The idea is that the coefficients of the schedule are simplified, e.g., they become 1, at
the price of increasing the dimensionality of the schedule. Frequently, this helps to avoid
control overhead at run time; Section 13.2 points out when this rewriting useful, and how
it can be done. In LooPo, the rewriting is integrated as a user-controlled option.
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Placement (gfco)
Similarly to the schedule, there also exist good placement methods in the literature, e.g.,
one by Feautrier [Fea94], or one by Dion and Robert [DR95]. Anyway, in Chapter 7,
we derive our own placement algorithm, denoted gfco in Figure 4.1. The reason is that
we require an additional constraint from the placement. This constraint is, in principle,
optional, but it largely extends the applicability of a subsequent parallelization phase
(named time tiling below) that can be essential for achieving performance (cf. Chapter 11).
LooPo contains the placement methods by Feautrier and by Dion and Robert, and also a
prototypic implementation of our own placement algorithm.
At this point, we have extracted as much parallelism as our methods are able to find.
In the remaining modules of this phase, we reduce the existing parallelism to a practically
useful amount, i.e., we search for the right balance between control and communication
overhead on the one hand, and ignoring parallelism on the other hand. Note that this
procedure conforms to Foster’s approach, who also suggests to first extract all parallelism
and then limit it according to the parallel architecture [Fos95]. Anyway, this is still not the
traditional setting in parallelizing compilation. Chapter 8 discusses our decision in detail.
Space tiling (spacetile)
According to our procedure, the next step after the computation of a placement is to reduce
the number of processors and, at the same time, to reduce the number of communications
as far as possible. The idea is to aggregate several virtual processors to one physical
processor. Chapter 9 aims at a communication-minimal solution for uniform dependences,
and Chapter 10 adds some heuristic extensions for the non-uniform case.
If we are interested in very fine-grained parallelism, we can skip the space tiling phase,
but for today’s parallel architectures this phase is usually necessary.
Time tiling (timetile)
If the parallelism is still too fine-grained after the space tiling, we also can aggregate
time steps. This possibly surprising task reduces the number of communication phases.
Chapter 11 explains this idea in detail and derives a way to compute the optimal number
of time steps to aggregate.
Chapter 12 then discusses whether tiling time is necessary. It turns out that there is
a relationship between the number of dimensions in space, computed by the placement
algorithm, the dimensionality of the index set, and the necessity of tiling time.
Generating the target model (targgen)
The results of the distribution in space – with or without space tiling – and the distribution
in time – with or without time tiling – are then combined to the space-time mapping (cf.
Section 3.3.7). But even without any tiling, there is a technical difficulty: since schedule
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and placement can be computed independently (cf. Figure 4.1), the two affine functions
might be linearly dependent or might, together, have a dimensionality that is different
from the dimensionality of the index set. Hence, the resulting space-time matrix (cf.
Equation (3.18)) might be not invertible – which would be necessary for computing the
target index set (cf. Equation (3.22)). A possible solution to this problem is derived in
Section 13.1. The implementation is integrated in LooPo and cannot be switched off by
the user since the proper treatment of non-invertible space-time matrices is mandatory for
generating the target loop nest in LooPo.

4.2.3

Generation of the target program

Code generation (targout)
The biggest challenge in the last step is to write a single (typically imperfect) loop nest
that enumerates all target operations, i.e., the target index sets of all statements simultaneously without introducing too much control overhead. Section 13.3 briefly summarizes
our practical experience with some approaches to this topic.
Another important task in this context is to generate communication code. Section 13.4
discusses which data must be transferred, and how the code can be generated so that,
between any two physical processors, there is at most one communication per abstract
time step containing all data to be transferred. A proper implementation of this topic in
LooPo is under way.
Finally, Section 13.5 presents some remarks on the choice of the language for the target
program.

Chapter 5
Preparation: dependence analysis
The most interesting part of crafting the model is the computation of the dependences. In
the next sections, we shall first briefly review some basic terminology and then summarize
a practical algorithm to compute dependences.

5.1

General dependence analysis

5.1.1

Basic terminology

Intuitively, a dependence exists when some computed value is used or, in the imperative
setting, also overwritten. Here is a more precise definition (cf. [Fea91]):
Definition 43 (dependence). A dependence from an operation s to an operation t exists
if the following constraints hold:
conflict:

s and t must reference the same memory cell;

existence: s and t must exist, i.e., they must be executed by the program;
order:

s must be executed before t;

write (optional): at least one of s or t must modify the memory cell;
optimization (optional): there must not be an operation r between s and t modifying
the same memory cell.
We call s the source and t the destination of the dependence. We denote a dependence
by s −→ t.
Depending on the type of access (read or write) in s and t we have the following naming
convention for dependences:
destination (t)
reads
writes

source (s)
reads writes
input
true
anti output
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If the write constraint holds, we have a dependence in the sense of Bernstein [Ber66].
The idea behind this constraint is that we usually ignore read-read, i.e., input dependences
since the ordering of two reads does not matter. Note that this implies that, at the model
level, concurrent reads are assumed to be possible.
If the optimization constraint holds, we call the dependence direct (cf. [Bra88]).
If a true dependence is direct, we call it flow dependence, since it models the data flow
in the program.
Aggregating dependences
Note that this definition refers to operations, i.e., to instances of statements, which is the
granularity we need.
Example 44. Let us come back to our motivating example in Figure 2.1. Obviously, operation h0, 1; T i writes a value to tmp[0, 1] which is read by the operation executed next
in the sequential program, namely by h0, 1, 1; S i. Hence, we have a flow dependence
h0, 1; T i −→ h0, 1, 1; S i.
Since tmp[0, 1] is not overwritten as long as the loop on k iterates, and since tmp[0, 1] is
read at every k iteration, there is also a flow dependence from h0, 1; T i to every operation
h0, 1, k; S i with 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
Of course, we do not want to denote every operation to operation dependence separately.
Note that this is even impossible, because the number of dependences may depend on
parameters and therefore is unknown at compile time. Instead, we would like to aggregate
dependences to parametric sets of dependences, i.e., to parametric dependence relations.
Example 45. Continuing our considerations from Example 44, we see that the same type
of flow dependence exists for every combination of i and j , not only for i = 0 and j = 1.
Hence, we can aggregate further and, thus, obtain the following dependence relation:
{hi , j ; T i −→ hi , j , k ; S i : 0 ≤ i ≤ n −1 ∧ i +1 ≤ j ≤ n −1 ∧ i +1 ≤ k ≤ n}
In the literature, these dependence relations are often called dependences as well. In the
rest of this thesis, we follow this convention and, only if necessary, we distinguish between
dependence relation and dependence instance.

5.1.2

A brief overview on dependence analysis

The conflict constraint in the definition usually is a set of equalities which result from the
array indices; the existence constraint corresponds to an inequality system that is given by
the index sets. The representation of the order constraints depends on the algorithm that
computes the dependences.
Many algorithms have been proposed for computing dependences (cf. [ASU86, Ban97,
Fea91, CG99]). Some are just tests that conservatively approximate whether an assumed
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dependence really exists, not even considering all constraints of the definition (cf. [ASU86,
Ban97]); others compute the precise flow of the data [Fea91]; some allow arbitrary control
flow [ASU86, CG99], some are tailored for loop programs [Ban97], or even for static control
programs [Fea91]. Before we introduce an algorithm that tries to combine the best of the
properties just mentioned, we need to review briefly the precision levels of dependences.

5.1.3

Abstraction levels of dependences

h-transformations
The most precise description of dependences is the h-transformation: it is an affine function
that takes a destination operation t and yields the source operation s [Fea91]. The domain
of the function is denoted explicitly.
Example 46. The dependence of Example 45 can be written as h-transformation as follows:
hS 2 (hi , j , k ; S i) = hi , j ; T i, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n −1 ∧ i +1 ≤ j ≤ n −1 ∧ i +1 ≤ k ≤ n, where the index
of the h-transformation denotes the occurrence of the read access under consideration (cf.
Example 24).
Distance vectors
If we are not interested in the dependent operations but only in the dependence distances,
we can take the difference of the iteration vectors of t and s for their commonly surrounding
loops. If this difference is constant for all dependent operations, we call the dependence
uniform w.r.t. commonly surrounding loops, and the difference distance vector . If the loop
nest is perfectly nested, then all loops are commonly surrounding both statements. In this
case, and if the distance vector contains no parameters, we call the dependence uniform.
Example 47. In our example, the commonly surrounding loops are the loops on i and j .
The iteration vector of the source is (i , j ), and the iteration vector of the destination,
projected to the i and j dimensions, is also (i , j ). Hence, the difference is (0, 0) for any
values of i and j , and we have a uniform dependence w.r.t. the outer two loops, with
distance vector (0,0).
Dependence polyhedron
If the difference is not constant, we could try to list all possible dependences, but since this
list is of unbounded length, we must, as before, use a parametric description: a polyhedron
that subsumes all possible distances (and encloses them as tightly as possible). This is
called the dependence polyhedron.
Example 48. In order to find a non-uniform dependence, let us again look at the code in
Figure 2.1. Consider the read of a[i , k ] in statement S . Which operation has written most
recently to that array cell? The answer is given by the h-transformation: hS 3 (hi , j , k; S i) =
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hi −1, i , k; S i, with i ≥ 1 ∧ j ≥ i +1 ∧ j ≤ n −1 and some other constraints. (Note that,
for the moment, it is not important how this h-transformation is computed; an algorithm
is presented in Section 5.2.)
Starting from this h-transformation, we subtract the iteration vectors from the destination and the source, and we obtain the vector (1, j − i , 0). Since we know the bounds
for i and j in the h-transformation, we know that j −i ≥ 1 and j −i ≤ n −2. Hence the
dependence polyhedron is the set {(1, x , 0) : 1 ≤ x ≤ n −2}.
Generalized distance vectors and direction vectors
From the dependence polyhedron we can abstract further in order to get rid of the parameters and have a description which is nearly as simple as distance vectors. For that
purpose, we eliminate all parameterized bounds from the polyhedron and project it to
every dimension separately. The result is a vector whose entries consist of a constant number (minimal and/or maximal value in that dimension), and an indicator + or − whether
larger or smaller values can exist in that dimension, respectively. If there is no upper nor
lower bound, the entry ∗ is used. We call this vector the generalized distance vector .
Example 49. The only parametric bound in Example 48 is the upper bound on x , which
we eliminate. Thus, we only keep the knowledge that x ≥ 1, which leads to the generalized
distance vector (1, 1+, 0).
From the distance vector or the generalized distance vector, we can further abstract and
save only the possible signs for every component. The resulting vector is called direction
vector . Instead of +1, 0, and −1, we can also find in the literature <, =, and >, respectively
(e.g., [ZC90, Wol95]). The entry ∗ stands for any value.
Example 50. The direction vector of (1, 1+, 0) is (+1, +1, 0) or (<, <, =).
Note that if the generalized distance vector was (1, −1+, 0), the direction vector would
have lost much more information: (+1, ∗, 0).
Dependence level
The coarsest abstraction is the dependence level which is the depth of the first loop that
has a non-zero entry in the direction vector. This loop is said to carry the dependence.
If the direction vector is zero in all dimensions, the dependence is called loop-independent
or text-carried , otherwise loop-carried . The level of a loop-independent dependence is by
convention ∞ [AK87].
Example 51. The dependence in Example 50 is carried by the first loops, i.e., the dependence level is 1, and the dependence is loop-carried. In contrast, the dependence with
distance vector (0, 0) in Example 47 is loop-independent.
A similar series of dependence abstractions, including the concept of a dependence cone,
but without the generalized form of distance vectors, has been proposed by Yang et al.
[YAI95].
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An algorithm for computing the data flow

Let us now present a method that computes the flow of the data in a program, i.e., a method
for computing true or flow dependences. Modifications for other types of dependences are
discussed in Section 5.2.2.
For static control programs, there exists already a data flow analysis method, in other
words, a method for reaching definition analysis by Feautrier, which has full precision: for
every operation that reads a value, it computes precisely the source, i.e., the one operation
that wrote this value [Fea91]. The disadvantage of this method is its limited applicability
to static control programs.
On the other hand, there are methods for reaching definition analysis in every standard
compiler [ASU86]. The problem with these methods is that they usually consider an array
as atomic, i.e., they do not distinguish between accesses to different array cells. Similarly,
they usually consider only statements but not operations, i.e., different run-time instances.
These abstractions are too coarse for automatic parallelization.
Example 52. Consider the program in Figure 5.1, left, and its control flow graph at the
right. We assume that predicate P (i , j ) is unknown at compile time. Our task is to

S

for i := 0 to n
for j := 0 to n
S:
A[i +j +1] := ...
if P (i , j ) then
T :
A[i +j ] := ...
endif
U :
... := A[i +j ]
endfor
endfor

IF
true

j

i

false

T

U

Figure 5.1: Nested loops with dynamic guards
determine which operation defines the value that is read at operation hi , j ; U i.
Standard techniques are not precise enough, and Feautrier’s method is not applicable.
Thus, our goal is to present a data flow analysis technique, that is
• as precise as Feautrier’s algorithm [Fea91] whenever it is applicable;
• as generally applicable as the typical reaching definition analysis [ASU86] in any
standard compiler.
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In the rest of this chapter, we summarize a method that satisfies both constraints [CG99],
called CfFada, which stands for a “Control Flow graph based Fuzzy Array Data flow Analysis”. The subterm Fada has been introduced by Collard et al. [CBF95, BCF97]; it expresses
the unavoidable fuzziness, i.e., imprecision of data flow analysis (at compile time) when
dealing with dynamic control programs. The mathematical foundation of that paper is
reused in CfFada. In contrast to the original presentation, we focus only on structured
programs in this thesis.

5.2.1

The basic idea

Principal procedure The essential idea is that we use a backward traversal through
the control flow graph (as in the standard reaching definition analysis), starting at the
node representing the read of interest.
At every node we test whether we have a write to this read array. If so, we merge the
potential sources of the actual node with the already found sources, where we take the
optimization constraint into account.
Instance-wise consideration In order to distinguish different run-time instances of
the statements and different array cells, we take the array index vectors into account when
testing for the conflict constraint (like, e.g., Feautrier [Fea91]), and we give special regard
to the loop edges in the control flow graph.
For that purpose, we hold a loop level vector when traversing the graph. This loop
level vector looks like a direction vector, and it constrains the set of dependences we are
currently searching. It is initialized to a constant zero vector when starting the traversal,
and, thus, we start searching for loop-independent dependences. During the iterations
in the control flow graph, we update the loop level vector and, thus, successively find
dependences carried by any loop.
Such an update of the loop level vector is done every time when, during our traversal
of the control flow graph, we meet the head of a loop for the first time. In this case, we do
not continue the traversal outside the loop, but we jump back to the end of the loop body
and modify the loop level vector so that we now search for dependences which are carried
by the actual loop. If we meet an already visited head of a loop, we ignore the loop edge
and proceed outside the loop.
Evaluation Since we assume structured programs, we traverse, with this procedure,
the loop nest inside-out. Hence, the detected sources are the older, i.e., smaller w.r.t. the
execution order of the program, the later they are found. Consequently, once we find a
source (and we are sure that it is executed), we may stop the traversal. Otherwise, e.g., if
all sources are inside conditionals that cannot be evaluated at compile time, the analysis
proceeds until it reaches the beginning of the program. Once it gets there, it reports
that the variable under consideration might have no source in the given program segment
(depending on the actual values of the predicates at run-time).
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A more algorithmic description of the analysis is shown in Figure 5.2.
Let us now apply this algorithm to our non-trivial example in order to see the principal
procedure, but also some technically interesting detail. The quality of the result of our
algorithm is surprising.
Example 54. Initialization steps: Consider the control flow graph in Figure 5.1. The
read of interest is in statement U , i.e., at depth 2. Hence, we initialize our pointer p to
node U , and set llv = (0, 0) and s = todo = ∅ (Steps 1–5).
The first traversal with loop level vector (0, 0): According to Step 6, we now
traverse the control flow graph backward, taking the left edge to node U (and saving the
right edge to todo). This brings us to statement T at some, for the moment, undetermined
indices i 0 and j 0 . Since this is an assignment to the array of interest, we enter Step 7a and
consider hi 0 , j 0 ; T i as a possible source. The loop level vector requires i = i 0 and j = j 0 ,
which is at the same time a solution to the conflict equality. The existence inequalities,
resulting from the loop bounds, are sure to be satisfied for hi , j ; T i if the dependence
destination hi , j ; U i is executed. However, the additional constraint on the existence of
hi , j ; T i, due to its surrounding predicate is undetermined at compile time. Hence, hi , j ; T i
is the source for hi , j ; U i iff it is executed, but we must continue searching for other sources
in the case that hi , j ; T i is not executed.
By Steps 8 and 6, we reach node IF . Since it is a branch node, we enter Step 7b, and
because there is one edge in todo, we traverse it, ending up again at node IF without any
possible sources. Hence, the result at this node after the merge is: hi , j ; T i is the source
for hi , j ; U i iff it is executed.
By Step 8 we reach statement S at some iteration (i 0 , j 0 ), which again is an assignment
to the array of interest. Thus, we enter Step 7a and consider hi 0 , j 0 ; S i as a possible source.
Here, the loop level vector still requires that i = i 0 and j = j 0 , which contradicts the
conflict equality i 0 +j 0 +1 = i +j . Therefore, hi 0 , j 0 ; S i cannot be a source of hi , j ; U i for
any values of i 0 or j 0 . Hence, the result so far is still: hi , j ; T i is the source for hi , j ; U i iff
it is executed.
The next visited node is the head of the inner loop. Following Step 7c of our algorithm,
we jump to the end of the loop body, i.e., node U , and reset llv to (0, +1).
The second traversal with loop level vector (0, +1): Node U is an assignment,
but, as we assume, not to our array. Hence, we proceed as in our first traversal.
When we now reach hi 0 , j 0 ; T i with i = i 0 and j 0 < j (due to our modified loop level
vector), we find no new source, because of a contradiction with the conflict equality i 0+j 0 =
i +j .
Then we arrive at hi 0 , j 0 ; S i with i = i 0 and j 0 < j , which is a solution to the conflict
equality if we set j 0 to j −1. Hence, hi , j −1; S i is a source of hi , j ; U i, provided hi , j −1; S i
exists, i.e., for j ≥ 1. This means that we must continue our search, because we have not
yet found a source for the case that j = 0 and P (i , j ) is false.
This time, we ignore the loop head of the inner loop and arrive at the loop head of the
outer loop. Thus, we restart with loop level vector (+1, ∗) at the end of the loop body.
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Algorithm 53 (CfFada).
1. Let R be the statement containing the read access for which we search the sources,
and d be the nesting depth of R;
2. let llv be a vector of length d , initialized with zeroes – to be used as loop level vector;
3. let G be the control flow graph of the program to be analyzed, and p a pointer to
the nodes in G, initially pointing to the node representing R;
4. let s be the set of already found sources, initialized to the empty set;
5. let todo be a set of edges for open tasks, initialized to the empty set;
6. move p backward in G; if there are multiple possibilities, choose one, and store the
others in todo for future consideration; if there is no predecessor, stop.
7. depending on the type of the node A where p is pointing to, do:
(a) if A is an assignment to the array read in R, then
i. generate the equalities cc that result from the conflict constraint;
ii. generate the inequalities ce that result from the existence constraint, i.e.,
from the loop bounds;
iii. generate the equalities or inequalities that result from the ordering constraint, depending on the entries of llv in every dimension i (1 ≤ i ≤ d ):
• an entry of 0 means that the index vector of the read operation and the
potential source must be equal in dimension i ;
• an entry of +1 in the llv corresponds to the constraint that the index
vector of the read operation must be strictly larger than the corresponding index of the potential source in dimension i ;
• an entry of ∗ causes no additional constraint;
iv. put the constraints cc , ce , and co to a tool for parametric integer programming, e.g., PIP [Fea88] or Omega [PW92]
v. if the constraint system has a solution, we have possibly new sources, which
we merge with the sources in s;
(b) if A is a branch node, then merge the sources from the different branches; if
there are edges in todo, i.e., there might be unconsidered branches of A, then
take one of them, set p to the source of this edge, and go to Step 7;
(c) if A is the head of a loop l at depth d 0 ≤ d , then if A is visited for the first
time, continue the search for sources, i.e., dependences, that are carried by l :
i. set component d 0 of llv to +1, and component d 0 +1 to ∗ (if it exists);
ii. set p to the last statement in the body of l (it can be reached by following
the loop’s backward edge in the control flow graph in opposite direction);
iii. go to Step 7
8. go to Step 6
Figure 5.2: Reaching definition analysis (CfFada)
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The third traversal with loop level vector (+1, ∗):
We find a first set of
0 0
0
0
0 0
candidates at hi , j ; T i with i < i and j arbitrary, if P (i , j ) holds. Thus, potential
sources are all operations hi −k , j +k ; T i with P (i −k , j +k ) for k < i and k < n −j . Since
we are only interested in sources for j = 0, the set of all sources at this step of the algorithm
must be enlarged by hi −k , k; T i with P (i − k , k ) for k < i if j = 0 and ¬P (i , j ). Note
that the optimality constraint cannot cancel any of the sources due to the unpredictable
predicate.
We continue our backward traversal and arrive at hi 0 , j 0 ; S i with i 0 < i . At this point,
again many solutions to the conflict equality exist. However, these solutions are all executed
and, thus, due to the optimality constraint, we can select the latest sources only. These
are hi −1, j ; S i. Furthermore, since we already found solutions for j > 0, we obtain only
one new dependence source: hi −1, 0; S i, which only exists for i > 0.
At this point, it is important to realize that we can (and, hence, must) again apply the
optimality constraint – this time between the sources already computed and those newly
found: the newly found source hi −1, 0; S i is not guarded by any predicate and is executed
later than hi −k , k; T i for k > 1. I.e., it overwrites any value which comes from hi −k , k; T i
for k > 1. Thus, from this set, only the solution for k = 1 remains a source, i.e., hi −1, 1; T i
with P (i −1, 1) is a source for the case j = 0 and ¬P (i , j ).
Now, we continue our traversal, this time ignoring all loop heads and arrive at the
program entry point with the following information: the source of hi , j ; U i is
• hi , j ; T i iff P (i , j )
• hi , j −1; S i iff ¬P (i , j ) and j > 0
• hi −1, 1; T i iff ¬P (i , j ) and j = 0 and P (i −1, 1) and i > 0
• hi −1, 0; S i iff ¬P (i , j ) and j = 0 and ¬P (i −1, 1) and i > 0
• outside the program fragment iff ¬P (i , j ) and i = j = 0
Note that this is the most precise information we can get at compile time.
Extensions in the original publication The formal merge of already determined and
new possible sources is the same as in the work of Collard et al. [CBF95], but their work
is not based on the control flow graph. This has two consequences:
• The method described here may stop the traversal before reaching the entry node
of the control flow graph: once it has found all sources, it need not continue the
traversal outside of the actual loop, because all candidates that can be found there
are older than the already discovered sources and, hence, overwritten.
• The method can be applied to unstructured problems. The main difference is that in
unstructured programs we must give up the loop level vector (for the unstructured
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“loops”, not for all loops), which means that we have fewer constraints in the algorithm, resulting in more possible sources. However, this is not due to an inferior
analysis technique but is inherent in the unpredictable control flow of such programs.

All technical details can be found in the original publication [CG99].

5.2.2

Beyond true dependences

The described method is a data flow analysis: it computes directly true or, ideally, flow
dependences. Adapting it to the search for output dependences is straight-forward: we
start from a write and search for the last preceding write. However, the adaptation to anti
dependences causes additional changes.
Anti dependences
More sources for a single destination First, it does not make sense to search for the
latest read before a given write, because we do not impose an order on the reads. Thus,
in Figure 5.3 there are two anti dependences: S −→ R and T −→ R.
S:
T:
R:

... := x
... := x
x := ...

Figure 5.3: Several anti dependences with the same destination
A theoretically possible way out is to impose an order on reads, i.e., to consider input
dependences as any other kind of dependences. In that case, the dependence S −→ R
is the transitive combination of the input dependence S −→ T and the anti dependence
T −→ R, i.e., we can drop it – as we do with true dependences in order to obtain flow
dependences. But this leads to a huge number of additional limitations of parallelism,
which we cannot accept.
Consequently, we must modify the algorithm such that the merge of already found and
potentially new sources becomes a simple union.
Adding a different optimization In addition to the just mentioned change, we must
introduce a different kind of optimization. In Figure 5.4 the anti dependence from S −→ R
can be dropped as it is the transitive combination of the anti dependence S −→ T and
the output dependence T −→ R. However, this optimization cannot be done during the
merge of already found and potentially new sources, like in the algorithm for true or output
dependences, but it must be treated separately. One possible way is to use two different
data structures:
• one for the source operations (containing the read accesses), and
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S:
T:
R:

... := x
x := ...
x := ...

Figure 5.4: A different optimizing for anti dependences
• another one for the operations that cancel direct dependences (containing the write
accesses).
Technical remark: Our implementation of the presented method relies on the Omega
library [PW92, KMP+ 96], which is based on Presburger arithmetics. The result of the tool
may be a union of several solutions (partly due to different sources, partly due to limited
simplification of the result). In this situation, we generate separate dependences with
accordingly restricted domains and ranges; they are considered as individual dependences
for the remainder of the parallelization process.

5.3

Single assignment form

Dependences limit parallelism. Thus, our goal should be to eliminate as many dependences
as possible. In fact, we can eliminate every anti and every output dependence in a program,
because these types of dependences result from reusing the same array cell for a different
value.
A program in which every array cell is written at most once is in single assignment
form. One way to reach this form for static control programs is presented by Feautrier
[Fea91]. The basic idea is as follows:
• For a write access in operation hi ; S i, the write is redirected to AS [i ], where AS is
a new array that has as many dimensions as there are loops surrounding S . This
avoids any anti or output dependences.
• For a read access in operation hj ; T i, we compute the source of the value, i.e., the
source of the flow dependence whose destination is hj ; T i. Let us assume that the
source is an operation hi ; S i, then we replace the original read by a read access to
AS [i ].
In the case of dynamic control programs, the source of a dependence cannot be determined uniquely at compile time, as we have seen in Example 54. Consequently, we obtain
a tree of possible sources, and a function, usually named φ, selects the relevant branch at
run time [BCF97]. Still, all anti and output dependences can be avoided that way.
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Disadvantages As just noted, the case of dynamic control programs leads to run-time
overhead. One suggested solution is to use maximal static expansion, i.e., to convert to
single assignment for only as far as every source can be determined uniquely at compile
time [BCC98].
Another problem is the amount of memory needed. Frequently, the memory consumption is inacceptably high. There are many methods that focus on reducing the amount of
memory needed by allowing reassignments again [LF98, DSV03, QR00, TVSA01].
We shall not convert to single assignment form in this thesis and, therefore, we must
consider also anti and output dependences during parallelization. Thus, we shall not
distinguish between different types of dependences until we explore their impact on communication code generation in Section 13.4.4.

Chapter 6
Model refinement: index set splitting
Starting point After the execution of the dependence analysis algorithm, the source
program is converted to a corresponding model-based description. All information that
is necessary for the parallelization is extracted and represented in the model. Thus, we
are ready to start with computing a space-time mapping. Much research has been done
in this field, and good methods for computing schedules and placements are available
[Fea92a, Fea92b, DV94, DV96b, Fea94, DR95, DRV01].
Goal However, this chapter shows that, in some cases, it is useful to refine the modelbased description of the source program, before applying space-time mapping methods. In
principle, this refinement improves the quality of schedules and placements in the same
way. But for the presentation of the method, we focus on schedules. Hence, the goal of
this chapter is to improve the quality of (already existing) scheduling methods.
Idea For the case of uniform dependences, Darte, Khachiyan, and Robert proved that
there are methods which yield a schedule with (asymptotically) optimal latency [DKR91].
However, for the case of affine, non-uniform dependences, this optimum is sometimes missed
by orders of magnitude. The use of different schedules for different iterations of the same
statement frequently improves this situation. Thus, the idea is, to partition the index
sets of all statements independently of the problem size into a fixed number of parts and
compute individual schedules for each part.

6.1

Statement of the problem

It is generally not possible to find an arbitrary schedule with minimum latency. Therefore,
one usually restricts the search to a subset of all possible functions, in our case the functions
which are affine in the loop counters. As we have described in Section 3.3.7, one builds an
affine template for every schedule (i.e., an affine function with unknown coefficients) and
writes inequality (3.16) for all possible values of u and v . The unknowns are the coefficients
of the scheduling functions, and it is easy to see that the resulting constraints are affine in
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d true

d anti

Figure 6.1: Simple example showing the necessity of splitting

these unknowns. Note that, in principle, this must be done for all values of n, yielding an
infinite set of constraints. Fortunately, thanks to special properties of affine functions, this
set can be shown to be equivalent to a finite set of affine constraints, which can be solved
by the usual linear programming methods.
For some problems, the resulting linear program is found to have no solution. In this
case, one resorts to multi-dimensional schedules. One can find a maximal subset of the
dependences which still gives a feasible linear program. The resulting function is the first
component of the multi-dimensional schedule. Then one applies the same algorithm to the
unsatisfied dependences, obtaining the next component of the schedule, and so on until all
dependences are satisfied.
One may wonder whether the schedule found in this way bears any relation to the
minimum latency schedule. It has been proved that, when all dependences are uniform,
the two schedules are asymptotically equivalent [DV96a]. However, there are well known
counter-examples showing that this is not true for arbitrary affine dependences [Fea92a].
Example 55. Consider:
for i := 0 to 2 ∗ n
A[i ] := ...A[2 ∗ n − i ]...
endfor
The index set and its dependence graph are given in Figure 6.1. The best affine schedule
is linear:
affine schedule
θ1 (i ) = i /2 if 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 ∗ n
(6.1)
while the minimum latency schedule is piecewise constant:
piecewise schedule

θ2 (i ) = 0 if 0 ≤ i ≤ n
= 1 if n < i ≤ 2∗n

(6.2)
(6.3)

The time-mapped index sets, together with the true dependence are depicted in Figure 6.2.
θ2 can be found by splitting the index set into two subsets, I1 = [0, n] and I2 = [n+1, 2∗n],
and postulating two separate scheduling functions one for I1 and one for I2 . The details of
the resolution method are not affected by the splitting; the number of unknowns, however,
is doubled. This splitting can also be interpreted as a code transformation yielding the
program:

6.2 Comparison and interaction with other parallelization methods
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t=n

t=1
t
t=0
i

(a) affine schedule

t=1
t
t=0
i

(b) piecewise linear latency schedule

Figure 6.2: Best affine and best piecewise schedule

for i := 0 to n
A[i ] := ...A[2 ∗ n − i ]...
endfor
for i := n + 1 to 2 ∗ n
A[i ] := ...A[2 ∗ n − i ]...
endfor
followed by the application of any convenient scheduling algorithm.
Our aim in the remainder of this chapter is to derive an algorithm for deciding when
splitting is useful, and for finding the splits.

6.2

Comparison and interaction with other parallelization methods

Tiling Our notion of index set splitting seems very similar to tiling (cf. Chapter 8): both
techniques partition the index sets. However, the idea of tiling is to enumerate the given
index set in a higher-dimensional space: one set of dimensions for the tiles and another set
of dimensions for the points inside a tile; all tiles are treated equally. In contrast, index
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set splitting does not change the number of dimensions but benefits from an individual
treatment of the various partitions.
Scheduling Like index set splitting, the scheduling method by Feautrier [Fea92a, Fea92b]
can also result in piecewise affine functions. However, the schedules found are minima of
a finite set of affine functions, and most piecewise affine schedules cannot be cast in this
form. Example 55 is a case in point.
Loose coupling with dependence analysis and parallelization Note that index
set splitting is a postprocessing phase of dependence analysis; it is applicable independently of whether the analysis is more restricted but exact [Fea91] or less restricted but
approximate [PW94]; it inherits the restrictions and precision from the preceding dependence analysis tool. On the other hand, it is a preprocessing step for model-based (hence
automatic) parallelization; in contrast to Pugh and Wonnacott [PW94], we need not check
any interference of our method with every existing parallelization technique individually;
by applying index set splitting followed by some model-based parallelizer, we get the result
of (a suitable combination of) unimodular transformations, loop peeling, strip mining, etc.
directly and automatically.
Text-based parallelization methods The idea of index set splitting goes back to
Wolfe [Wol89b], and further to Allen and Kennedy [AK87] and Banerjee [Ban79]. In the
underlaying text-based parallelization methods, index set splitting is related to a single
loop. Our method expands on these seminal efforts by incorporating them into the polytope
model.
The work most closely related is by Jemni and Mahjoub [MJ95, MJ96] and deals with
partitioning the index set at points where the type of a dependence changes, e.g., from
true to anti. But also their method is not based on a model, which means that they can
separate the index set only along planes parallel to the coordinate directions.

6.3

Analysis

Let us first explain why schedule (6.1) is suboptimal. An arbitrary affine function can be
written as follows:
θS (x , n) = τS x + σS
and obviously has the property that the difference
θS (x + y, n) − θS (x , n) = τS y
depends on y but not on x . Suppose that there is a dependence from hx ; S i to hx + y; S i
for some x and y. Then:
θS (x + y, n) − θS (x , n) = τS y ≥ 1

6.3 Analysis
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Iterating this result k times, we obtain:
θS (x + k ∗ y, n) − θS (x , n) ≥ k

(6.4)

The concept of latency (Definition 28) can be extended to individual statements S :
LS = max θS (x , n) − min θS (x , n),
x ∈I(S )

x ∈I(S )

where I(S ) is the index set of S (Definition 3). It is clear that the latency of a statement
is a lower bound on the latency of the program. From (6.4) we deduce:
LS ≥ max{k : x + k ∗ y ∈ I(S )} − min{k : x + k ∗ y ∈ I(S )}
Since I(S ) depends linearly on a size parameter n, we may expect that LS also increases
linearly with n.
In Example 55, we have a one-dimensional dependence vector, y = (2), from instance
n −1 to n +1. Since y can be iterated n times within the index set, we have a latency of
at least n for the execution of statement S , which is exactly the latency of schedule (6.1).
Suppose now that I(S ) has been partitioned into two subsets, I1 and I2 , and that
x ∈ I1 and x + y ∈ I2 . The above reasoning no longer applies, since the schedule θ is not
necessarily the same affine function in I1 and I2 . Hence, the above estimate of the latency
of S no longer holds, and we may hope for a better schedule.
If we split the index set of the target statement of a dependence d into I1 , which contains
the image of d (and therefore has to satisfy the schedule constraints for d ), and I2 , which
contains the rest of the index set (and therefore need not satisfy constraints which are
due to d ), we get a constant schedule for I2 (if d is the only dependence). If there are
no dependences inside I1 , i.e., the domain of d is contained in I2 , we also get a constant
schedule for I1 .
For our example, the dependence analysis gives us the information that only the instances n+1, · · · , 2∗n are in the range of the existing dependences. Since iterations 0, · · · , n
are not images of any dependence, they need not satisfy any scheduling condition and,
thus, should be given an individual schedule template. This splitting enables us to find
schedule (6.2), which has a constant latency.
Application to placement The same reasoning applies to placement problems. Here
the goal is to find a placement function πS (x , n) = ΠS x + µS which specifies the number
of the processor that executes operation hx ; S i. Two operations which access the same
memory location are to be executed on the same processor. If hx ; S i and hx + y; S i access
the same memory cell, we must have
πS (x , n) = πS (x + y, n) ⇒ ΠS y = 0.
Consequently, by induction, all operations hx + k ∗ y; S i will use the same processor as
hx ; S i, whether there is a reason, e.g., it reduces the number of communications (cf. Chapter 7), or not. On the other hand, putting hx ; S i and hx + y; S i in different subsets of
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the index set allows to choose two different placements. This invalidates the inductive
reasoning and may result in better parallelism. In the case of Example 55, the existence
of a single instance of the dependence vector y = (2) entails ΠS = 0, all operations are on
the same processor, and there is no parallelism. After splitting, the only condition is that
operations hx ; S i and h2 ∗ n − x ; S i are on the same processor. The degree of parallelism
is n.

6.4

A first, naı̈ve splitting algorithm

As we have seen in Section 6.3, suboptimal schedules can result from the fact that some
parts of a statement’s index set are in the image of a dependence, and some are not.
If the distinguished statement is the target of several dependences, we should apparently
subdivide its index set, each part corresponding to a selection of the incoming dependences.
Furthermore, if there is a dependence d1 from statement R to statement S and a dependence
d2 from S to T , we should use the composite dependence d2 ◦ d1 for splitting I(T ). Thus,
a naı̈ve approach for index set splitting proceeds as follows:
1. compute all possible paths in the dependence graph
2. split every statement according to all incoming paths.
Even though some drawbacks are obvious, let us analyze this method in more detail, in
order to illustrate the limits of what we can expect from the final algorithm to be presented
in Section 6.5.

6.4.1

Merging multiple incoming paths

First, we realize that a single statement can be reached via several paths. Thus, independently of the splitting algorithm chosen, we will have to merge the splits resulting from
different incoming dependence relations. In principle, we split the index set according
to the first incoming dependence, then split every part according to the next incoming
dependence, and so on.
It is fortunate that the order of treating the incoming dependences is irrelevant: to
merge splits means to compute an intersection of the image (or its complement which we
call the non-image) of an incoming dependence and the parts already split, and intersection
is associative and commutative.
The complexity of merging the splits of k arbitrary incoming (composite) dependences
k
is 2 , i.e., in general, we must expect an algorithm with at least exponential time complexity. Therefore, our main concern must be to reduce the number k of different incoming
(composite) dependences as much as possible, in order to get an efficient algorithm.
Remark 56 (special case without exponential complexity). If the dependence graph
is a tree, the complexity of merging is only linear in the length of the paths, i.e., in the
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depth of the tree: various incoming paths can only differ in length (for two different paths
reaching a tree node, one must be a postfix of the other). Therefore, the image of the
longer path is a subset of the image of the shorter path, i.e., we never need to split the
non-images, which avoids exponential growth.

6.4.2

Numbers of paths

We have just seen that, in a tree, the number of different paths to a given node is linear
in the tree’s depth. How many paths are there in a directed acyclic graph (DAG)? From
graph theory we know that there can be exponentially many paths between two nodes in
a DAG. Hence, if we consider all different paths from s to t, we end up with exponentially
many incoming splits in t, which must then be merged. If we do so using the exponential
method as explained in Section 6.4.1, we obtain a doubly exponential algorithm, which we
consider impractical.
Obviously, the naı̈ve method is not effective within strongly connected components since
the number of different possible paths is unbounded if there are cycles in the statement
dependence graph. As simplest example, take a single statement with one self loop: every
different number of loop traversals results in a different path. Note that, in this simple
situation of only one self loop, the number of splits would increase linearly rather than
exponentially in the number of iterations (like in the case of the tree above), but it is still
unbounded.

6.4.3

Preparing an effective algorithm

As we have just seen, using paths directly as descriptions of composite dependences leads,
in general, to a doubly exponential algorithm. Hence, we suggest for our splitting algorithm
to abstract from precise paths in order to be efficient.
Abstraction by Kleene’s path descriptions For this purpose, we treat composite
dependences systematically by associating a finite automaton with the dependence graph.
The states of this automaton are the statements and the transitions are the dependences.
There are well known algorithms (e.g., by Kleene [FB94]) for associating any two states S
and T with a regular expression representing all paths from S to T . The letters in this
regular expression are dependence names, and the operators are the dot (concatenation),
the vertical bar (set union), and the Kleene star (closure). We call this regular expression
the Kleene’s path description. The composite dependence from S to T is obtained by
replacing each dependence name in this expression by the dependence relation itself, the
dot by relation composition, the vertical bar by relation union, and the Kleene star by
transitive closure. In suitable cases, one can compute the composite dependence in closed
form by using, for instance, the Omega calculator [PW92]. However, since the transitive
closure of an affine relation is not always affine, the above computation does not always
succeed, and the Omega calculator returns an overestimate. Our proposal is to ignore a
composite dependence when a closed form cannot be computed.
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for i := 0 to m
for j := 0 to 2 ∗ n
A[i , j ] := A[i , 2 ∗ n − j ] + A[i −1, j +2]
endfor
endfor

j

i

Figure 6.3: Splitting due to the initial phase

Overly high loss of precision Unfortunately, if we base our splitting algorithm on
Kleene’s path descriptions, we find many practical examples which cannot but should be
split. This is because the use of the operators union and closure entail a loss of precision.
In fact, we lose all information on the delay associated with the composite dependence.
Example 57. Consider the program and iteration dependence graph in Figure 6.3. The
range of dependence dupwards is the upper half of the index set; this dependence is a typical candidate for splitting. In contrast, since ddownwards is uniform, its range is nearly the
complete index set (apart from boundary iterations). Consequently, the range of the combined dependence d = dupwards | ddownwards contains also nearly all iteration vectors; more
formally, the range is [0, m] × [0, 2∗n] \ [0, 0] × [0, n]. The desired split into [0, m] × [0, n]
and [0, m] × [n + 1, 2 ∗ n], which leads to a linear execution time (see Figure 6.3), is not
found if we base the algorithm on Kleene’s path descriptions only.
The difficulty in this example is that the different dependences have individual properties (e.g., different ranges), which are merged by the union operation, making the distinctions invisible. However, treating all dependences separately is too costly, in general, as
shown in Section 6.4.2.
A compromise between Kleene’s path descriptions and individual paths Our
heuristic solution is to consider (in addition to all combined paths) every single dependence once, and split the index set of its target statement into its range and the rest. This
guarantees that the properties of different dependences are considered at least once, and
that complexity is increased by only a linear factor (D dependences instead of 2D paths).
In other words, by splitting the index set I(S ) of the target statement S of every single dependence d into the range of d and the rest, we have already a conservative approximation
of the range of all paths to S whose last dependence is d .
Our idea is then to propagate these ranges of d along every path to all other statements,
where we now accept the loss of information by using the path descriptions from Kleene’s
algorithm, in order to keep the computational effort reasonably small.

6.5 The proposed splitting algorithm
S1
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S2

p2

d1
R d1

Figure 6.4: An illustration of the splitting algorithm

Our examples have illustrated that this mixture of working with separate dependences
on the one hand and combined path descriptions on the other exhibits a good balance
between power and execution complexity of our algorithm.

6.5

The proposed splitting algorithm

With the ideas explained in the previous section, we can now formulate a first version of
the effective splitting algorithm:
Algorithm 58 (index set splitting).
1. For all dependences d , compute a polytope Rd (as small as possible) containing the
range of d , and split the index set I(T ) of the target statement of d into Rd and
I(T ) \ Rd .
2. Compute a description of the set of all paths in the statement dependence graph,
using Kleene’s algorithm.
3. For every pair of statements (T , S ) and for every dependence d with target statement
T and every path p from T to S , interpret path description p as a composition of
relations which maps points of the index set I(T ) to points of the index set I(S ),
and compute the image p(Rd ) of this composed relation when applied to the polytope
Rd computed in Step 1. This will divide the index set I(S ) into a part which is in
the image of Rd under p, and the rest. Usually, this step can be computed with the
Omega calculator [PW92]. However, if p contains a cycle whose transitive closure
cannot be computed precisely by Omega, then delete the cycle from p before the
propagation.
4. For any statement S , combine all splits obtained in this way as in Section 6.4.1.
The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 6.4. In Step 1, the index set of S1 is split into the
image Rd1 of d1 and the rest. Step 2 computes all paths between every pair of statements.
Assume that there are two paths from S1 to S2 , denoted with p1 and p2 . Step 3 computes
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the image of Rd1 w.r.t. p1 |p2 within the index set of S2 , where the possible images are all
in the dark subset.
Basically, this algorithm computes, for every statement, the approximate ranges of all
(transitively) incoming dependences. It is obvious that, for each such range, we might
obtain a different possible schedule and, thus, want a separate template.
However, in practice, there are some additional considerations:
• It is easy to see that splitting an index set due to a uniform dependence is useless,
since the range of a uniform dependence d is (approximately) the complete index
set of the target statement of d . Therefore, we optimize the algorithm by applying
Step 1 only to non-uniform dependences. Note that, in Step 3, we still need to
consider uniform dependences, as we shall see in Example 60.
• Due to the condensed description of the set of all paths and the overestimate of
the reflexive transitive closure by Omega, it often happens that we lose precision
and, thus, do not find a desired split: in some cases, we obtain an approximated,
i.e., slightly different split and, in some cases, we do not find the split at all (if two
approximations yield the same set).
Note that these overestimates by Omega are due partly to the theoretical impossibility of computing the reflexive transitive closure as a finite union of polyhedra and
partly to technical limitations of Omega.
• Sometimes it is useful to unroll a cycle a fixed number of times, in order to achieve
the optimal split (cf. Example 62). If, for a cycle c, we can find this fixed number k by
the methods described in the original publication [GFL00, appendix], we extend the
computation of p(Rd ) in Step 3 of our splitting algorithm: if the propagation path
p contains c, we rewrite p as p1 .c ∗ .p2 , and we compute (p1 .c i .p2 )(Rd ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ k
instead of the approximation (p1 .c ∗ .p2 )(Rd ).

6.6

Examples

Let us reconsider our initial example and modify it in several ways in order to get a feeling
for the performance of our method.
Example 59. Let us apply our algorithm to Example 55. The index set is the set [0, 2∗n]
and the range R of the two dependences is [n + 1, 2 ∗ n]. The set of all paths in the
statement dependence graph is given by (d true | d anti )∗ . Propagating R along (d true | d anti )+
(+ meaning at least once) is not possible since the domain of (d true | d anti )+ does not
intersect R. Thus, the algorithm terminates after the initial step and splits the index set
into [0, n] and [n +1, 2∗n], as expected.

6.6 Examples

for i := 0 to 2 ∗ n
for j := 0 to m
A[i , j ] := A[2 ∗ n − i , j +m] + A[i , j −1]
endfor
endfor
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Figure 6.5: Splitting a two-dimensional index set by propagation

Example 60. Extending the program of Example 55 to a two-dimensional example, let us
consider the program in Figure 6.5. For the uniform dependence, no split is derived. The
non-uniform true dependence has range [n+1, 2∗n]×[0, 0] (the lower box in Figure 6.5, where
n = 3 and m = 5). Propagating along the combined self dependence leads to the desired split
into [0, n] × [0, m] and [n+1, 2∗n] × [0, m] (the vertical line in Figure 6.5). The non-uniform
anti dependence has the range [n, 2∗n] × [m, m] (the upper box in Figure 6.5), which is
not increased by propagation. So, we end up with three subsets: [0, n] × [0, m] \ {(n, m)},
the singleton {(n, m)}, and [n +1, 2∗n] × [0, m].
Note that, in the previous example, treating the singleton individually does not improve the schedule and, hence, should be avoided in practical implementations, if possible.
However, in general, it is impossible to decide locally, i.e., at one given statement, whether
a split is useful or not, since global information of the dependence graph is necessary. We
would have to run the scheduler in order to detect whether we should split the input of
the scheduler! Thus, in our current implementation, we accept possibly useless splits.
Example 61. In order to get a better feeling for the behavior of our algorithm in the case of
multiple statements and imperfect loop nests, let us consider the program in Figure 6.6, left.
In this example, we find two uniform true dependences and four non-uniform dependences
(three true and one anti), i.e., we obtain four initial splits. After propagating each of
them along the combined path to each of the three statements, we have to merge the four
initial splits with the 12 propagated splits. After simplification, we get the desired splits
as indicated in Figure 6.6, right.
A constant number of propagations In the case of a self dependence d , a constant
number of propagations may give us an interesting schedule. Let I be the domain of the
dependence. Successive propagation yields subsets I \d (I ), d (I )\d 2 (I ), . . . , d r (I )\d r +1 (I )
and, in the interesting case, there exists a constant k such that d k = ∅. It can be proved
that k is bounded by the cardinality of I , but this bound depends on the size parameters
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S1:
S2:

S2:

for i := 0 to 2 ∗ n
A[i , 0] := A[2 ∗ n − i , m]
for j := 1 to m
A[i , j ] := A[i , j −1]
endfor
endfor
for i := 0 to 2 ∗ n
for j := 1 to k
A[i , j +m] := A[i −1, j +m −1]
endfor
endfor

Figure 6.6: Splitting for imperfect loop nests

of the program and cannot be evaluated at compile time. The problem can be solved in
the special case that d is defined by a square matrix A in one of the following senses:
(x , y) ∈ d ⇒ x = Ay

or (x , y) ∈ d ⇒ y = Ax

One can prove that, if Ak = I , then d k (I(S )) = ∅ [GFL00, appendix]. There are
mathematical methods to determine possible candidates for k , and since the dimensionality
of the index set is typically a small number, the number of tests is very small. For more
detail, we refer to the original publication [GFL00]; instead we demonstrate the effect of a
constant number of propagations on a small example.
Example 62. Consider the following program:
for i := 1 to n
for j := 1 to n
for k := 1 to n
A[i , j , k ] := A[j , k , i ]
endfor
endfor
endfor
 
Classical scheduling yields θ(i , j , k ) = ji , or O(n) parallelism. There are two dependences:
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and
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d1 = {hi , j , k i → hj , k , i i : i < j }
d2 = {hi , i , k i → hi , k , i i : i < k }

For brevity, we omit the bound constraints 1 ≤ i ≤ n and the like, which stay invariant
in the splitting process.
d1 is generated by the permutation matrix:


0 1 0
A =  0 0 1 .
1 0 0
We can see that A3 is the unit matrix. The corresponding subsets are:

and
and

d1 (I(S ))
d12 (I(S ))
d13 (I(S ))

= {hi , j , k i : k < i }
= {hi , j , k i : k < i , i < j }
= ∅

The domain of d2 is disjoint from the domain of d1 , hence we are justified in handling
both dependences independently. We leave to the reader to check that d22 (I(S )) is empty.
All in all, the latency is 2 and the degree of parallelism is O(n 3 ).

6.7

Variants of index set splitting

This section first presents an iterative version of index set splitting (Section 6.7.1), then
shows some trade-offs between the quality of the computed splits and the time needed
to compute them (Section 6.7.2), and concludes with the modifications we made in our
implementation (Section 6.7.3).

6.7.1

Iterative splitting

As described so far, the method treats the program as a whole and is a search for all
potentially useful splits for improving the schedule. However, especially for large programs,
it is desirable to apply index set splitting only when and where it is necessary. Furthermore,
we are often only interested in increasing parallelism by orders of magnitude, but not by
constant factors.
Our method can be easily adapted to these situations. The basic idea is that we first
schedule the program without splitting and, if the result is not satisfactory, try to improve
the solution by index set splitting:
Algorithm 63 (iterative index set splitting).
1. As a first step, compute a schedule following one of the usual methods [Fea92a,
Fea92b, DV94, DV96c] without any splitting.
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2. Analyze the schedule, with the intention of selecting an interesting candidate for
splitting. For this purpose, take the statement S with the highest dimensionality of
the schedule. If there are several possible candidates, choose one which is minimal
w.r.t. the order imposed by the acyclic condensation of the statement dependence
graph.
3. As we have seen in Section 6.3, significantly improving a schedule for S means cutting
a cycle going through S . Edges of such cycles belong to the strongly connected
component (SCC) of S in the dependence graph. Thus, we must split the statements
in the SCC according to the algorithm in Section 6.5:
(a) For all non-uniform dependences d of the SCC, compute the initial split as in
Step 1 of Algorithm 58.
(b) For every pair of statements (T , R) of the SCC, propagate the initial splits of
T to R as in Step 3 of Algorithm 58. If the composite dependence d from R
to R is non-uniform and generated by a matrix A of index k (see Example 62),
continue propagating the split through d k −1 times.
4. Schedule the new dependence graph.
5. When the dimensionality of the schedule is satisfactory or when all SCCs of the
dependence graph have been considered, then stop; else go to Step 2.

Remark 64 (difference in the procedure of Algorithms 58 and 63). Note that the
original method is completely automatic, whereas the iterative splitting approach just described leaves more freedom (e.g., we can decide that a SCC is not worthwhile being split)
and, thus, is better used for interactive loop parallelization. In the original setting, index
set splitting is viewed as a preprocessing phase for the loop program to be parallelized –
any other parallelization method can then be applied as usual (except for a potentially
increased complexity due to the fact that split parts are viewed as individual statements).
In the iterative setting, the user first runs a parallelization algorithm (e.g., computes a
schedule), and then decides whether the result is satisfactory or not. If not, the user calls
index set splitting, reapplies the parallelization, and decides again. It is unclear how this
decision can be fully automated.
Remark 65 (difference in the result of Algorithms 58 and 63). Note that our iterative splitting approach yields fewer splits than the original algorithm: dependences
which are not part of a strongly connected component are never considered. On the one
hand, this limits the complexity of the target code and, on the other hand, the detected
parallelism is still in the same order of magnitude as if we used Algorithm 58.

6.7.2

Trading off quality for time

Our method can be adapted simply for trading off quality of parallelism for analysis time:

6.7 Variants of index set splitting
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• One can search for more splits and, thus, even satisfy a variety of optimality criteria,
but at the cost of a doubly exponential search.
• One can turn off the propagation phase in order to save compilation time at the price
of a loss of some useful splits (e.g., in Example 60).
• On the other hand, one can try to improve the solution by propagating a split through
cycles more than once, as indicated in Example 62.
• Alternatively, one can also first schedule a program without splitting and afterwards
try to split only those statements which are responsible for a possibly bad quality of
the schedule, as shown in Section 6.7.1.

6.7.3

Implementation notes

We have integrated index set splitting into our prototype parallelizer LooPo (cf. Chapter 4).
Our implementation takes as input the results of the existing dependence analysis modules
and is very close to the algorithm in Section 6.5, with the following technical modifications:
• In Step 1, we do not actually execute the splits but just store them per statement in
a list, in order not to increase the number of statements in this phase.
• In Step 3, we only compute the images; the computation of the rest (i.e., the nonimages) does not commence before the end of Step 4 and, again, the derived splits
are just stored in lists in order to limit complexity.
• In Step 4, we first merge all stored splits and then compute the rest, i.e., the nonimages – which may lead to further splitting, due to technical limitations, if the
non-images cannot be described by a single polytope but only by a union of polytopes. Finally, every partition of a split, i.e., every subset of the original index set
gets a copy of the body statements and, thus, can be viewed by all subsequent parallelization phases as if it were a separate statement with surrounding loops in the
source program. Note that our model-based approach saves us from computing a loop
nest which really enumerates all these split subsets; this is advantageous because the
construction of such a loop nest would be very costly.
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Chapter 7
Spatial distribution: forward
communication only placements
Communications
The main task of the placement is to reduce the communication
overhead, because communications are the most important reason for slowing down a
parallel program. As already mentioned in Remark 36, there are two ways to determine
the communications: an ownership-driven approach, which we follow in Sections 7.2–7.3
to determine a first version of our suggested placement algorithm and, alternatively, a
dependence-driven approach, which we use for the general considerations in Section 7.1,
and to which we adapt our placement algorithm in Section 7.4. Section 7.5 briefly discusses
its applicability to practical examples.
Existing placement algorithms We have worked with several placement algorithms;
in the terminology of Lim and Lam [LL98], they focus on the case that constant parallelism
is not sufficient for taking benefit of all processors.
The method of Feautrier takes h-transformations as input; it assumes the owner computes rule, but is also applicable with the computer owns rule. It tries to avoid potential
communications by placing the dependent operations on the same (virtual) processor, i.e.,
it is dependence-driven. The method uses a greedy heuristic in order to determine which
dependence relations shall be considered first [Fea94].
The method of Dion and Robert is an ownership-driven approach (cf. Remark 36). It
takes direction vectors or dependence polyhedra as input, thereby accepting to lose some
precision [DR95].
Forward communication only placements
In Chapter 11, a central problem will be to avoid communication cycles. It is clear that,
if all communications have the same orientation in every spatial dimension, i.e., no communication goes backward, a cycle can never exist. More formally, if all communication
directions are contained in the cone (0+, · · · , 0+), no cycle can exist. Note that this is not
a necessary but sufficient constraint to avoid cycles (cf. Section 11.2).
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Definition 66 (FCO). A placement satisfies the forward communications only property
(FCO property) iff all communication directions are contained in the cone (0+, · · · , 0+).
Besides the fact that we rely on this property in Chapter 11, which deals with mediumand coarse-grained parallelism, it can also be beneficial in the case of fine-grained parallelism, as pointed out in Section 7.1.
Since we know of no method that guarantees an FCO placement, we derive two versions
of a placement algorithm that guarantees this property in Sections 7.2–7.4 – if possible.

7.1

General considerations

The idea of using FCO placements is not new. It has been suggested many times as a
certain way of avoiding deadlocks. In our context, FCO placements enable arbitrary time
tiling, as indicated in Section 11.2. But note that, even outside that context, the idea of
FCO placements may be interesting in some cases since the method can halve the number
of communication partners in every dimension, compared to the general case.
Example 67. Consider the following synthetic program (it is adapted from a numeric iteration method for solving systems of linear equations, called successive over-relaxation SOR
[Frö85]):
for k := 2 to m
for i := 1 to n −1
A[k , i ] := (A[k −2, i ] + A[k −1, i ] + A[k , i −1] + A[k −1, i +1])/4
{z
}
| {z } | {z } | {z } |
endfor
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
endfor
A first solution A valid schedule is t(k , i ) = 2 ∗ k + i − 5. The communication minimal
solution w.r.t. the communication volume is obtained by the placement p1 (k , i ) = i , which
is computed, e.g., by Feautrier’s method [Fea94]. The space-time mapped dependence
graph is shown in Figure 7.1; the numbers in the legend for the dependences refer to the
access numbers in the code.
As we can see in Figure 7.1, every processor p needs two communications – from
different directions – in order to get its input values: this placement does not satisfy FCO.
No message coalescing is possible since the data must be sent upwards and downwards.
An FCO solution In contrast, the placement p2 (k , i ) = k satisfies FCO (Figure 7.2).
At a first sight, the number of dependences between processors, i.e., communications, is
higher than for p1 , since we have three non-local accesses. However, concerning accesses (2)
and (3), we need not resend the same value twice from a processor to its upper neighbor,
even if the value is needed at two different time steps. Thus, access (2) does not cause a
communication.

7.1 General considerations
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(4)
(2)
p

(1)

(3)
t
Figure 7.1: Non-FCO placement

(1)

(3)
p

(2)
(4)

t
Figure 7.2: A possible FCO placement
Concerning access (1), we first note that the corresponding communication is not between neighbors, but has a distance of two processors. However, after space-time mapping,
we usually must coalesce virtual processors in order to match the (high) number of virtual
processors with the (typically lower) number of physical ones. If we do so, we coalesce at
least two virtual processors and, thus, the distance of the communication is reduced to (at
most) one, i.e., to neighbor communication. In addition, the value to be sent is already
sent due to accesses (2) and (3). Hence, access (1) does not cause a communication either.
All in all, we end up with about half as many communications than for p1 .
FCO and coalescing processors The latter is a more general effect: after coalescing
virtual processors to physical processors, FCO guarantees that there is at most one communication partner in every dimension (and also along the diagonals), if we have uniform
dependences with a sufficiently small length. For non-FCO, we might have two communications per dimension (and also along the diagonals). More detail on counting communication
partners is given in Section 9.4.
Load imbalance A drawback of FCO placements is that, occasionally, due to skewing
the index set until all communications go forward, the load is distributed unevenly among
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the processors. This is a problem frequently arising in the model-based parallelization,
and code generation must be improved in order to deal with this phenomenon properly.
Parts of our ongoing research activities are devoted to this question (cf. also Remark 81)
[Sei04].

7.2

FCO in the case of explicit data placements

Let us first generate an FCO placement algorithm for the case that every data element has
its fixed owner, given by a data placement, and the computation placement is independent
from the data placement. (A different approach is presented in Section 7.4.)
Constraints Let r be the occurrence of the access to array A in statement S . If the
array cell A[aA,r (i , n)] is not on the same processor as the computation of operation hi ; S i,
a communication must take place. If r is a read access, the communication will be forward
if
πA (aA,r (i , n), n) ≤ πS (i , n).

(7.1)

On the other hand, if r is a write, the communication will be forward if:
πS (i , n) ≤ πA (aA,r (i , n), n).

(7.2)

These inequalities are to be understood component-wise. They are to be verified everywhere in the index set of S , represented by a matrix DS as in (3.13). The conjunction of
these properties over all references in the program defines a forward communication only
(FCO) placement. (Note that the definition of the direction is arbitrary: we can always
reorder processors independently in each dimension).
Let us now consider one of the FCO conditions, (7.1) for instance. It can be rewritten
as:
  
 
 
 

i
i
i
i
∀
: DS
≥ 0 ⇒ ΠS
− ΠA AA,r
≥0 .
(7.3)
n
n
n
n
Affinity problem Note that this system looks affine – but it is not. For this purpose, let
us check what are the unknowns, what are numeric constants, and what are parameterized
constants for the optimization problem. Obviously, the unknowns in this system are the
coefficients in the matrices ΠS and ΠA ; the matrices AA,r and DS contain numeric
values

that can be determined from the program. However, the iteration vector ni is a vector of
parameters: the entries are not subject to the optimization task (they are input, i.e., not
free), but symbolically denoted (we cannot – and would not want to – write all possible
iteration vectors explicitly). Thus, if we multiply, e.g., ΠS with ni , we multiply variables
with parameters – a contradiction to our definition of affinity (cf. Remark 8).
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Solution to the affinity problem In the context of scheduling, Feautrier proposed
to solve such a problem by using Farkas’ lemma [Sch86] for quantifier elimination. This
lemma states how such a system of affine inequalities can be transformed into an equivalent
system of affine equalities by adding non-negative variables.
Lemma 68 (Affine form of Farkas’ lemma [Fea92a]). Let D be a non-empty polyhedron defined by p affine inequalities
ak x + bk ≥ 0,

k = 1, p

Then an affine form Ψ is non-negative everywhere in D iff it is a positive affine combination
Ψ(x ) = λ0 +

p
X

λk (ak x + bk ),

k =1

λk ≥ 0

A proof sketch is given by Feautrier [Fea92a]; mathematical details can be found in
Schrijver’s book [Sch86, Corollary 7.1h]. The non-negative variables λk will be called
Farkas multipliers.
Thus, by Farkas’ lemma, (7.3) is equivalent to:
read constraint

ΠS − ΠA AA,r = λA,r DS

(7.4)

where the Farkas multipliers λA,r are non-negative. In this equality, ΠS , ΠA and λA,r are
unknowns, while AA,r and DS can be deduced from the source program. Obviously, this
system is affine (cf. Definition 7).
Analogously, (7.2) is equivalent to:
write constraint

ΠA AA,r − ΠS = λA,r DS .

(7.5)

Note that (7.4) and (7.5) are systems of equalities, since the number of rows in ΠA and
ΠS determines the dimensionality p of the processor grid. Thus, λA,r also must have p
rows. For a clearer presentation, we will not stress this aspect in the following.
Generating a combined constraint system
Now, let us combine all constraints
arising from (7.4) and (7.5) into one big system. For that purpose, we concatenate the
matrices ΠA and ΠS in some order and obtain a vector Π, and also we concatenate the
matrices λA,r and obtain a vector λ. Finally, we generate coefficient matrices C and D
which represent the constraints arising from (7.4) and (7.5) in our new big system. Thus,
we obtain that the FCO condition is equivalent to:
C Π = D λ,
λ ≥ 0

(7.6)
(7.7)
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Solutions of the constraint system Every solution of this system represents a placement for each statement and each array, together with a set of corresponding Farkas multipliers.
Let (Π, λ) be such a solution. Let us consider a specific reference r to A. There is a part
of λ which corresponds to λA,r in (7.4) or (7.5). If this part is null, then the distinguished
reference entails no communication.
Note that the vector (Π, λ) = (0, 0) is always a (trivial) solution to the system: all
statements and data are mapped to processor 0.
Interpreting the solutions as a cone The set of all solutions is a cone C since it is
closed both under addition and under multiplication by a non-negative constant, as one
can verify easily.
Thus, for two solutions (Π, λ) and (Π0 , λ0 ), the sum (Π + Π0 , λ + λ0 ) is another solution whose residual communications are the union of the residual communications of the
two initial solutions. This leads us to consider only extremal solutions, which cannot be
obtained as a weighted sum of other solutions.
Lines and rays of the solution cone Let us now consider a line l in cone C, represented
by a solution (Π, λ) ∈ C. Since l is a line, (−Π, −λ) is also in C. By (7.7) we obtain λ ≥ 0
and −λ ≥ 0 which implies λ = 0.
Conversely, if (Π, 0) represents a ray, then (−Π, −0) is also a solution and the ray is a
line.
Hence, with the above considerations, lines correspond to communication-free placements, and rays correspond to FCO placements with, in general, residual communications.
Furthermore, an analysis of the part of a ray representing λ allows to identify residual
communications (those λA,r which are non-zero after multiplication with DS ). If we assign
a weight to each reference (e.g., an estimate of the number of transmitted values), we can
associate a weight to each ray and select the one with minimal weight (remember that, in
this context, lines will show up as zero-weight solutions).
Dimensionality of the solution However, we still have to consider parallelism. For
this aspect, it is important to realize that each Π is a matrix with p rows, where p is the
dimensionality of the processor grid. Let ΠS be the part of a solution which corresponds to
statement S . The set of active processors for statement S is the image of the index set of S
by ΠS . In order to preserve efficiency, we want this set to have the same dimensionality as
the processor grid (however, this dimensionality cannot be higher than the dimensionality
of the index set of S ). Finding the dimensionality of the set of active processors is a simple
rank computation; it can be applied to every solution independently and may be viewed
as a filter that cancels solutions with a too small dimensionality.
Sketch of an FCO placement algorithm

Thus, we propose the following algorithm:

• Construct the matrices C and D from the source program.
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• Construct the rays and lines of the cone C associated to C and D.
• Filter out the rays and lines that do not satisfy the rank condition above.
• Compute the weight of each remaining ray or line.
• Select the ray or line with the smallest weight.

If a line has survived the filtering process, it has zero weight and will be selected, giving
a communication free placement. If the selectee is a ray, it will specify an FCO placement
with minimal communication volume. Lastly, if there are no survivors, then the problem
has no FCO placement of the required dimensionality.
Evaluation of the algorithm We cannot claim that the placement we find in this way
is the best one, in the sense of giving the best speedup. However, if the weights we assign
to communications are estimates of the communication volumes, then our algorithm is a
greedy solution to the problem of finding a minimum-communication FCO placement.
Let us note that the severity of the filtering increases with the dimensionality of the
processor grid. Hence, we can always try again with a grid of fewer dimensions. In general,
the higher the dimensionality, the higher the volume of residual communications, but also
the higher the bandwidth of the communication network. Since the relative importance of
these two opposing factors depends on details of the architecture, the best choice can only
be found experimentally.
Let us now apply our algorithm to our motivating example and, thereby, also see how
the matrices C and D in Equation (7.6) are constructed automatically.
Example 69. The access matrices for the code in Figure 2.1 have been derived in Example 24; the matrix description of the index set is shown in Example 23.
Furthermore, let us assume that we are looking for a one-dimensional placement. For
this case, the templates for a computation placement and a data placement are presented
in Examples 30 and 33, respectively.
With these definitions, we can compose the FCO constraints for the writes, as presented
in Equation (7.5):
Πtmp Atmp,T 0 − ΠT = λtmp,T 0 DT
Πa Aa,S 0 − ΠS = λa,S 0 DS
The constraints for the reads are, according to Equation (7.4):
ΠT − Πa Aa,T 1
ΠT − Πa Aa,T 2
ΠS − Πa Aa,S 1
ΠS − Πtmp Atmp,S 2
ΠS − Πa Aa,S 3

=
=
=
=
=

λa,T 1 DT
λa,T 2 DT
λa,S 1 DS
λtmp,S 2 DS
λa,S 3 DS
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The combined system We now combine all these equalities to one big system, as
indicated in Equation (7.6). The variables are the entries of all matrices Π∗ and λ∗,∗∗ ,
where a ∗ is a wildcard for any existing index:
• ΠT contributes 4 variables (cf. Example 30)
• ΠS contributes 5 variables (cf. Example 30)
• Πtmp contributes 4 variables (cf. Example 33)
• Πa contributes 4 variables (cf. Example 33)
• since DT has 5 rows and appears in 3 constraints, we obtain 5 ∗ 3 = 15 Farkas
multipliers concerning T (i.e., λ∗,T ∗ )
• since DS has 7 rows and appears in 4 constraints, we obtain 7 ∗ 4 = 28 Farkas
multipliers concerning S (i.e., λ∗,S ∗ )
Thus, the combined system consists of 7 equalities, 15 + 28 = 43 inequalities for the Farkas
multipliers, and 4+5+4+4+15+28 = 60 variables.
Note that each of these equalities is, in fact, a matrix equality, i.e., the equalities must
be satisfied for every entry. To make this more obvious, we rewrite the constraint system
as follows:

0 0 0 0
Πtmp Atmp,T 0 − ΠT − λtmp,T 0 DT =
(7.8)

0 0 0 0 0
Πa Aa,S 0 − ΠS − λa,S 0 DS =
(7.9)

0 0 0 0
ΠT − Πa Aa,T 1 − λa,T 1 DT =
(7.10)

0 0 0 0
ΠT − Πa Aa,T 2 − λa,T 2 DT =
(7.11)

0 0 0 0 0
ΠS − Πa Aa,S 1 − λa,S 1 DS =
(7.12)

0 0 0 0 0
ΠS − Πtmp Atmp,S 2 − λtmp,S 2 DS =
(7.13)

0 0 0 0 0
ΠS − Πa Aa,S 3 − λa,S 3 DS =
(7.14)
In order to feed these constraints to our mathematical tool, the Polylib [Wil93], we must
resolve these matrix equalities to basic equalities by considering every entry separately. In
our case, each of the three constraints due to statement T generates 4 equalities, and each
of the four constraints due to statement S generates 5 equalities, so that we end up with
12+20 = 32 equalities. This new system is now given to the Polylib in order to determine
the lines, rays, and vertices of the described set.
Implementation note: Rewriting the matrix equalities to basic equalities can be achieved
automatically by using transposed matrices: if we transpose, e.g., Equations (7.8)–(7.14),
we obtain several rows for each equation, and every row represents one basic equality. This
is the input format we need for our mathematical tool.
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In more detail: for every placement dimension, we rewrite the constraints in Equation (7.4) and (7.5) into normal form
 
0
 .. 
>
> >
> >
(7.15)
FCO: read
ΠS − A ΠA − DS λA,r =  . 
0
and
FCO: write

> >
> >
− Π>
S + A ΠA − DS λA,r




0
 
=  ...  ,
0

(7.16)

where the length of the zero vector is the length of the iteration vector of statement S in
homogeneous representation.
The combined system in normal form In order to combine these systems of constraints for all accesses into one system suitable for Polylib, we also convert Equations (7.6)
and (7.7) to normal form:



Π
C D
= 0,
(7.17)
−λ
λ ≥ 0,
(7.18)
where 0 is a column vector of zeros of appropriate length.
Composing matrices C and D We combine all variables, i.e., the entries of all matrices
Π∗ and λ∗,∗∗ within one long column vector, as already noted. Thus, if these variables are
shifted to the right factor in Equation (7.17), the remainder of the constraints (7.15) and
(7.16) for the left factor in Equation (7.17), i.e., for matrices C and D is as follows:
an identity matrix to C at those columns that
• every occurrence of Π>
S contributes


Π
;
match the rows of Π>
S within
−λ
>
• every occurrence ofA> Π>
A contributes A to C at those columns that match the
Π
rows of Π>
;
A within
−λ

contributes DS> to D at those columns that match the
• every occurrence of DS> λ>
A,r


Π
.
rows of λ>
A,r within
−λ
With this translation scheme, we can easily generate C and D by processing each constraint
in turn and joining the obtained matrices, i.e., by concatenating them vertically.
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Example 70. Let us continue our example. We combine the matrices in the following order: ΠT , ΠS , Πtmp , Πa , λtmp,T 0 , λa,S 0 , λa,T
 1 , λa,T 2 , λa,S 1 , λtmp,S 2 , λa,S 3 . Then, we obtain the
following combined matrix: C D =












−Id4 Zero4,5
Zero5,4 −Id5
Id4 Zero4,5
Id4 Zero4,5
Zero5,4 Id5
Zero5,4 Id5
Zero5,4 Id5

A>
tmp,T 0
Zero5,4
Zero4,4
Zero4,4
Zero5,4
−A>
tmp,S 2
Zero5,4

Zero4,4
A>
a,S 0
−A>
a,T 1
−A>
a,T 2
−A>
a,S 1
Zero5,4
−A>
a,S 3

DT>
Zero5,5
Zero4,5
Zero4,5
Zero5,5
Zero5,5
Zero5,5

Zero4,7
DS>
Zero4,7
Zero4,7
Zero5,7
Zero5,7
Zero5,7

Zero4,5
Zero5,5
DT>
Zero4,5
Zero5,5
Zero5,5
Zero5,5

Zero4,5
Zero5,5
Zero4,5
DT>
Zero5,5
Zero5,5
Zero5,5

Zero4,7
Zero5,7
Zero4,7
Zero4,7
DS>
Zero5,7
Zero5,7

Zero4,7
Zero5,7
Zero4,7
Zero4,7
Zero5,7
DS>
Zero5,7

Zero4,7
Zero5,7
Zero4,7
Zero4,7
Zero5,7
Zero5,7
DS>

where all matrices can be copied from Example 69.
We give this system to Polylib and obtain the following dual representation (cf. Equation (3.9)):
n
1
• There are two lines: pTn = pSn = ptmp
= pan = 1 and pT1 = pS1 = ptmp
= pa1 = 1 (0
for all other variables). Unfortunately, these two lines have rank 0: the dimensions
they span are not dimensions of the index set but constant dimensions, i.e., the lines
represent solutions which map all computations to one fixed processor (whose number
may be any linear combination of n and 1). Consequently, these solutions do not
survive the subsequent filtering process.

• There is one vertex: the trivial solution (0 for all variables). Note that this is always
the case, since the set of solutions is a cone.
• There are four rays:
7th
1st
= pa2nd = λ1st
1. pTi = pSk = ptmp
tmp,S 2 = λtmp,S 2 = 1, all other variables are 0, i.e.,
πT (i , j , n) = i , πS (i , j , k , n) = k , πtmp (x , y, n) = x , πa (x , y, n) = y, and only the
access to tmp in statement S is not local.
1st
1
1st
2. pTi = pSk = ptmp
= ptmp
= pa2nd = λ5th
tmp,T 0 = λtmp,S 2 = 1, all other variables are
0, i.e., πT (i , j , n) = i , πS (i , j , k , n) = k , πtmp (x , y, n) = x + 1, πa (x , y, n) = y,
and the accesses to tmp in statements S and T are both not local.
2nd
5th
3rd
7th
3. pTj = pSj = ptmp
= pa1st = λ1st
a,T 2 = λa,T 2 = λa,S 3 = λa,S 3 = 1, all other variables
are 0, i.e., πT (i , j , n) = j , πS (i , j , k , n) = j , πtmp (x , y, n) = y, πa (x , y, n) = x ,
and the rightmost accesses to a in statements S and T are not local.
1st
5th
5th
1
1
4. pTi = pSk = ptmp
= pa2nd = λ1st
tmp,S 2 = λa,T 1 = λa,T 2 = 1, pS = pa = −1, all
other variables are 0, i.e., πT (i , j , n) = i , πS (i , j , k , n) = k − 1, πtmp (x , y, n) =
x , πa (x , y, n) = y − 1, and accesses to tmp in S and the two accesses to a in
statements T are not local.

Interpretation
This means that we have no communication-free solution, but four
extremal rays which correspond to (infinitely many) solutions that guarantee the FCO
property. The minimum number of non-local accesses is 1, which is only achieved by the
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first ray. Thus, we end up with the optimal FCO placement πT (i , j , n) = i , πS (i , j , k , n) =
k , πtmp (x , y, n) = x , and πa (x , y, n) = y, yielding a single communication due to the access
to tmp in statement S .
So far, we have seen an algorithm that generates an FCO placement – if it exists. We
have also applied it to an example and given some implementation hints. Thus, the task
stated at the beginning of this chapter is solved.
In the remainder of this chapter, we shall first note some ideas for making the approach
presented so far more flexible. Then, we develop an alternative approach which can be used
in the case of the computer owns rule (cf. Remark 35). We conclude with a few remarks
about our experiments.

7.3

On the use of redistribution

The ownership-driven approach has the drawback that an array has only one placement
during the course of the entire execution of a program. This is unsatisfactory: many
programs can be divided into successive phases which have different access patterns for the
same array. Hence, we need the ability to determine a data placement, as presented so far,
but also to change this data placement during program execution. Let us discuss this on
an example.

for i := 0 to n −1
C [i ] := 42
for j := 0 to n −1
T :
A[i , j ] := A[i , j −1] + C [i ]
endfor
endfor
for l := 1 to n −1
for k := 0 to n −1
U :
B [l , k ] := A[l , k ] + C [l −1]
endfor
endfor
S:

Figure 7.3: A source program that needs redistribution

Example 71. Consider the source program in Figure 7.3. Following Feautrier [Fea94], we
place higher-dimensional arrays before we place lower-dimensional ones, because non-local
accesses to higher-dimensional arrays lead to a larger communication volume.
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Optimal placement Hence, a good mapping is the following: A[x , y] 7→ x and hi , j ; T i 7→
i (this eliminates the dependence cycle inside T ), and B [l , k ] 7→ l and hl , k ; U i 7→ l (this
eliminates the dependence from T to U due to A and enables a local store of B ). This
mapping avoids any communication due to the two-dimensional (hence, most important)
accesses to arrays A and B .
Furthermore, we map hi ; S i 7→ i and C [z ] 7→ z in order to eliminate communications
due to accesses of C in S and T . This solution is optimal if we allow one mapping per
array and per statement – even if, as in this case, everyone of the n 2 accesses to C [l −1] in
U causes a communication.
Desired placement A much better solution would be to remap array C between its uses
in T and U . If we remap C [l−1] to l before executing U , then U causes no communication.
The cost for the redistribution is one read/store per element of C , i.e., the redistribution
causes only linearly many communications.
How can we modify our placement algorithm in order to find this solution? The first
step is to split the first loop. Then we add redistribution points in the source program,
i.e., technically, we add artificial statements that read all elements of the array to be
redistributed and copy them to a new array (and update the subsequent accesses to the
new array). This scheme has the added advantage of limiting the complexity of each
elementary placement problem, thus improving the scalability of our approach.
After inserting redistribution points for array C between the loops on S and T , and
also between the loops on T and U , and applying our placement algorithm, we obtain:
• between S and T : C 0 [z ] 7→ z
• between T and U : C 00 [z ] 7→ z +1
This means that we should not redistribute C between S and T , but between T and U –
the expected result.
Potential for future work The central question in this approach is where to insert
redistribution points, and for which arrays. One heuristics is to try redistribution along
the edges of the acyclic condensation of the statement dependence graph, i.e., the edges
that connect the strongly connected components of the graph [Har73]. On the one hand,
this allows redistribution between different phases of an algorithm (where redistribution
might be most important); on the other hand, it guarantees that the expensive remapping
is not executed too often, esp. not executed repeatedly back and forth, since it forbids
redistribution inside dependence cycles. Of course, other strategies can be imagined as
well.
In addition, there are other possibilities to make placement algorithms more flexible
(e.g., to allow replication of arrays or even redundant computations). Ongoing research is
focusing on these generalizations [GFG02, FGL03]. In addition, piecewise affine placements
can be introduced, e.g., via index set splitting (Chapter 6).

7.4 Another approach: dependence-driven placements

7.4
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The placement algorithm presented in Section 7.2 computes one computation placement
per statement and one data placement per array, i.e., it is an ownership-driven placement algorithm (cf. Remark 37). Let us now convert it to a dependence-driven placement
algorithm, which is based on the computer owns rule (cf. Remark 35).
Principle As indicated in Section 7, a communication in the setting of the computer
owns rule is generated for every space-mapped dependence whose source and destination
are on different processors. Hence, the principal idea of this second approach to FCO
placements is, that a communication is forward if every space-mapped dependence goes
forward.
Deriving the method The construction of a dependence-driven FCO placement progresses along the same lines as above. There is one placement condition per dependence
in the program.
Let a dependence d be represented as the relation
 
i
dependence
{hi , n; S i −→ hj , n; T i : Rd  j  ≥ 0},
n
where we assume that the dependence is representable as one polyhedron.
For every such dependence, we require the FCO property:
FCO property

πS (i , n) ≤ πT (j , n).

This can be rewritten as





 
 
i
∀i , j , n : Rd  j  ≥ 0 ⇒ ΠT j − ΠS i ≥ 0 .
n
n
n

(7.19)

(7.20)

From this point on, the algorithm follows the same lines as above. We eliminate quantifiers with the help of Farkas’ lemma, and obtain:
dependence constraint

Π T − Π S Hd = λ d Rd ,

(7.21)

where Hd is the matrix representing the h-transformation of dependence d .
Then, we find the rays and lines of the solution cone of this system of constraints, and
select the best one.
As before, we demonstrate exemplarily, mainly for implementors of this method, how
the necessary matrices are computed and composed, and how the solution of the mathematical tool is interpreted.
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Example 72. Let us again consider the program in Figure 2.1. The dependences together
with their ranges are computed according to Section 5.2:
d1
d2
d3
d4
d5
d6

=
=
=
=
=
=

hi − 1, j , i; S i
hi − 1, i , i; S i
hi , j ; T i
hi − 1, j , k; S i
hi − 1, i , k; S i
hi − 1, j , k; S i

−→
−→
−→
−→
−→
−→

hi , j ; T i
hi , j ; T i
hi , j , k ; S i
hi , j , k ; S i
hi , j , k ; S i
hi , j , k ; S i

where
where
where
where
where
where

1≤i
1≤i
0≤i
1≤i
1≤i
1≤i

≤ j −1, j
≤ j −1, j
≤ j −1, j
≤ j −1, j
≤ j −1, j
≤ j −1, j

In matrix notation, we have for the range matrices Rd :

0 −1 1 −1
0 0 −1
R1 = R 2 =  1
−1
1 0 −1

−1
1
0 0
 0 −1
0 1


0
0 0
R3 = R 4 = R 5 = R 6 =  1
 0
0 −1 1
−1
0
1 0
The h-transformations are

1 0
 0 1

H1 = 
 1 0
 0 0
0 0

1 0
 0 1
H3 = 
 0 0
0 0

1 0
 1 0

H5 = 
 0 0
 0 0
0 0

≤ n −1
≤ n −1
≤ n −1, i +1 ≤ k
≤ n −1, i +1 ≤ k
≤ n −1, i +1 ≤ k
≤ n −1, i +1 ≤ k

≤ n −1
≤ n −1
≤ n −1
≤ n −1



−1
−1
0
−1
−1











1 0 0 −1
0 −1
 1 0 0
0 
0
0 





0 
H2 =  1 0 0
0
0 

 0 0 1
0 
1
0 
0 0 0
1
0
1



1 0 0 0 −1
0 0 0
 0 1 0 0
0 


0 0 0 

0 0 1 0
0 
H4 = 



0 1 0
 0 0 0 1
0 
0 0 1
0 0 0 0
1



0 0 −1
1 0 0 0 −1
 0 1 0 0
0 0
0 
0 



 0 0 1 0

1 0
0 
0
H
=
6



 0 0 0 1
0 1
0 
0 
0 0
1
0 0 0 0
1

Since dependence d4 and d6 have the same range and the same h-transformation, we
ignore dependence d6 .
Including the necessary trivial inequality 1 ≥ 0, we have 2 ∗ 4 + 3 ∗ 6 = 26 inequalities,
i.e., 26 Farkas multipliers. The template for the computation placement is again (cf.
Example 30)


ΠT = pTi pTj pTn pT1
and ΠS = pSi pSj pSk pSn pS1

7.4 Another approach: dependence-driven placements
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As in Example 69, these templates contribute 4 + 5 = 9 further variables, but now, in
contrast to Example 69, there are no variables due to a data placement. In total, we have
a system with 26 + 9 = 35 variables, 5 matrix equalities which become 2 ∗ 4 + 3 ∗ 5 = 23
basic equalities, and 26 inequalities:

C D







=



Id4
−H1>
Id4
−H2>
−H3>
Id5
Zero5,4 Id5 −H4>
Zero5,4 Id5 −H5>

−R1>
Zero4,4
Zero5,4
Zero5,4
Zero5,4

Zero4,4
−R2>
Zero5,4
Zero5,4
Zero5,4

Zero4,6
Zero4,6
−R3>
Zero5,6
Zero5,6

Zero4,6
Zero4,6
Zero5,6
−R4>
Zero5,6

Zero4,6
Zero4,6
Zero5,6
Zero5,6
−R5>








When giving this system to Polylib, we obtain the following dual representation:
• There are two lines: pTn = pSn = 1 or pT1 = pS1 = 1, all other variables are 0, which,
again, represent the trivial placements to any linear combination of n or 1 without
spanning a parallel dimension.
• There is again one vertex: the trivial solution (0 for all variables).
• There are five rays:
1. πT (i , j , n) = i and πS (i , j , k , n) = k and λ3 (a, b, c, d , e, f ) = a + f , all other
variables are 0, i.e., this solution avoids communications for all dependences
except d3 ;
2. πT (i , j , n) = j and πS (i , j , k , n) = j and λ2 (a, b, c, d ) = a + d and
λ5 (a, b, c, d , e, f ) = a + d , all other variables are 0, i.e., this solution avoids
communications for all dependences except d2 and d5 ;
3. πT (i , j , n) = i and πS (i , j , k , n) = k − 1, which avoids communications for
dependences d4 and d5 ;
4. πT (i , j , n) = i and πS (i , j , k , n) = i + 1, which avoids communications for
dependences d1 and d2 ;
5. πT (i , j , n) = i and πS (i , j , k , n) = i , which avoids only the communications for
dependences d3 .
Evaluating the solutions Note that all five rays guarantee the FCO constraint, and
they all span a parallel dimension, i.e., they are valid solutions – in contrast to the two lines.
However, when considering the weight, the first solution is the best: only one dependence
leads to communication, and, by chance, the residual communication starts from T which
is only two-dimensional.
In order to be able to compare it with the ownership-driven approach, we explicitly
denote the corresponding data placement due to the computer owns rule: πtmp (x , y, n) = x ,
and πa (x , y, n) = y. (Note that we only have a fixed data placement since, in this example,
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the elements of tmp are never overwritten, and the overwriting of a for different instances
of the loop index i always takes place by the same processor, i.e., k .)
With this information, we see that, in this example, the solutions of the ownershipdriven approach (Example 70) and the dependence-driven approach are, by chance, equivalent. Both approaches find out that the optimal solution leads to a single communication
due to the read of tmp in statement S , whose value is set by statement T .
Technical remarks: If the domain (range) of a dependence is overestimated in order to
be describable as a union of polyhedra (e.g., for affine but non-uniform dependences), we
obtain, in general, overly restrictive constraints for FCO, and therefore fewer solutions.
Another point is that the set of dependences to be taken into account depends on the architecture and the communication scheme. For instance, on distributed memory machines
and two-way communications (e.g., send/receive), we need not create communications due
to anti or output dependences. Therefore, we only require the FCO constraint for true
dependences in this setting (cf. Section 13.4).

7.5

Experiments

Our placement algorithm has been implemented as an extension to the LooPo parallelizer
and tested on about 10 kernels, some real and some artificial. We found FCO placements
for all examples, and even some communication free placements. The largest kernels are
“burg” (a signal processing kernel with 22 lines of code, which is based on Burg’s algorithm
[Bur75]) and “LCZOS” (a Lanczos iteration with 60 lines, which is a numerical method for
computing Eigenvalues [Saa93]). The algorithm has reduced 44 potential communications
to 13 in the first case and 64 to 2 in the second case.

Chapter 8
Basic necessity: granularity control
The methods described so far aim at the extraction of maximal parallelism. However, the
resulting performance is poor due to the fine grain of the found parallelism. The goal of
this chapter is to provide methods for improving performance.

8.1

Overview

Tiling is a well-known technique for sequential or parallel program optimization which
focuses on the efficient execution of nested loops. The first papers on tiling date back to
the mid-Eighties [MF86, RAP87, Wol89c]. The key idea of tiling is to coalesce operations,
i.e., to partition the index set. Hereby, the application domain determines which operations
belong together and, therefore, should be coalesced.
Components of a tile
For technical reasons, the sets of operations to be coalesced are congruent, non-intersecting
polyhedra, so-called tiles, the union of which covers all operations. In many cases, an additional restriction is that the tiles must be parallelepipeds, i.e., a parallelogram of arbitrary
dimensionality.
Shape, form, and size of a tile
With the restriction to parallelepipeds, a tile is
traditionally determined by three components:
• the shape is determined by d families of parallel hyperplanes [HCF99]: the bounding
hyperplanes of the parallelepiped are fixed except for parallel translation; alternatively, we can determine the shape by the directions of its spanning vectors;
• the form is determined by the ratio of the lengths of the parallelepiped in the d
dimensions;
• the size is determined by the scaling factor, which is the same for all d dimensions.
95
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Width of a tile The width of a tile in a dimension is the extent of the tile in that
dimension. We use this term more frequently than form and size in this thesis since, in our
approach, we occasionally obtain fixed widths in some dimensions, i.e., we cannot decide
a form in the traditional sense and then scale it to the desired size (cf. Chapters 9–11).
Scaling in our setting is only allowed in the dimensions without a fixed width.
Example 73. Consider the code and dependence graph in Figure 8.1 (we only depicted the
flow dependences, not the output dependences). It denotes the kernel of one-dimensional
SOR, as, e.g., used to solve partial differential equations by finite difference methods, taken
from the Web [Sal].

for j := 1 to m
for i := 2 to n −1
A[i ] := (A[i −1] + A[i +1])/2.0
endfor
endfor

i

j

Figure 8.1: One-dimensional SOR – the source

Tile shape
Without going into further detail (this will be the topic of Chapter 9),
we decide that the hyperplanes bounding the tile shall be parallel to the two dependence
vectors. This decision determines the vertical and the diagonal hyperplanes in Figure 8.2,
left, and, thus, the tile shape. As a representative of the two families of parallel hyperplanes,
we choose the ones containing the origin of the coordinate system. Then, our two families
of bounding hyperplanes are given by j = 0 and i = −j . The directions of the spanning
vectors in our case are equivalent with the direction of the dependence vectors.
Tile form and size Let us assume, we want both dimensions to be of equal length.
This determines the tile form. In Figure 8.2, right, we have depicted tiles with this form,
and with a size of 4 operations per tile. The width is 2 in every dimension.
Unbounded tiles
Sometimes, we only want to tile a single dimension, leaving all other dimensions unchanged.
In this case, the tiles are unbounded in all but one dimensions, i.e., the tiles are polyhedra,
not polytopes, and the dimension that is subject to tiling is simply partitioned into pieces
of fixed width.

8.2 Tiling for cache or for parallelism
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i

j

Figure 8.2: One-dimensional SOR – tiled dependence graph
On the one hand, this technique can be considered to be more restricted than tiling
because it requires that the hyperplanes are orthogonal to the coordinate axes; on the
other hand, it can be considered more general since classical tiling uses bounded tiles.
In this thesis, we consider this simple partitioning technique as a restricted form of
tiling, because we do not enforce tiles to be bounded.
General restriction The only restriction we impose on the tiles is quite usual in the
literature: we require tiles to be (potentially unbounded) parallelepipeds.
Organization of the rest of this chapter
The two main application areas of tiling, cache optimization and granularity control of
parallelism, are compared in more detail in Section 8.2.
Section 8.3 then focuses on the traditional way of tiling in the context of parallelization,
which is the application domain addressed in this thesis. It gives a brief historical summary
and describes the state of the art.
Section 8.4 presents our tiling approach: it describes the combination of space-time
mapping techniques followed by tiling methods. This section is restricted to traditional
tiling methods, i.e., these techniques do not take advantage of the fact that the loops are
sequential or parallel.
Finally, Section 8.5 gives an interpretation of tiling space dimensions, i.e., parallel loops,
and time dimensions, i.e., sequential loops. Chapters 9–11 elaborate on these aspects in
more detail.

8.2

Tiling for cache or for parallelism

There are two main domains using tiling: cache optimization and loop parallelization.
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Tiling for cache locality For cache optimization, a tile should contain all operations
which work on data that are close together in memory and, therefore, can and should
reside in the cache simultaneously. Therefore, the shape of the tiles is determined by the
access pattern of different array cells (for spatial locality) and the reuse pattern of the
same array cells (for temporal locality); the size is mainly determined by the cache size
[Wol89c, XH98].
In our view, tiling for cache optimization is a subsequent step to tiling for parallelism:
one should determine first which operation is placed on which virtual processor, then which
virtual processor is mapped on which physical processor, and finally, when the distribution
of the operations – and the data – among the processors is known, which ordering of the
operations to be executed on a single processor is cache-optimal. The reason is that the
communication cost between different processors is typically orders of magnitude higher
than the cost due to a cache miss.
We shall not focus on tiling for cache optimization any further.
Tiling for parallelism For loop parallelization, a tile should coalesce sufficiently many
operations to make a communication phase worth-wile. Here, the shape of the tiles is determined by the data flow between the operations; the size is determined by the computationper-communication ratio of the hardware on which the parallel program is to be executed,
as well as by the number of physical processors (cf. Section 8.3).
Comparison At first sight, both tasks seem to be very similar, esp. since the reuse
pattern in the case of cache optimization and the data flow in the case of loop parallelization
both specify special kinds of dependences of the source program. However, there are also
big differences which prevent an easy transfer of methods between the two application
domains:
• In the framework of tiling for cache optimization, the data exchange modeled usually
occurs between two partners (memory and cache); occasionally a hierarchy of cache
levels is modeled. In the setting of loop parallelization, we have typically general affine
communication patterns, and the number of partners is often not known before run
time.
• For cache optimization, the limited capacity of the receiver (the cache) is the critical
factor; for parallel programs, the receiver’s capacity is not explicitly modeled, i.e.,
the methods assume unbounded capacity.
• Data that are stored in cache should be used early – they might not be in cache later.
On the other hand, sent data are available for the receiver as long as desired.
• On typical hardware platforms, the programmer has only indirect control of caches –
the actual cache management is performed directly by the hardware. (Note that this
may be changing: on Intel’s Itanium processors assembly programs can control the
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cache level at which data should be stored.) In the setting of loop parallelization, the
compiler generates all necessary messages – this is one of the most important tasks
during code generation.
• Tiling for loop parallelization has not only the goal of reducing the amount of transferred data (as in the case of cache optimization), but also the conflicting goal of
leaving enough parallelism.
Tiling for parallelism in hardware design
The first papers on tiling have still
another focus: they have been used in systolic array design, i.e., in the development of
VLSI processor arrays. There, the goal is to obtain systems with a fixed number of VLSI
processors, thereby reducing the number of communications. I.e., the subject is nearly
identical with tiling for program parallelization, even though the VLSI community uses
the term partitioning instead of tiling [MF86, TT93]. Also the principal procedure is quite
similar.

8.3

Traditional tiling for loop parallelization: state of
the art

Historical remarks In 1988, Irigoin and Triolet [IT88] introduced tiling as a loop parallelization method. The shape of the tile is first chosen such that deadlocks are avoided.
For this purpose, they presented a sufficient criterion for the validity of tiling (or supernode
partitioning, as they called it). The parallel program is then constructed by applying Lamport’s hyperplane method [Lam74], which is a very simple space-time mapping technique
for programs with uniform dependences only. Lastly, the size of the tiles is adjusted for
minimal run time.
In the Nineties, much research was done to find good (or even optimal) sizes of rectangular or rhomboidal tiles [AR97, ARY98, OSKO95], and then to adapt the shape of the tiles
to the dependences [SD90, BDRR94, Xue97a, Xue97b, HCF99, XH98, HS00], resulting in
parallelepipeds as tiles.
Traditional way of tiling

Tiling nowadays typically still proceeds the same way:

1. the three parameters shape, form, and size for a suitable (in some cases provably
optimal) tile are computed;
2. the tiles are explicitly or implicitly mapped to space and time;
3. a new higher-dimensional loop nest is generated that enumerates the tiles and the
points inside the tiles.
Example 74. Let us continue Example 73, in which we have determined the shape, from,
and size of the tiles.
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Inter-tile dependences Before we can compute a space-time mapping of the tiles, we
first need the dependences between the tiles. Figure 8.3, left, depicts all non-empty tiles
which appear in Figure 8.2, together with all inter-tile dependences.

k

k

l
l

Figure 8.3: One-dimensional SOR – dependence graph of the tiles

Tile coordinates As next step, we abstract from the fact that tiles haven an internal
structure and consider them as a kind of super-computations, instead. The coordinate
axes of these super-computations are determined by the vectors spanning the tile. They
are also depicted in Figure 8.3, left, labeled k and l . (Aside: this is not an obligatory, but
the simplest choice [AI91].)
Since in this coordinate system the axes are not orthogonal to each other, we skew the l
axes upwards and obtain the tile dependence graph in a new orthogonal coordinate system,
depicted in Figure 8.3, right. There, each tile is represented as a big bullet, indicating that
we have completed the abstraction from tiles with internal structure to super-computations.
The distance vectors of the inter-tile dependences w.r.t. this new coordinate system are
given by the distance vectors (1, 0) and (0, 1).
Parallelization For the tile dependence graph in Figure 8.3, right, we now compute a
space-time mapping, e.g., θ(k , l ) = k +l , and π(k , l ) = k , and, thereof, a parallel loop nest
enumerating all tiles. Of course, further loops are generated that enumerate the interior
of the tiles.
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for i := 1 to m
for j := 1 to n
A[i , j ] := A[i −1, n −j ]
endfor
endfor

Figure 8.4: Full permutability may destroy all parallelism – the source
Full permutability
Many of the methods mentioned have an initial phase which
converts the source loop nest into a fully permutable loop nest, i.e., they first compute a skewing which makes all dependence directions non-negative in every component [Wol89c, BDRR94]. This ensures the correctness for the subsequent optimizing tiling
phase. I.e., the task of finding optimal tiles can be solved independently of correctness
issues. However, this approach to generating coarser grained parallelism may lead to an
undesired loss of parallelism in the presence of non-uniform but affine dependences.
Example 75. Consider the program and dependence graph in Figure 8.4. If we convert
the program to a fully permutable loop nest, we must skew the j dimension into the i
dimension with a factor of n. The resulting dependence graph, given in Figure 8.5, shows
that this initialization step of tiling destroys all parallelism.
On the other hand, we may consider the i dimension as schedule and the j dimension as
placement. Since the placement dimensions are always fully permutable – in our case there
is only one, which is trivially permutable – we can tile the space dimensions arbitrarily.
E.g., we distribute the n iterations of the j loop across the physical processors and obtain
a load-balanced parallel program.

8.3.1

Typical limitations of traditional tiling

Dependence representation
The most precise dependence description in most of the work cited is with dependence
polyhedra. This level of abstraction results in a loss of parallelism compared to using, e.g.,
Feautrier’s scheduling algorithm [Fea92a, Fea92b] – which works on a precise dependence
description – followed by tiling.
Example 76. Consider the program and operation dependence graph in Figure 8.6. If we
use the full precision of the dependence description, we obtain a schedule that gives us
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Figure 8.5: Full permutability destroys all parallelism – the target
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for i := 0 to n −1
for j := 0 to n −1
S :
A[i , j ] := A[i , j −1] + B [i −1, 0]
endfor
for k := 0 to n −1
T :
B [i , k ] := B [i , k −1] + A[i , 0]
endfor
endfor

Figure 8.6: Dependence approximation by dependence polyhedra is harmful
for i := 0 to n
for j := 0 to n
S :
A[i , j ] := ...B [i −1, j ]...
T :
B [i , j ] := ...A[i , j −1]...
endfor
endfor
Figure 8.7: Per-statement view is crucial

linear execution time: Feautrier’s method results in the one-dimensional schedule θS (i , j ) =
2 ∗ i + j and θT (i , k ) = 2 ∗ i + k + 1 [Fea92a].
However, if we approximate the dependences by dependence polyhedra, we lose the
information that the dependences between the two statements are at the same “level” in
Figure 8.6, i.e., the values of j and k are always identical. As a consequence, we lose
all parallelism. Hence, the method of Darte and Vivien, which is based on dependence
polyhedra, returns a two-dimensional, i.e., sequential, schedule: θS (i , j ) = (2 ∗ i , j ), and
θT (i , k ) = (2 ∗ i + 1, k ) [DV97].
Of course, no tiling can reintroduce parallelism in an obligatorily sequential program,
i.e., if tiling is based on dependence polyhedra, it will also lead to a fully sequential target
program.
Atomic loop body
Furthermore, many tiling methods work on a per-body basis, i.e., consider the statements
in the body of a loop as one big atomic statement. This may again cost orders of magnitude
of parallelism (and also performance).
Example 77. Consider the code in Figure 8.7. The program is perfectly nested and has
two uniform dependences with distance vectors (1, 0) and (0, 1). The according operation
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operation dependence graph with tiles

tile dependence graph

space−time mapped tile dependence graph

Figure 8.8: Traditional way of tiling

dependence graph is also given in Figure 8.7. Every pair of bullets represents the two body
statements at some iteration vector (i , j ). (A very similar example can also be found in
Lim and Lam [LL98].)
Traditional solution
For that dependence graph, state-of-the-art tiling techniques
determine the rectangle to be a valid tile shape. This solution is even optimal (with
respect to communication minimization), if the dependence graph is a uniform dependence
grid (as we assume so far).
Tiling techniques then construct the tile dependence graph by converting the interoperation dependences to an inter-tile level (Figure 8.8, middle), and finally lay out the
tile dependence graph in space p and time t (Figure 8.8, right).
With this solution, every processor initiates one communication per executed tile, indicated by the bold arrows in Figure 8.8, right. Hence, the total number of communications
per processor is linear in the number of tiles per processor.
Our suggestion In contrast, if we consider the statements individually, the uniform
dependence grid dissolves into independent dependence chains parallel to the diagonal
(Figure 8.7, right). So, if we apply first the statement-based space-time mapping method,
we can eliminate all communications by placing the operations of the first and the second
statement on processor πS (i , j , n) = j − i + n + 1 and πT (i , j , n) = j − i + n, respectively
(Figure 8.9). Of course, a subsequent trivial tiling, i.e., a partitioning of the p dimension,
does not introduce any new communications. Hence, we obtain a parallel program with
no communication at all.
Perfect nesting
An immediate consequence of the inability of treating different statements differently is
the restriction of many tiling methods to perfect loop nests. These methods can only be
used for tiling arbitrarily nested loops if some preprocessing – e.g., the proposed space-time
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Figure 8.9: After space-time mapping

mapping – has been applied. (Note that this limitation does not exist for the phase which
computes a fully permutable loop nest.)
Example 78. Both examples of Chapter 2 are imperfectly nested programs and we are
not aware of a tiling method that computes the optimal tiles and the corresponding target
program, e.g., for the LU decomposition algorithm in Figure 2.2 directly and automatically.
To overcome this limitation has been one of the main motivations for our approach.
Special approaches devoted to imperfectly nested loops There are specialized
methods for the treatment of imperfectly nested loops [SL99, SL00, AMP00a, AMP00b].
Unfortunately, these methods have been developed specifically for cache optimization, and
tiling methods for cache optimization cannot be used directly in tiling for coarse-grained
parallelism, even if both aim at improving locality, as we have seen in Section 8.2.
Apart from the different purpose of these specialized methods, the approaches are also
quite different from ours. Song and Li [SL99] use a program model which is more restricted
than ours: it only allows one enclosing loop whose body contains several loops. In addition,
this outermost loop is not subject to tiling.
Newer work of Song and Li [SL00] is dedicated to DSP applications and is based on the
idea of unroll-and-jam. In this technique, several iterations of an outer loop are unrolled
so as to increase the stride of this outer loop. Therefore, the body statements must be
copied correspondingly often – also inside the inner loops. Still, the work focuses on the
interaction of one surrounding loop and its next inner loop.
Another idea is to embed the index sets of the different statements in one new, common
index set. Teich and Thiele, who extended tiling in the context of VLSI design to allow
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more irregularities, noted long ago that this is always possible [TT93]. However, this idea
of one common index set leads directly to the problem demonstrated in Example 77.
Subsequently, Ahmed, Mateev and Pingali [AMP00a, AMP00b] proposed a similar
approach: it works on a space whose dimensionality is as high as the number of loops in
the program (7 for the LU algorithm). This high-dimensional domain is the subject of
tiling. In addition, the embedding of the original index sets into the product space offers
a very wide range of choices, from which one is chosen heuristically.
In our approach, in contrast, the dimensionality is minimal: the maximum nesting
depth of the source program (3 for the LU algorithm). The embedding is the space-time
mapping, which yields provably optimal parallelism (for a restricted application domain).
The reduced dimensionality is crucial, since the time complexity of space-time mapping
methods is usually exponential in the dimensionality.
A non-specialized approach In addition to the technical differences between these
specialized methods and our approach, there is a fundamental difference: as we shall see
in Section 8.4, specialized methods for imperfectly nested loops are not necessary, i.e., we
are going to present a unified approach for whatever nesting of loops.

8.3.2

Tiling for communication cost reduction

One of our main goals is to reduce communication cost. Let us try to classify existing
tiling approaches for parallelism with respect to this goal.
Ignoring communication A first approach which is, among others, intended for distributed systems simply ignores communication cost and minimizes only the idle time
instead [HCF97, HCF99, DDRR98]. On the one hand, this estimate for the execution cost
can be far from reality. On the other hand, our task is much simpler because space tiling
does not affect the idle time, and for tiling time we have proved that only a very limited
form of rectangular tiles is valid (cf. Corollary 103). Note that this is not a restriction, but
a feature of the preceding scheduling phase: all operations are already “aligned” to logical
time dimensions. Hence, we need neither consider non-rectangular tile shapes nor restrict
ourselves to special shapes of index sets (such as, e.g., [DDRR98]), in order to find time
tiles which minimize the idle time – provided the schedule is minimal, i.e., it has minimal
latency.
Communication volume A second approach minimizes the communication volume
[Xue97a], not taking into account the number of startups. But, in state-of-the-art parallel
architectures, the communication startup cost is much higher than the cost of transferring
an additional value, so this should be taken into account. In addition, as stated in Chapter 3, the preceding space mapping already focuses on reducing the total communication
volume.
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Synchronizations A third approach reduces the number of global barrier synchronizations necessary, i.e., the number of communication phases [LF97, LL98, ARY98]. This is a
more abstract, and hence, less precise cost function than the number of startups, since it
does not take into account the number of communications and, thus, the number of communicating processors per communication phase. Some of the research of this approach
[LF97, ARY98] is additionally restricted to rectangular partitioning, e.g., due to the limitations of BLOCK distribution in HPF. Furthermore, some techniques [ARY98] do not
coalesce messages, but issue one communication per variable.
In contrast, we shall present in Chapter 9 a method that computes the optimal tiles
w.r.t. the number of startups and guarantees that there is at most one communication
between any pair of processors at any time step.
Total execution cost There is also a fourth approach [ABRY01], which is based on a
cost model (BSP [SHM97]) and which minimizes the execution time. This is a very hard
task and is therefore limited to two-dimensional index sets and uniform dependences with
additional constraints on the tile and index set borders. Similarly, we reduce execution
time w.r.t. a cost model (cf. Section 11.3), but we cannot guarantee optimality since, first,
we separate space and time dimensions (cf. Section 8.5) and, second, space-time mapping
algorithms themselves do not guarantee the optimality of the overall execution time. This
is the price which we pay for extending the applicability of tiling to arbitrarily nested
loops with affine dependences. Our experiments (cf. Section 11.3) show that our analytical
minimum is very close to the real minimum.

8.4

Using traditional tiling after a space-time mapping

In this section, we demonstrate how traditional tiling techniques can be integrated into the
framework of space-time mapping.
We have already mentioned the traditional way in which tiling is applied to the sequential source program in order to increase granularity before the (explicit or implicit)
parallelization, e.g., [WL91, ARY98]. In contrast, we suggest to apply tiling after the
parallelization.
Note that, in the latter case, the initial idea and the technical basis of tiling is the same
as in traditional ways of tiling, namely to coalesce iterations, but the purpose of tiling is
different.
• In the traditional setting, tiling yields a description of the portions of computations
that may (e.g., due to an initial phase converting a loop nest into a fully permutable
form) and should (e.g., according to some cost model) be distributed among the
processors; in that sense, tiling is said to generate parallelism.
• In our setting, the previously computed schedule guarantees correctness, and the
previously computed placement specifies which operations are to be executed on
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different processors (under the assumption that there is no bound on the number of
processors). I.e., parallelism already exists at this stage, and the task of tiling is to
limit parallelism to a practically useful amount by applying tiling techniques.

8.4.1

Benefits of tiling after space-time mapping

Let us now examine how already existing tiling techniques may benefit from a preceding
space-time mapping.
Unique coordinates. If we tile after the space-time mapping, all operations of the parallelized loop nest are expressed in one unified coordinate system, consisting of space
and time dimensions. Hence, we need no special methods for tiling imperfectly
nested loops [SL99, AMP00b], but may reuse existing tiling techniques that have
proved useful (cf. Example 79). (Aside: note that we apply these techniques before
target code generation, since the latter usually represents the target index sets in the
unified coordinate system by imperfectly nested loops in order to obtain an efficient
enumeration (cf. Chapter 13).)
Identical tiles. As an immediate consequence of the unified coordinate system, we have
the option to restrict ourselves to identical tiles for the entire space-time coordinate
system.
Tiling power. An alternative option is to take advantage of the direct access to the logical
execution time (the indices of the loops in time) – which only exists after a space-time
mapping. This permits a time-dependent tiling. E.g., the tile size for the dimensions
in space may depend on logical time, enabling some kind of static load balancing.
Ongoing work explores this idea [Sei04].
Non-uniform dependences. The space dimensions are always fully permutable (and
are extracted by more sophisticated techniques than just traditional loop skewing).
Consequently, in our approach, any tiling of the space dimensions is legal – also for
non-uniform dependences (cf. Example 75).
Number of processors. The space-time mapping reveals the number of virtual processors required for the parallel execution. Thus, when computing the tiles after spacetime mapping, we can take this number into account when determining which virtual
processors must be mapped to the same physical processor.
Flexibility of parallelization. If we coalesce operations of the source program, we may
give up automatically detectable parallelism unnecessarily, e.g., parallelism which is
exposed by iteration graph partitioning [Ban93] (except if we apply some specialized
methods [D’H92]), or parallelism exposed only after index set splitting [GFL00]. Our
approach can overcome this weakness of traditional techniques.
Another already mentioned limitation of many current tiling techniques is that they
view the loop body as indivisible. We have seen in Example 77 that, if we apply a
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for t1 := 0 to 3 ∗ n − 4
parfor p1 := 1 to n
parfor p2 := 0 to n
if (0 = t1 and 0 = p2) then
L[p1, 1] := A[p1, 1]
endif
if (...) then
U [1, p1] := A[1, p1]/A[1, 1]
endif
:
:
endfor
endfor
endfor
Figure 8.10: Target structure of LU decomposition

statement-based parallelization method before tiling, we may end up with a program
which requires orders of magnitude fewer communications than if we applied the same
tiling method without or before another statement-based parallelization method.

8.4.2

Imperfectly nested loops in our approach

Let us demonstrate the idea that we need no special method for tiling imperfectly nested
loops on an example.
Example 79. Consider again the LU decomposition algorithm. If we apply a space-time
mapping to the code in Figure 2.2, we obtain, e.g., from the code generator of LooPo
(Chapter 4), an (intermediate) target program, which is a perfect loop nest whose body
statements are guarded by individual conditions (Figure 8.10).
Since this program is perfectly nested, we can apply any existing tiling method (provided that it can deal with the existing affine dependences). In this example, all dependences (except for the first two initialization steps) are contained in the dependence cone
(1+, 0+, 0+), which allows for, e.g., rectangular tiling.
Advantages First, in contrast to more brute-force methods [AMP00b, AMP00a], the
nesting depth of the target program is only the maximal nesting depth of the imperfectly
nested source program (instead of the number of loops in the source program; cf. Section 8.3.1). A second, even more important feature is that the merge of the different index
sets is based on the dependence structure (instead of the program text; cf. Example 77).
These two aspects are central advantages of our method.
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Limitation On the other hand, note that our method does not distinguish the different
source index sets (which have, in general, different dimensionalities), once they are embedded into a common target coordinate system. This is probably its most serious limitation.
Hence, in extreme cases, some statements with small source index sets might enforce a
globally unsuitable tile shape. In order to avoid this, we could apply index set splitting
to the target program, and use different tilings for the different parts of the index set.
However, since we have not met such a situation in practice so far, we leave this aspect for
future work.
Summary Technically, the suggested combination of tiling after space-time mapping
just replaces the preprocessing step of the usual tiling procedure: instead of a unimodular
transformation (loop skewing) which converts the source loop nest to a fully permutable
one (if possible), we use the more general affine space-time transformation (including all
related sophisticated techniques, e.g., index set splitting, described in Chapter 6) – but, in
contrast to the traditional setting, with the goal of extracting parallelism.
This new combination improves, at the same time, the applicability (Example 79)
and/or the quality (Example 77) of existing tiling techniques.
From a more abstract point of view, the reason for these improvements is the fact
that we apply more flexible techniques first, which means that we maintain flexibility and,
thus, exploitable information as long as possible. In our case, this flexibility concerns the
individual treatment of different statements.

8.5

A refined view: tiling space and/or tiling time

So far, we have treated the mapping to space and time in unison. Let us now consider
the space and time loops separately. We shall see that tiling space loops reduces the
communication volume and the number of communication partners per communication
phase, and tiling time loops reduces the number of communication phases.
Space tiling Tiling space (processor) dimensions means aggregating neighboring virtual
processors in blocks and mapping them to a common physical processor (this is also often
called partitioning). Since all dependences are carried by time loops, we have no restrictions
on the tiles for the space dimensions.
However, there are inter-processor dependences (i.e., communications) between any two
successive time steps. In this context, our task is to find tiles which lead to a minimal
number of communication partners. Chapter 9 focuses on this topic.
Note that, at this point, we ignore the communication volume. The reason is that the
preceding space mapping already aims at a global minimum of the amount of data that
needs to be communicated. However, it does not take into account startup costs.
A startup occurs every time a processor sends a message and, in the case of point-topoint communications, for every partner. Thus, as already mentioned in Section 8.3.2, it
is a more precise measure of the communication cost (which we aim to reduce) than the
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Figure 8.11: Principal idea of tiling time

number of global barrier synchronizations: it also considers the number of communication partners, i.e., processors, and the number of communications between each pair of
processors (which can be reduced to at most 1; cf. Section 13.4.1). Since startup costs
have been neglected during the space mapping, we must – and may – focus on this aspect
during space tiling. The communication volume will become part of the discussion again
in Chapter 11, since tiling time can, in general, change the communication volume, and
this aspect is not being considered by the scheduler.
Time tiling Tiling time dimensions seems less intuitive, at first glance. The reason
why it is useful is that, even if the granularity is increased by tiling parallel dimensions,
we still have to issue communications between any two (logical) time steps (see the arrows
in Figure 8.11)!
We can avoid this by way of message vectorization: we tile time dimensions, i.e., we
aggregate time steps, as indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 8.11, and we allow communications only between two different aggregated time steps. For that purpose, we collect
the data to be transferred locally on every processor during the execution of a tile, and
generate the actual communication only at the tile borders. This satisfies the key restriction of Wolfe [Wol89a] that tiles run to completion without preemption. In contrast to
logical time, we call the aggregated time global time.
Chapter 11 presents constraints and technical details for tiling time dimensions and
suggests a cost model together with an algorithm which determines the optimal time tiles.
Individual tiling of space and time Tiling space and time dimensions separately
might restrict the search space in comparison to tiling space and time dimensions in one
step – however, this is not the case in our approach. Placement algorithms typically aim
at reducing the communication cost [Fea94, DR95, Fea00], and we go by the premise that
they do so successfully. Hence, we require that the tiling must honor the allocation, i.e.,
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Figure 8.12: Change of communication startups when skewing the tiles
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Figure 8.13: Target space after partitioning time

if the allocation maps two operations to the same (virtual) processor, then the tiling must
keep them on the same processor. With this constraint, we have the following property.
Lemma 80. For every legal parallelepiped tiling τ which respects a given allocation π and
which causes c communication startups with a total volume v , there is a tiling τ 0 in which
space and time dimensions are orthogonal to each other and which also causes c communication startups with volume v .
Proof sketch. Let t be the number of time dimensions. Since τ respects π, we have t
spanning vectors {v1 , · · · , vt } of τ which are only in time. We create a new tiling τ 0 by
skewing the remaining spanning vectors of τ (we do not skew the index set) so that they are
orthogonal to the subspace spanned by {v1 , · · · , vt }. Note that this skewing does not change
the number of communication partners or directions – nor the volume – but the number of
communication startups (see Figure 8.12). However, due to the correctness criterion for τ ,
all dependences are inside the pointed cone spanned by the spanning vectors of τ ; hence,
we can postpone the receiver (without generating a cycle) until all data for it have been
computed, and again initiate only a single communication for every pair of communication
partners (see Figure 8.13).

Our suggested approach
dure.

Based on the above ideas, we propose the following proce-
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1. We apply space-time mapping to the source program.
2. We tile the space dimensions. This minimizes the number of communication partners
and maps the operations to the physically available processors. It cannot modify the
number of time steps at which communication takes place. Note that the size is
chosen such that we have as many tiles as we have physical processors (this aspect
is discussed in more detail in Remark 81).
3. When we know the space tiles, we tile the time dimensions. This reduces the frequency of the communication startups with the communication partners just computed. Note that this second step does not change the communication partners, but
it adapts the granularity of the parallelism to the given parallel architecture (for
which we need the size of the space tiles).
In general, this separation cannot lead to a globally minimal number of communication
startups because the two phases interact: first, a space tiling may disallow a desired time
tiling and, second, the size of the space tiles influences the optimal size of the time tiles.
However, if a given space tiling does not prevent time tiling (as is frequently the case),
we obtain the minimal number of communication partners by our separation – for a given
number of processors to be used by the parallel program (cf. Chapter 9).
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Chapter 9
Obvious task: space tiling
9.1

The task of tile optimization

Our goal is now to derive an algorithm that determines a tiling of a space-time mapped
loop program, taking into account the number of physically available processors. We aim
at minimizing the number of communication partners for the case of uniform dependences
in the space dimensions. Note that, as already mentioned in Section 8.5, we may ignore
the communication volume in this chapter. It will again become part of our discussion in
Chapter 11.
Minimal number of startups If the computed space tiles do not prevent a tiling of
time, we search for the minimal number of communication startups for a given number
of physical processors in the following sense: if another tiling caused fewer startups, it
would be due to fewer communication partners per communication phase (which is not
possible if our method constructs tiles with the minimal number of partners), or due to
fewer communication phases (which we could mimic by using coarser time tiles – down
to one communication per processor, which is minimal for a not embarrassingly parallel
program on a parallel computer with a given number of processors).
Since, after the tiling of time dimensions, we coalesce all messages for a given communication partner, our cost function is equivalent to minimizing the number of communications, ignoring the message size. This so-called HKT model was first used by Hiranandani
et al. [HKT94]. It may appear over-simplified, but has been shown to be quite accurate
[OSKO95, PSCB94, ARY98]. As explained in Section 8.5, this model is sufficient for computing space tiles after a space-time mapping since the space mapping already aimed at
reducing the communication volume.

9.2

Technical overview

In order to obtain the optimal tiling, we determine first the shape of the tile (Sections
9.3 and 9.4). Then, we compute the form and the size of the tiles. In our case, we also
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constrain the absolute lengths of the spanning vectors before determining the final size of
the tiles (Section 9.5). Hence, when scaling the tiles to the desired size, we must exclude
some dimensions. This size is easy to determine at this point, since every tile is executed
by one physical processor, and the number of processors – and so the number of tiles – is
a (parametric) input for our method.
Remark 81 (cyclic or block distribution). There are two ways of mapping tiles to a
fixed number of physical processors: cyclic distribution and block distribution. Cyclic
distributions are best suited for programs with dynamic control flow since they allow load
balancing. However, they cause more communications than a block distribution. The
reason is that communications are coalesced and vectorized per tile, and smaller tiles mean
more tiles, i.e., more communications. Block-cyclic distributions are a compromise between
the two extreme distributions.
We choose the block distribution since, first, our goal is to minimize the number of
communications and, second, we focus on programs with a relatively static control flow.
Programs with a very dynamic control flow should not be tackled with static parallelization
or tiling methods but with appropriate methods at run time, e.g., the inspector-executor
scheme. For load balancing of static control programs, we propose to explore the idea of
time-dependent tile sizes instead of using cyclic tiling – in order not to lose the minimality
of the number of communication startups. However, as already noted, this is still ongoing
research [Sei04].
Our decision for block distribution leads to a one-to-one correspondence of the tiles in
the space dimensions and the physical processors.
Note that the suggested procedure requires the number of needed virtual processors as
input, in order to produce the target code for the physical processors. Fortunately, this
information is provided by the space-mapping.
Structure of the technical presentation Technically, we start with short dependences, i.e., dependences whose lengths do not exceed the width of the tile in every dimension. The extensions for long and for non-uniform dependences are discussed in Chapter 10.
Also, we ignore the borders of the index set – this aspect is added in Section 9.5. I.e.,
up to Section 9.5 we assume that the index set contains more than one tile (indeed an
unbounded number of tiles) in every dimension.

9.3

At most one uniform dependence per source loop

Exactly one dependence for every loop in the loop nest
Let us first consider the simplest case of n linearly independent uniform dependences,
where n is the dimensionality of the index set.
Remark 82 (space-mapped dependence vectors). Dependences expressed in the source
coordinates are transformed by the space-time mapping to dependences in the target (i.e.,
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spatial and temporal) coordinates. Since only the spatial dimensions determine the communication partners, we use, until the end of Chapter 10, a simplified terminology: when
speaking of a dependence vector d , we mean d projected onto its spatial components.
Lemma 83 (optimal space tiles). Let D be a set of n linearly independent uniform
dependence vectors d1 , · · · , dn in an n-dimensional index set. Then, a tile whose onedimensional faces are parallel to d1 , · · · , dn incurs the minimal number of communication
partners.
Proof sketch. A one-dimensional face of a tile is the intersection of n−1 hyperplanes forming
the tile. Hence, since every dependence di is parallel to one one-dimensional face, we
have: di is parallel to all but one hyperplanes forming the tile. Thus, di crosses only one
hyperplane. Since we assume short dependences compared to the tile size, di causes at
most a single communication – covering all existing instances of di inside the tile. This
local minimum (only one partner per di ) is also the global minimum, since all di are linearly
independent.
Consequently, the optimal tile shape is given directly by the n linearly independent
uniform dependence vectors D.
Less dependences than loops
Let us briefly discuss the – very rare – case that we have m dependences, with m < n,
where n is again the dimensionality of the index set. In this situation, we suggest not
to apply a regular tiling of the n dimensions, but to simply partition the subspace of
the n −m dimensions that are not spanned by the dependence vectors. This results in a
communication-free parallel program.

9.4

Arbitrarily many uniform dependences

Let us now consider the more typical case of m uniform dependences (for m > n). Here,
we select a basis D 0 = {d1 , · · · , dn } of the n-dimensional space and use these vectors as
tile spanning vectors and as the basis for the tile coordinate system. In our approach, we
suggest to take the basis vectors from the set of all dependences D; we come back to this
point in Section 9.4.1. We express the remaining dependences D 00 = {dn+1 , · · · , dm } as
linear combinations L = {ln+1 , · · · , lm } of D 0 . How many communication partners arise
from a linear combination?
Relative neighbor coordinates
Since we assume short dependences, we can only
reach neighbor tiles. Consequently, we may abstract from the precise linear combinations
in L and use the vector l̄j = (s1 , · · · , sn ) as abstract representation of lj ∈ L, where si is
the sign of the i -th component of lj .
Every such vector describes precisely one dependent neighbor tile. We call this representation the relative neighbor coordinates w.r.t. a given tile.
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Counting communication partners
Let us now enumerate communication partners caused by a dependence dj ∈ D 00 . In our
discussion, we argue from the sender point of view, i.e., the communication partner is the
receiver, but the situation is symmetric.
For clarity of presentation, we assume for a moment that also an intra-tile dependence
leads to a communication; the receiver has relative neighbor coordinates (0, · · · , 0).
Relative neighbor coordinate 0 If, at some coordinate k , k ≤ n, the entry l̄j [k ] = 0,
then dk does not appear in the linear combination for dj . Hence, dj causes no communication along dimension dk or, in other words, the relative neighbor coordinate of the receiver
is 0 in dimension k .

Figure 9.1: Receiver for relative neighbor coordinate (0, 1)

Example 84. Consider the horizontal dimension in Figure 9.1. The corresponding entry in
the dependence vector dj = (0, 1) is 0. The figure makes obvious that, wherever the source
of dj may be inside the tile, the destination has always the same tile coordinate in the
horizontal dimension as the source. In other words, the relative neighbor coordinate of the
receiver is 0 in the horizontal dimension.
Relative neighbor coordinate 1 If, at some coordinate k , k ≤ n, the entry l̄j [k ] = 1,
then dk does appear in the linear combination for dj with positive sign, i.e., dj causes a
communication which goes forward in dimension k , and we have a receiver with relative
neighbor coordinate +1 in dimension k . Note that, in addition, also the tile with relative
neighbor coordinate 0 in dimension k is a receiver: for a dj whose source is far from the
upper tile border in direction dk , the destination is not beyond this border (we assume
short dependences), i.e., the receiver has the same tile coordinate in dimension k .
Example 85. Consider now the vertical dimension in Figure 9.1. The corresponding entry
in the dependence vector is 1. The figure shows that the destination tile are
• the upper neighbor, i.e., it has relative neighbor coordinates (0, 1), if the source of
the dependence is close to the upper tile border, and

9.4 Arbitrarily many uniform dependences
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Figure 9.2: Dependences and communication partners

• the tile itself, i.e., it has relative neighbor coordinates (0, 0), if the source of the
dependence is far from the upper tile border.
Relative neighbor coordinate −1 The case that, for some coordinate k , k ≤ n, the
entry l̄j [k ] = −1 is symmetric with the case that l̄j [k ] = 1.
Algorithmic enumeration of the communication partners Let us now summarize these ideas by presenting a more formal scheme that allows to easily enumerate the
number of communication partners (receivers) caused by a dependence dj ∈ D 00 , which is
represented by l̄j . To be a communication partner of a fixed tile, the relative neighbor
coordinates of a tile (the receiver) must be
• 0
for those dimensions k for which l̄j [k ] = 0, and
• 0 or x for those dimensions k for which l̄j [k ] = x (x = ±1).
Example 86. We summarize the receivers for Figure 9.1 as follows:
• l̄j [1] = 0, i.e., the receiver has relative neighbor coordinate 0 in the first dimension;
• l̄j [2] = 1, i.e., the receiver has relative neighbor coordinate 0 or +1 in the second
dimension.
Thus, the possible receivers are (0, 0) and (0, 1), as expected.
Example 87. Let us consider the dependence l̄j = (1, 1) in Figure 9.2, left. The first coordinate is 1. Thus, the first dimension of the neighbor coordinate must be 0 or 1. For the
second coordinate, we have the same constraint. Hence, the communication partners are
(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1), (1, 0).
No self communication At this place, we are ready to consider also the special case
that intra-tile dependences do not lead to communications. For this purpose, we simply
remove the entry with relative neighbor coordinates (0, · · · , 0) from the list of possible
communication partners.
Example 88. Hence, the possible receivers in Example 87 are (0, 1), (1, 1), and (1, 0), as
indicated in Figure 9.2, right.
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An upper bound for the number of communication partners
Finally, let us
compute the maximal number of communication partners. In the worst case, l̄j has no zero
entries, i.e., we get 2n − 1 possible communication partners (all neighbors, and not the tile
itself). The maximal number of communication partners over all dependences is 3n − 1,
because, in every dimension, there might be a dependence with entry +1, and another
dependence with entry −1, which, together, lead to −1, 0, and +1 as possible relative
neighbor coordinates for the communication partner.
An algorithm to compute the tile shape
The above ideas lead to the following algorithm; it computes the tile shape in the case of
m uniform dependences (for m > n).
Algorithm 89 (tile shape for uniform dependences).
1. For every possible partitioning pk of D into Dk0 and Dk00 as above do:
(a) For every vector dj ∈ Dk00 , compute the set of relative neighbor coordinates Ck ,j
of the possible communication partners.
(b) Compute the union Uk of all Ck ,j , with dj ∈ Dk00 , and the n unit vectors of length
n (representing the communication caused by the dependences in Dk0 ).
(c) Set uk to the cardinality of Uk .
2. Choose a partition pk whose uk is minimal.
3. The searched tile shape is spanned by the vectors in Dk0 .
The step which dominates the time complexity of this algorithm is thecomputation of
the possible communication partners of cost O(2n ), which is executed mn times. Since n
is a very small integer, this is acceptable.
Example 90. Let us consider the code in Figure 9.3.
After space-time mapping, we obtain a perfect loop nest with one dimension in time
and two in space. From the originally 9 dependences only 4 dependence vectors must be
considered for tiling (the others are made local by the placement and, hence, cause no
communication). Their projections to the space dimensions are d1 = (1, 1), d2 = (1, −1),
d3 = (−1, 0), and d4 = (0, 1) (Figure 9.4, middle).
Now we apply the above algorithm in order to select the two basis vectors for D 0 . As
examples for all pairs out of the 4 dependences, we present the result after Step 1(b) for
two selected pairs in Figure 9.4. If we take d1 and d3 as basis (right), we end up with 6
communication partners; if we take d2 and d3 (left), we have only 5, which is minimal over
all pairs. Hence, d2 and d3 are the tile’s spanning vectors.

9.4 Arbitrarily many uniform dependences
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for j := 2 to n
for i := j to n
X [j , i ] := X [j −1, i ] + Y [j +2, i ] + Y [j +1, i ]
endfor
for i 2 := j +1 to n
for k := 1 to j −1
S [j , i 2] := S [j , i 2] + ...
endfor
Y [j , i 2] := S [j , i 2] + Y [j +1, i 2−1] + X [j , i 2]
endfor
endfor
Figure 9.3: Source program for Example 90
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Figure 9.4: Communication partners for d2 and d3 (left) or d1 and d3 (right) in D 0

9.4.1

Optimality considerations

Let us now check the optimality of this approach. The main limitation is that we restrict
our search for the tile spanning vectors to the set of dependence vectors. Indeed, it turns
out that this is not necessarily optimal, as the following example shows.
Example 91. Let us consider three perfectly nested loops with the following uniform dependences: d1 = (1, 1, 1), d2 = (1, 1, 0), d3 = (1, −1, 1), d4 = (0, −1, 1).
An optimal choice according to our presented algorithm is to take D 0 = {d1 , d2 , d3 }.
Thus, d4 is represented as d4 = d1 /2 − 2 ∗ d2 + d3 /2, which leads to communications with
those tiles whose relative neighbor coordinates are (+1, −1, +1), (+1, −1, 0), (+1, 0, +1),
(0, −1, +1), (+1, 0, 0), (0, −1, 0), (0, 0, +1). From the three dependences in D 0 we obtain
one additional communication: (0, 1, 0), due to d2 ; the communications due to d1 and
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Figure 9.5: Square and thin but long tiles

d2 , i.e., (1, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 1), are already caused by d4 . Hence, in total, we have eight
communications.
However, if we take D 0 = {d1 , d2 , b} as a base, where b = (1, 0, 1), we end up with
fewer communications: d3 = −d1 + b, and d4 = −d2 + b, which leads to communication
directions (−1, 0, 1), (−1, 0, 0), and (0, 0, 1) for d3 , and (0, −1, 1), (0, 0, 1), and (0, −1, 0)
for d4 . Eliminating the doubly listed vector (0, 0, 1) and adding the unit vectors due to d1
and d2 , we obtain seven communications.
For a two-dimensional placement, we could not construct a similar example, neither
could we prove the following conjecture up to now.
Conjecture 92 (Optimality for two-dimensional placements). Algorithm 89 returns
a tile shape that leads to the minimal number of communication partners for arbitrarily
many uniform dependences.
For three- and higher-dimensional placements, our algorithm is a greedy heuristics for
finding optimal tile shapes in the sense that it first maximizes the number of dependences
that only cause a single communication.

9.5

Tile form for uniform dependences

If we do not consider effects at the border of the index set, the form of the tiles has no
influence on the number of communication partners in the case of uniform dependences.
Thus, the only possibility of avoiding communications due to a different tile form is at the
border.
Square vs. thin but long tiles In the presence of fine-grained parallelism and/or a
small number of processors, tiles can become quite large. In practice, we can frequently
collapse a complete dimension of the index set into a single tile and still have enough
parallelism (as, e.g., in LU decomposition). It turns out that this way of using thin but
long tiles reduces the number of communication
√
√startups, compared to nearly square tiles.
For an illustration, see Figure 9.5 with P ∗ ( P −1) ∗ 2 communications in the square
and P −1 in the non-square case, where P is the number of tiles and also the number of
processors.

9.5 Tile form for uniform dependences
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Note that, if the tile extends to all of a single dimension i , this can eliminate multiple
communications: all those communications whose relative neighbor coordinates have a
non-zero entry in dimension i .
In order to determine which tile dimensions should be extended to all of the index set
and which should not, we compute first the communication partners as already described.
Then we count, for every dimension, how many communication vectors have a non-zero
entry in that dimension. Startup costs are minimized if we extend the dimension with the
highest count. (We select one arbitrarily if multiple dimensions have the same count.)
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Chapter 10
Advanced task: heuristic extensions
In this section, we go beyond uniform dependences. Since optimality is hard to reach, we
focus on heuristics which are simple to implement.
First, we look at long dependences. The interesting new phenomenon is that the width
of the tile in some dimensions may influence the number of communications – not only due
to boundary effects. Therefore, we derive an algorithm for choosing this tile width.

10.1

Long dependences

Formally, a dependence with a constant direction and a distance which is a symbolic
parameter is not uniform. However, such dependences occur in real programs and should
be treated more precisely than general affine dependences.
Definition 93 (long dependence). A dependence is called long, if its distance vector is
constant but contains parameters, or if it is uniform but longer than a desired tile width.
In both cases, we assume that a long dependence always crosses at least one tile border.
Let us now compute appropriate tiles for the case of long dependences.
First, we might want to consider the direction of a long dependence d as a candidate
for D 0 (the set of tile spanning vectors). Since, by definition of long, d is longer than the
width of a tile, we need to cut the length of d to 1, obtaining a vector d 0 , which we then
can put into D 0 (if we put d into D 0 , d is not long anymore).

10.1.1

Communication partners

Let us now compute
the number partners of communication partners for a long dependence
Q
d : partners = ni=1 fi , where

• fi = 1 if d maps the hyperplane, which limits the tile in dimensions i , to a parallel
hyperplane, which itself limits another tile in dimension i , i.e., starting from a border
of a tile, d reaches the equivalent border of another tile, and
125
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Figure 10.1: Long uniform dependences

• fi = 2 otherwise.
Example 94. Let us count the number of communication partners for the leftmost tile τ in
Figure 10.1.
• In the left part, the tile width in both dimensions is 3, and the depicted dependence
vector d = (10, 4) (interpreted as an affine translation function, which is defined by
the offset d ) maps both the vertical and the horizontal boundary to the interior of
another tile; thus, partners = 2 ∗ 2 = 4, given by those tiles which intersect with the
image of τ under d . (In the general n-dimensional case we have 2n partners).
• In the right part, where the tile width in both dimensions is 4, the horizontal boundary is mapped to another horizontal boundary; thus partners is reduced to 2 ∗ 1 = 2.
• If we take a tile width of 2 in both dimensions (or 2 in the horizontal and 4 in the
vertical dimension), both boundaries are mapped to boundaries again, resulting in
partners = 1 ∗ 1, i.e., a single communication.
The effect of long dependences The important difference to the case of Sections 9.3
and 9.4 is that the widths of a tile in the various dimensions have an impact on the number
of startups, as seen in the example.
Fortunately, due to this effect, the number of startups can only be reduced, i.e., in our
heuristics, we may first treat long uniform dependences as candidates for the tile shape
directions as above, and reduce the number of startups later when we decide the form of
the tile (cf. Section 10.1.2).
Remark 95 (estimates for the number of startups). We can specify lower and upper bounds for the number of startups without considering the form: a long uniform
dependence vector d causes one or two startups if (the direction vector of) d is a spanning
vector of the tile, depending on the width of the tile in the direction of d , and between one
and 2n if not. This way, we can sometimes reduce the candidate set before minimizing the
number of startups with the help of the form.

10.1 Long dependences
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Overlapping communication partners
A more difficult problem is that we have
to check whether any of those communication partners overlap with the communication
partners computed in Section 9.3 or with the partners caused by other long uniform dependences. The only precise solution method is to count the number of communication
partners using Ehrhart polynomials (cf. Section 3.3.4). For simplicity, our heuristics assumes that the communication partners of long dependences do not overlap, and we leave
a precise formalization for future work.

10.1.2

Appropriate tiles

Let us now derive an algorithm which computes constraints on the absolute widths of the
tiles in order to reduce communication. As indicated above, we can halve the number of
communication partners for a long dependence d along every tile dimension i in which the
dependence expands, if the i -coordinate of d (in the basis of the tile spanning vectors)
is an integer multiple of the tile width in dimension i . A suitable width is computed as
follows.
P
Every dependence d can be expressed as d = ni=1 λi ∗ di , where di ∈ D 0 , i.e., di is one
of the tile spanning dependence vectors. Now, we try to factorize λi into λi = si ∗ ai , for
every i = 1, · · · , n with ai ∈ Z, di ∗ si ∈ Z, and si ≥ 1. The reason is as follows: si (the
value we are interested in) is intended to be the scaling factor of the tile in the direction
of di , i.e., di ∗ si will be the – integral – tile width in direction di . si must not be smaller
than 1, because shrinking the spanning vectors would convert some uniform dependences
to long dependences. Finally, from Section 10.1.1 we know that any integral multiple ai of
the tile width di ∗ si halves the number of communication partners due to dependence d
along dimension i w.r.t. the general case.
Example 96. Let us consider the horizontal dimension in Figure 10.1, where we assume a
tile spanning vector of d1 = (1, 0) for the horizontal dimension, and a long dependence of
d = 10 ∗ d1 + 4 ∗ d2 . We have the following possible factorizations of 10: (s1 , a1 ) ∈ {(10, 1),
(5,2), (2,5), (1, 10)}. If we choose, e.g., s1 = 2, we obtain a horizontal tile width of 2, which
halves the number of communications in this direction, as mentioned in Example 94.
In order to find the optimum over all dependences, we enumerate, for every dimension
i , the multi-sets Si of all valid pairs (si , ai ) for all dependences. These multi-sets are
finite (usually small), since ai ∈ Z and |ai | ≤ λi (since si ≥ 1), and λi is fixed for every
dependence. Then we select an sˆi which occurs most frequently as first component in Si .
The resulting tile vertex di ∗ sˆi maximizes the number of dependences which satisfy the
constraint ai ∈ Z, i.e., minimizes the number of communication startups (per time step)
globally.
Example 97. Suppose we had a second long dependence d 0 = (15, 8). We factorize 15, and
see that s1 = 5 appears both for d 0 and d , i.e., a horizontal tile width of 5 causes a quarter
of the dependences (that are due to the long dependences), compared to the general case.
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Note that this reduction can be achieved independently for the various dimensions.
However, we need to keep (at least) one dimension which can be extended until the tile
has the desired size (volume). In order to determine which dimensions we should keep, we
can use a counting scheme for the various directions, which is similar to the one described
previously for multiple dependences (Section 9.4).

10.2

Affine dependences

For the general affine case, we need to compute the precise number of communication
partners in order to minimize the number of startups. Again, this can be solved precisely
using Ehrhart polynomials: since, in our approach for communication generation, we already compute the sets of all processors which send/receive values, we just have to count
the number of points in these sets, which are described as parameterized polytopes (cf.
Sections 11.4.1 and 13.4).
However, since Ehrhart polynomials are difficult to handle, our implementation takes
the direction vectors as an approximation and uses them as candidates for D 0 instead – if
the number of uniform candidates is less than the number of space dimensions; otherwise,
we determine the tile shape based on the uniform dependence vectors.
Example 98. Let us return to our LU decomposition algorithm in Figure 2.2. Let us apply
Feautrier’s placement method [Fea94] (as implemented in LooPo [GL97]), setting the desired dimensionality of the placement to 2. In this case, we obtain a placement which makes
10 of 19 dependences local, i.e., there are 9 dependences left which cause communications.
All of them are non-uniform, some are not even forward communications. Therefore, we
peel off the first two time steps, in which the first and second statement compute some
initial values which are broadcast immediately.
The core of the program then has five remaining dependences. Their direction vectors
are (2, 1+, 0), (1, 1+, 0+), (2, 1+, 1+), (1, 1+, 0), and (1, 0, 1+), where the first dimension
is time and the other two are space dimensions.
This leads to the following candidates for spanning vectors of the space tiles: (1, 0),
(1, 1), and (0, 1). The communication-minimal choice thereof is (1, 0) and (0, 1), (using,
e.g., (1, 0) and (1, 1) as a spanning vector leads to an additional communication partner
due to the dependence in direction (0, 1)). Therefore, we should use rectangular tiling in
the space dimensions.

Chapter 11
Surprising task: tiling time
dimensions
Application scenario If the source program contains several dimensions in space, tiling
these space dimensions usually leads to parallelism whose granularity is coarse enough to
be efficient. However, this is not the case if the parallelization phase can only find a single
space dimension.
Example 99. Consider the program fragment
for k := 0 to m
for i := 1 to n −1
A[k , i ] := (A[k , i −1] + 2 ∗ A[k −1, i ])/3
endfor
endfor
After space-time mapping and tiling (partitioning) the one-dimensional processor space,
we obtain a space-time mapped index set as in Figure 8.11 (without the dashed lines). The
black arrows represent communications.
Without partitioning time
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
execution time

2.5

speedup

2

efficiency

1.5
1
0.5
0
2

4

8

16

number of processors

Figure 11.1: Execution times, speedup and efficiency after tiling space dimensions only
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We executed the according target program on an SCI-connected network of 32 nodes
with 512 MByte of main memory and two Intel Pentium-III, 1000 MHz processors per node
(however, we used only one processor per node for our experiments). We took gcc-2.96
-O2 for the compilation and SCAMPI as communication library.
The execution times, speedups and efficiency for (n, m) = (3 ∗ 217 , 27 ) are given in
Figure 11.1. The speedups for 2, 4, 8, and 16 processors are 0.94, 1.0, 1.05, and 1.13,
which gives poor efficiency values of 0.47, 0.25, 0.13, and 0.07, respectively.
Principal procedure For a situation as just described, we suggest to add another tiling
phase, which increases the granularity of the parallelism further by coalescing virtual time
steps.
As announced in Section 8.5, we are going to postpone and collect all send operations
within a time partition and to execute the communications only at the end of the partition.
Of course, this requires a possible postponement in the scheduling of dependent tiles,
compared with the original parallel program, as we have already seen in Figure 8.13. Note
that the task of scheduling tiles is a typical subtask of existing tiling methods. However, in
our case, i.e., under the constraints of Section 11.2, this schedule is program-independent:
one must simply skew every space dimension (the physical processors) into time with factor
+1.
Effect The general effect of tiling time dimensions is as follows. By increasing the tiles,
we increase the computation volume of a tile and also the communication volume per
message. This makes the parallelism coarser and reduces the number of communication
startups. However, we pay a two-fold price for this coarsening due to postponing the start
of the execution of the first tile for all but the first processor: a larger number of logical
time steps and a worse processor utilization.
Example 100. Before going into technical detail, let us verify this idea along Example 99.
If we apply this idea to the space-time mapped index set of Figure 8.11, we obtain the
index set in Figure 8.13, which shows the reduced number of communications and also
the increased latency for the upper processor. The efficiency for the same problem size as
above and for different values of the width of the time partitions is depicted in Figure 11.2.
The presence of a maximum in the efficiency curve clearly points to a trade-off between
fewer communications and shorter latency.

Remark 101 (implementing the postponement). In asynchronous systems, our typical target architecture, this postponement happens automatically by using blocking receive
commands. In synchronous systems, we have to rewrite the loop nest accordingly, so that
every tile starts executing after all predecessors have finished.
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Figure 11.2: Efficiency after partitioning time

t1

virtual processors

t2
logical time

Figure 11.3: Tiling time is impossible
Danger The described postponement of tiles incurs the danger of deadlocks: suppose
that some operation in tile t1 generates data for a later operation in t2 while an operation
in t2 generates data for t1 (Figure 11.3).
It is clear that no deadlock can occur if the time is not tiled, i.e., the width of the time
tiles is 1 (since, for a cycle, we would need at least two operations with different schedules
in each tile).
A deadlock is also impossible if all communications roughly go into the same direction
(e.g., from t1 to t2 but not the reverse). This is the property we want to achieve; a formal
definition of this property and a placement algorithm that generates this property are
presented in Chapter 7.

Organization of this chapter

In the next sections, we focus on the following questions:

1. Which tile shapes can be used for tiling time dimensions (Section 11.1)?
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2. When can we apply this idea of tiling time dimensions (Section 11.2)?
3. If tiling time is possible: how can we find the optimal tiles (Section 11.3)?
4. How can we estimate the execution time for a tiled program (Section 11.4)?

11.1

How to tile nested time loops

Let us first check how a nest of time loops can be tiled at all.
Lemma 102 (shape restriction for time tiles). If, in some time dimension k , at least
two successive iterations I and I 0 are aggregated to one tile T , then all time dimensions k 0
with k 0 > k , i.e., nested inside the loop at level k , must be contained in T .
Formally:
(I = (i1 , · · · , ik , 0, · · · , 0) ∈ T ∧ I 0 = (i1 , · · · , ik + 1, 0, · · · , 0) ∈ T )

⇒

I 00 = (i1 , · · · , ik , ik +1 , · · · , in ) ∈ T

for every I 00 in the index set, where n is the maximal nesting depth.
Proof sketch. Multi-dimensional time can be linearized to one-dimensional time (if we allow
non-affine expressions). Since, by definition, tiles enumerate successive points, (I ∈ T ) ∧
(I 0 ∈ T ) implies that all points between I and I 0 must belong to T .
Note that this lemma does not enforce that the width of the tile is 1 for every time
dimension. Usually, there exists one time dimension which is tiled with a width greater
than 1; more details on how to compute the optimal width are given in Section 11.3. A
more precise statement is given by the following corollary.
Corollary 103 (tiling time is partitioning). There is at most one time dimension with
a tile width greater than 1 and less than the maximal extent of the loop.
Proof sketch. By contradiction: if there were two such loops, the inner loop l would contradict Lemma 102, if the width of the tile in the dimension of l were less than the maximum
extent of l .
Consequently, we cannot – and need not – apply any sophisticated tiling method for the
time dimensions. Once we have chosen a time dimension to be tiled with a width greater
than 1, we just have to check that all inner time loops can be collapsed into one common
tile, i.e., we check whether we can consider every inner loop as enumerating one dimension
of the tile. An algorithm for tiling sequential dimensions is presented in Section 11.3.
Remark 104 (not a limitation but a fact). Note that the lemmata just presented do
not assume rectangular tiling or simple partitioning of only one dimension – they establish
it (for the time dimensions)!

11.2 Constraints

11.2
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Constraints

Before we present the algorithm for tiling time, we first need to elaborate on the interference
of tiling space and time dimensions. We have already defined that a tiling has forward
communications only (FCO), if all communication directions are contained in the cone
(0+, · · · , 0+) (cf. Chapter 7).

11.2.1

The importance of FCO for tiling time

FCO enables tiling in time In the desirable and frequent case of FCO, the time
dimension for tiling as well as the according tile width can be chosen freely, since the
situation of Figure 11.3 cannot appear (a more formal reasoning is presented elsewhere
[GFG02]). Thus, the FCO property is also the reason that we do not need a general
(re-)scheduling phase after tiling time, but just a skewing of every space dimension (that
carries communications) into time with a factor of +1, as indicated in the description of
the principal procedure before. On the other hand, if we do not have FCO, two physical
processors might cause a dependence cycle between two successive time steps, which forbids
to coalesce these two steps.
FCO and time tiling dimensionwise Let us refine the idea of FCO by considering
all dependences δ that are not carried by the outer time loops up to level k −1. We may
tile one of the inner time dimensions k , k +1, · · · arbitrarily, if all communications due to
the dependences δ satisfy FCO.

11.2.2

The creation of FCO

FCO by loop peeling Sometimes the FCO constraint is violated only at the bounds
of a loop, but is satisfied by the inner iterations. In this case, we may peel off boundary
iterations and compute a tiling for the remaining loop iterations.
Example 105. If we apply the scheduling and placement algorithm by Feautrier [Fea94] to
the LU decomposition algorithm in Figure 2.2, we obtain a solution in which only four
dependences cause a communication. Unfortunately, a single communication due to a
dependence from statement S2 to S8 is directed backward, since S2 and, hence, U [1, j 1] are
mapped to the processor with number j 1, and S8 and, hence, the read access to U [k , i 2]
are mapped to j , where j < i 2 due to the loop bounds and i 2 = j 1 due to the existence of
the dependence.
Fortunately, statement S2 is scheduled at time 0, i.e., we can peel off the first iteration of
the time loop, together with the according communications (which go in both directions),
and consider the remaining target index set for time tiling, since there, we only have
forward communications.
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for i := 0 to n
for j := 0 to n
A[i +1, 4∗j −n] := A[i , 2∗j ]
endfor
endfor

Figure 11.4: FCO is sufficient but not necessary for tiling time
FCO by construction There exists a placement algorithm that guarantees the FCO
constraint, if possible (cf. Chapter 7).

11.2.3

Delimitation

FCO vs. full permutability
Note that the FCO limitation is similar to full permutability in the traditional tiling framework but with three differences.
1. In our case, we require this constraint only for space dimensions. For time dimensions, the scheduler guarantees that all direction vectors are lexicographically strictly
positive. On the one hand, the strict order is an even more restrictive constraint but,
on the other hand, the lexicographic order allows negative vector entries if they are
preceded by a positive entry.
2. We require the FCO constraint only if space tiling does not yield coarse enough
parallelism, i.e., if we need to apply time tiling.
3. We ignore the FCO requirement, if we can assure otherwise that no communication
cycle exists (cf. Example 106 below).
FCO is sufficient but not necessary Note that FCO is sufficient but not necessary for
arbitrary time tiling. E.g., if we have only backward communications in some (or all) space
dimensions, we can also tile time: we simply reverse the enumeration order of the respective
processor dimension; problems can only arise if the sign of the direction vector in at least
one space component changes. (Aside: if we have only backward communications and, for
whatever reason, we do not want to reverse the enumeration order, thereby expressing the
space mapping as an FCO placement, then we must skew those space dimensions into time
by a factor of −1 – instead of +1 as noted before.)
Example 106 (FCO not necessary). Consider the program and dependence graph in Figure 11.4. A valid schedule is θ(i , j ) = i , and a suitable placement is π(i , j ) = j . In this
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example, even the sign of the direction vector changes, but still no dependence cycle can
arise: within any chain of communications, the communication direction does not change.
Tiling time without FCO Consequently, any time tiling is allowed in this case. This
means that we can end up with a rectangular tiling of the iteration dependence graph in
Figure 11.4, which partitions the processor dimension j into as many parts as we have
physical processors, and the time is partitioned in a suitable width – according to the
algorithm in Section 11.3 and the cost model in Section 11.4.
FCO leads to load imbalance In contrast, if we converted the program to a fully permutable loop nest first, or, in other words, if we required an FCO placement, we would
obtain a poor load balance, as depicted in Figure 11.5.

Figure 11.5: Full permutability or FCO may cause load imbalances
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An algorithm to compute the optimal tile width

The above ideas lead to an algorithm that iterates through the time dimensions inside-out.
For every time dimension, we check whether we coalesce iterations of this dimension, i.e.,
whether we select a tile width larger than 1.
Two constraints
• Correctness

Before we do so, we have to answer two questions:
Do the dependences allow to coalesce iterations?

• Performance Is it more efficient to coalesce operations, i.e., to increase the granularity of the target program, thus, reducing startup cost at the price of increasing the
total number of time steps? And if coalescing is advantageous, how many iterations
should be coalesced?
The second question can only be answered with a cost model that estimates the execution time of the target program. We discuss such a cost model in detail in Section 11.4.
Our algorithm to compute the optimal tile width is as follows.
Algorithm 107 (optimal time tile width).
1. Let t be the innermost time loop.
2. Check whether the dependences allow to collapse dimension t, or at least to coalesce
some iterations into one tile. More formally: consider only those dependences which
are not carried by one of the outer loops 1, · · · , t −1. For these dependences, check
whether the communications cause no cycle, e.g., because the direction is forward.
Let t be the maximal number of time steps which may be coalesced (the full extent
of dimension t in the most preferable case).
3. If t > 1, compute the tile width t that has the minimal estimated execution time w.r.t.
the cost model. The simplest way to find this minimum is by using mathematical
derivation of the cost function. (Section 11.4.1 shows that this is not possible for our
cost function and presents an alternative method to find the minimum.)
4. Set the optimal tile width for dimension t to tw = min(t , t ).
5. If the optimal tile width for dimension t equals the full extent of dimension t, then
let t be the next outer time loop (if exists) and go to Step 2.
6. The optimal tiling of the time dimensions is as follows: in one time tile, coalesce
tw many iterations of loop t and, for these indices, all iterations of all loops nested
inside loop t.
Note that the cost model for Step 3 must be more precise than just the number of
startups. Otherwise, even in the case of FCO, we may reach the absolute global minimum
of startups (one communication per processor), at the price of losing all parallelism.
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An appropriate cost model

In this thesis, we apply the standard linear cost model, in which a computation costs cc
units of time, each communication startup costs sc and each transferred data element costs
vc units of time. Note that we assume that startup and transfer do not overlap.
Thus, the cost of the execution of the parallel target program is:
C = #startups ∗ sc +
#transferred data elements ∗ vc +
#sequential computations ∗ cc
where # denotes the number of elements in a set.
We shall verify by some experiments in Section 11.5 that this cost model is sufficiently
accurate,
• independently of the ratio of the three parts of the cost function w.r.t. each other,
and
• whether the dependences are uniform or non-uniform but affine.
Input for the cost function The machine-specific parameters sc, vc, and cc are treated
as constants. Given a source program, the difficult part is to count the number of startups,
transferred data elements and computations. We solve this task in two steps:
1. we describe the sets of startups, transferred data elements and computations of a
program as polytopes (Section 11.4.1), and
2. we apply the existing counting techniques in our context (Section 11.4.2).

11.4.1

Polyhedral descriptions

First, we describe the sets of startups, transferred data elements and computations of the
parallelized program as polytopes.
Sequential computations
The sets of all computations are already described (or approximated) as polytopes in
our model: if we remove the spatial dimensions and consider the coordinates in those
dimensions as parameters instead, we obtain a description of the sequential computations
for every processor.
Transferred data elements
The sets of transferred data elements are, roughly speaking, the sets of dependence instances that cross processor borders in the target code.
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A polytope representing all information of a dependence Hence, for every dependence relation, we construct a polytope which contains dimensions for both the source and
the destination statement of the dependence; its constraints are given by the inequalities
of the statements’ index sets and the equalities of the dependence relation. Every point in
that polytope corresponds to one dependence instance.
Example 108. Let us consider dependence d3 in Example 72:
d3 =

hi , j ; T i −→ hi , j , k ; S i

where 0 ≤ i ≤ j −1, j ≤ n −1, i +1 ≤ k ≤ n −1.

Since the index sets of T and S are two- and three-dimensional, respectively, we obtain a
five-dimensional polytope whose bounds are determined as follows:
• the index set of T bounds two dimensions;
• the index set of S bounds the other three dimensions;
• the equalities hidden in the h-transformation bound the polyhedron such that two
dimensions have extent 1: the source operation hi 0 , j 0 ; T i is hi , j ; T i, i.e., i 0 = i and
j0 = j;
• the range 0 ≤ i ≤ j −1, j ≤ n −1, i +1 ≤ k ≤ n −1 restricts the polytope further.
Thus, d3 itself can be seen as the description of the polytope.
The polytope after space-time mapping Then, we apply the schedule and placement
functions and obtain a communication polytope.
Example 109. From Example 31, we take the schedules 2 ∗ i and 2 ∗ i + 1, and from
Example 72, we take the optimal one-dimensional placements i and k for statements T
and S , respectively. Thus, for Example 108, operation hi , j , k ; S i is mapped to (t, p) =
(2 ∗ i + 1, k ), and operation hi , j ; T i is mapped to (t, p) = (2 ∗ i , i ), where t represents the
temporal coordinate, and p represents the spatial coordinate. Hence, we can denote the
communication polytope similarly to d3 in Example 108:
c3 =

h2 ∗ i , i ; T i −→ h2 ∗ i + 1, k ; S i

where 0 ≤ i ≤ j −1, j ≤ n−1, i+1 ≤ k ≤ n−1.

Equivalently, we can denote c3 in target indices:
c3 =

ht, 2t ; T i −→ ht +1, p; S i where 0 ≤

t
t
≤ j−1 ≤ n−2, +1 ≤ p ≤ n−1, t%2 = 0.
2
2

Note that this communication polytope is embedded in five dimensions: the time and
space dimension of source and destination and, additionally, dimension j which does neither
appear in space nor in time but spans one dimension of the set of destinations.
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The example makes obvious that communication polytope cannot be embedded in
fewer dimensions than the polytope derived in the previous paragraph. However, it can be
embedded in a higher-dimensional space.
Example 110. If we take a two-dimensional instead of the one-dimensional placement, we
obtain a communication polytope of the form
c30 =

ht 0 , p10 , p20 ; T i −→ ht, p1 , p2 ; S i

where . . .

I.e., this communication polytope is embeded in a six-dimensional space.
The communication polytope after space tiling After space tiling the communication polytope, we obtain again a polytope, every point of which corresponds to the
communication behavior of one operation due to one dependence relation: a communication is necessary iff the physical processor coordinates of source and destination operation
differ. Since negated equalities cannot be expressed in the framework of polytopes, we use
pairs of polytopes: one polytope contains all dependence instances, i.e., potential communications, and the other contains those instances that do not cause a communication, i.e., it
has the additional constraint that the physical processor indices of source and destination
operations are equal.
Example 111. Tiling the space dimensions converts every processor coordinate into two
coordinates: one for the tile number, i.e., the physical processor number, and one for the
local offset inside the tile. Hence, the five dimensions of the polytope in Example 109
turn into seven: the j -dimension as before, and six dimensions according to the following
template:
c3s =

0
0
; T i −→ ht, pphysical , poffset ; S i
, poffset
ht 0 , pphysical

where . . .

For simplicity, let us tile (i.e., partition) the only space dimension into pieces of 64
iterations. Then, we have
p − poffset = 64 ∗ pphysical
0 ≤ poffset ≤ 63
Introducing this into the communication polytope of Example 109, we obtain:
c3s =

0
0
; T i −→ ht + 1, pphysical , poffset ; S i
, poffset
ht, pphysical

where
0≤

t
t
≤ j −1, j ≤ n −1, +1 ≤ p ≤ n −1, t%2 = 0,
2
2
t
0
0
0
64 ∗ pphysical
= − poffset
, 0 ≤ poffset
≤ 63,
2
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64 ∗ pphysical = p − poffset , 0 ≤ poffset ≤ 63.

For arbitrary tilings, the bounds can be computed similarly with standard methods
[AI91]. This polytope represents the set of all potential communications.
For the polytope representing the non-communications, we add the constraint that the
coordinates of the physical processors must be equal in both dimensions for sender and
0
receiver, i.e., pphysical = pphysical
.
The communication polytope after time tiling The motivation for introducing
tiling time has been to increase the granularity of communications by adding dimensions
that split logical time into a global component and a local offset. Since the actual communications only take place at the borders of global time steps, each send or receive subsumes
all other source or destination operations of the dependence that have the same global
time but any of the possible local time offsets. The formalization is like in the case of tiled
space dimensions, just without the special treatment for avoiding self-communications.
Remark 112 (repeated sends due to imprecise modeling). Note that, if we generate communications as just described, we might send the same data element multiple times:
e.g., the use of a value just computed at different statements in the program is represented
by different dependences, and every dependence is treated separately.
A proper solution would be to use the union of the set of data to be transferred, instead
of the operations in dependence. However, the union itself is not trivial to handle since a
union causes non-convex sets, and, furthermore, using the set of data causes an additional
restriction: the access matrix that describes the array indices must be unimodular, since
we can only count the number of integer points, i.e., stride 1, inside a polytope.
Since this representation may be quite complex, the execution time of the target program is increased, and in some cases this additional cost is higher than the communication
cost saved due to the reduced communication volume, which is the benefit of the precise description. A more precise analysis would be necessary to evaluate this trade-off in
practice.
Startups
A startup occurs once for every pair of physical processors that exchange data, and between any two aggregated time steps. Hence, we may start again with the communication
polytope and project it to the physical space and aggregated time dimensions, and then
count the number of points inside. Note that the number of startups depends on the time
tile width, the variable we are looking for. Thus, the time tile width must be expressed as
a parameter and, consequently, we obtain a parameterized cost value, i.e., a cost function.
In order to find the minimum of this cost function, we try to use derivation.
Fundamental problem However, there is a mathematical problem: tiling with parametric widths – in space and/or time – leads to non-affine terms in the descriptions of
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the tiled index sets and, thus, of the communication polytope. As a consequence, the
method for counting integer points using Ehrhart polynomials is not directly applicable,
i.e., we have no closed cost function that we could derive; we can just compute the cost
for individual values of the tile width.
Solution Fortunately, we can avoid parametric time tile widths. For this purpose, we
look at the three terms in our cost function in more detail. We know that, if all other
parameters are constant,
• the number of startups drops approximately by a factor of 1/B for time tile width
B , whereas
• the number of sequential time steps additionally executed increases with increasing
B . The precise number of these steps additionally executed equals B ∗ (#P − 1),
where #P is the number of processors in the longest communication chain, which
is, in the case of FCO, at most the sum of the lengths of the dimensions of the
multi-dimensional physical processor grid;
• the amount of transferred data is independent of B .
Due to this simple setting of one increasing and one decreasing term in the sum, the cost
function has one minimum for varying values of the time tile width B , i.e., it is unimodal .
Consequences for our cost model For a unimodal function f , there exists an iterative
method to find its minimum: we select two positions x1 and x2 in the domain of f and
compute f (x1 ) and f (x2 ). If f (x1 ) ≤ f (x2 ), the minimum is located at some xo with
xo ≤ x2 , whereas if f (x1 ) > f (x2 ), the minimum is located at some xo with xo > x1 . Hence,
we continue our search for the minimum in the accordingly restricted domain.
√
5−1
One
possible
choice
for
selecting
x
1 , x2 is to split the domain into pieces of 1 −
2
√
and 5−1
of
the
original
domain.
In
this
case,
only
a
single
new
function
value
needs
to
be
2
computed at every iteration step – the second function value needed can be reused from
the previous iteration [Kie53].
We can apply this method for computing the width causing the minimal cost in Step 3.

11.4.2

Using Ehrhart polynomials in our context

At this point, we can express all necessary sets as polytopes and compute the cardinality
and, thus, the cost of a program with any desired tiling.
Example 113. Let us illustrate the performance of the computation of an Ehrhart polynomial counting the number of communication startups generated by one of the dependences
of our LU decomposition algorithm in Figure 2.2. We consider the simple case of no time
tiling, i.e., the time tile width equals 1. We do not need any knowledge about that arbitrarily chosen dependence, except for the size of the polytope describing the startups: it is
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represented by a system of 18 inequalities with 6 variables (the time and the 2-dimensional
physical processor coordinate both for sender and receiver) and 2 parameters (the matrix
size and the constant 1).
If we use a square tiling of the space dimensions with a fixed width of 2, the Ehrhart
polynomial is computed in about 3 seconds on a 1.4 GHz PC (Athlon XP 1600+) with 512
MByte RAM. It is interesting to see that, already in this case, the implementation in the
Polylib switches to the (slow) arbitrary precision mode due to the internal growth of the
coefficient values.
If we use a square tiling of the space dimensions of width 8 instead, the computation
of the Ehrhart polynomial takes already about 3.5 hours.
The dominating cost factor in this experiment is the second phase, in which the coefficients of the Ehrhart polynomials are computed by counting the number of integer points
in several non-parametric polytopes (cf. Section 3.3.4) – the parameter domains for the
different shapes and the respective parameterized vertices are computed in far less than a
second.
Approximations In order to save execution time, we could try to approximate the
number of points inside the polytope. The main idea is that the terms with the highest
degree approximate the real volume. These terms have no periodic coefficients and their
dimensionality and degree are given by the number of parameters and the dimensionality
of the polytope, respectively. There are (at least) two approaches to compute these terms
with the highest degree:
1. Similarly to the original method of computing the coefficients of the Ehrhart polynomials (cf. Section 3.3.4), we can try several parameter settings and count the number
of integral points in the non-parameterized polytopes. Since the term with the highest degree is only an approximation, we obtain no strict equalities from which we
could compute the coefficients. We have to look for appropriate statistic or numeric
methods instead.
2. An alternative solution is to compute, as before, the parameter domains and the
respective (parameterized) vertices of the polytope. Now, we can decompose the
polytope into its simplices and compute the real volume of the simplices using the
determinant of the spanning vectors.
The execution time of the first approach increases with larger parameter values, whereas
the second approach becomes more expensive as the number of vertices (simplices) grows.
For a practical comparison, both methods should be implemented.
Independently of the concrete method, we must check how such an approximation of
the volume influences the choice of the tile width and, thus, the execution time of the
parallel program. For that purpose, we present in Section 11.5 some experiments which
explore the relationship between different time tile widths and the execution time.
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Figure 11.6: Analytical and experimental results for uniform dependences (Example 115)

11.5

Experimental validation

We ran our experiments on the SCI-connected network of PCs, described in Example 99.
For this configuration, we found as a rough approximation sc = 100 and vc = cc = 1
(we only need relative costs). Fortunately, it turns out that these parameters need not be
computed very precisely; even if the real value of a parameter in the model differs by a
factor of almost an order of magnitude in this example, the analytical result is sufficiently
precise. The main reason for this behavior is that the optimal execution time usually has a
very flat minimum, i.e., around the minimum, the execution time stays nearly constant for
different values of the time tile width (see Figure 11.6). Note that the analytical execution
time in Figure 11.6 is computed in logical units of time, which we scaled so as to fit into
the histogram with the real execution times (cf. Example 115). Furthermore, this means
that the number of computations and communications may be approximated in a similarly
coarse manner.
Remark 114 (a more dynamic approach). If a program is difficult to analyze, so that
the approximation of the number of computations and communications remains seriously
imprecise, we suggest to execute the first iterations of the parallel target program with
the time tile width computed at compile time. During this execution, measure the real
amount of work for computations and communications, and then adapt the time tile width
according to the new run-time values. However, in our practical examples, this has never
been necessary.
Examples Let us now apply time tiling to some examples which have different ratios
of the most important cost parameters and, thus, evaluate the stability of our cost model:
• Example 115 has a trade-off between the number of communication startups vs. the
computation time;
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• Example 116 with two-dimensional placement has a trade-off between the volumedependent communication time vs. the computation time;
• in Example 116 with one-dimensional placement, the computation cost dominates
both.
Example 115 (Example 99 revisited). We consider first a rectangular index set with uniform distance vectors (1, 0) and (0, 1), as already used in Example 99. The communication
graph after space-time mapping is given in Figure 8.11 (without the dashed lines). Let us
apply our algorithm for tiling time:
1. This example has only one dimension in time, so we set t to this dimension.
2. Since the program satisfies the FCO property, collapsing t is permitted.
3. Therefore, we can now compute the optimal tile width. Let m be the number of
virtual processors, and n the number of logical time steps per processor. The program
has n ∗ m computations, and every physical processor sends at every time block one
package with w pieces of data to its upper neighbor, where w is the time tile width
(cf. Figures 8.11 and 8.13). NP denotes the number of physical processors. The terms
in our cost function are composed as follows:
n ∗m
computation amount per block
NP ∗ (n/w )
number of blocks on the critical path

n/w + (NP −1)

computation cost

n ∗m
∗ (n/w + (NP −1)) ∗ cc
NP ∗ (n/w )

startup cost

(n/w + (NP −1)) ∗ sc

volume-dependent transfer cost

n ∗ vc

Hence, the estimated execution time is
n ∗m
C (w ) =
∗ (n/w + (NP −1)) ∗ cc +
NP ∗ (n/w )
(n/w + (NP −1)) ∗ sc + n ∗ vc
We eliminate the double fractions and obtain
C (w ) =

n ∗ m ∗ cc (NP −1) ∗ m ∗ w ∗ cc
+
+
NP
NP
sc ∗ n/w + (NP −1) ∗ sc + n ∗ vc.

In order to find the minimum, we derive the cost function:
dC
(NP −1) ∗ m ∗ cc
−1
=
+ sc ∗ n ∗ 2
dw
NP
w
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Figure 11.7: Analytical and experimental results for one-dimensional (left) and twodimensional (right) placement for LU decomposition on 4 processors
For the minimum,

dC
dw

must be 0:
dC
(NP −1) ∗ m ∗ cc
sc ∗ n
=0 ⇔
=
dw
NP
w2
sc ∗ n ∗ NP
⇔ w2 =
(NP −1) ∗ m ∗ cc

NP
Thus, for sufficiently large numbers of processors, NP−1
≈ 1, and we obtain the
minimum at
r
n ∗ sc
.
w0 ≈
m ∗ cc

For our experiment (n = 3 ∗ 217 , m = 27 ), this minimum is at w0 ≈ 554.

The scaled theoretical and the real execution times are presented in Figure 11.6.
In this example, the startup and computation costs are of the same order of magnitude
(whereas the volume-dependent communication cost is much smaller), so we can observe the
trade-off between reducing the number of startups vs. reducing the number of computations
on the critical path.
Note that the optimal tile width w0 is between 0 and 1, for the case of m ∗ cc ≥ n ∗ sc.
This analytical result means that tiling time is useless, i.e., we must use a time tile width
of 1. This matches our intuition: in this situation, we have sufficiently coarse-grained
parallelism by just mapping the (large number of) m virtual processors to the physical
processors.
Example 116. We also apply time tiling to our LU decomposition algorithm.
Two-dimensional placement We derive first a space-time mapping defining a two-dimensional placement. This placement guarantees forward communications (except for the first
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two iterations). Thus, the only time dimension can be collapsed. Our cost model shows that
the volume cost dominates the startup cost by orders of magnitude: by code inspection,
we were able to determine that
• the average number of startups per time block is about NP /2, and
√
• the average transferred volume per broadcast is about 1.5 ∗ n 2 / NP .
For simplicity and efficiency reasons, we decided to prefer broadcasts to point-to-point
communications in this example. One consequence is that, in contrast to Example 115,
the total volume cost decreases for larger time tiles, since our target program distributes a
constant number of data elements per broadcast, and the number of broadcasts decreases
for increasing tile width. The formula for the computation cost is similar to the one in
Example 115, except that we have n 3 instead of n ∗ m computations in the body. Using a
matrix width of n = 1024, and a number of processors of NP = 4 or 16, the volume cost is
of the same order of magnitude as the computation cost. Hence, we again have a minimum
for the execution time.
By evaluating the cost function at several time tile widths (a practical alternative to
derivation, cf. last paragraph of Section 11.4.1), we obtain a minimum of about 64 in both
cases, which happens to be the correct global optimum for NP = 4 (see Figure 11.7, right).
On 16 processors, the measured minimal execution time is 22.9 seconds for an optimal tile
width of 128 (in contrast to 24.5 seconds for a tile width of 64). The sequential execution
time is 29.1 seconds.
One-dimensional placement For a one-dimensional placement of LU decomposition, our
model predicts that the amount of computation (cubic as in the two-dimensional case,
of course) dominates the amount of communication by one to two orders of magnitude:
with the help of Ehrhart polynomials, we count that about NP ∗ n 2 /3 data elements must
be transferred, and the number of startups without tiling time is approximately NP ∗ n.
Hence, the optimal theoretical and actual time tile width is 1, i.e., no time tiling should be
done – the computations in the loop body take enough CPU time (in our case, the body
contained an additional loop for summing up the values of SUM and SUMM , respectively).
The measured execution times for 4 and 16 processors and n = 1024 are as follows:
NP = 4 NP = 16
execution time for time tile width 1:
11.7 sec. 5.9 sec.
optimal time tile width:
1
2
execution time for optimal time tile width: 11.7 sec. 5.5 sec.
Comparison Note that, for LU decomposition, a two-dimensional instead of a onedimensional placement leads to longer execution times, whether we use the optimal time
tiling, or we do not use time tiling at all (compare Figure 11.7, left and right, and note the
different scale). Without tiling time, the execution time differs by a factor of about 30,
which is reduced to a factor of about 2 with optimal time tiling. The reason for the bad
performance of the two-dimensional case is that a set of operations with many dependences
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between them must be distributed across the processors, just in order to span a second
spatial dimension.
Concerning time tiling, we have seen that,
• on the one hand, the execution time is in the same order of magnitude when we apply
time tiling, whether we start from the preferable one-dimensional placement, or from
the unfavorable two-dimensional placement;
• on the other hand, the result is still not the same, i.e., tiling cannot fully compensate
for the wrong choice of the placement’s dimensionality.
The fact that a one-dimensional placement without time tiling performs better than a
two-dimensional placement with time tiling will be explored in more detail in Chapter 12.
Conclusion from the experiments The examples show that our cost model is sufficiently accurate for uniform dependences (Example 115) as well as for affine dependences
(Example 116), and that it is stable regardless of the ratio of the most important cost
parameters.
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Chapter 12
Interplay: low-dimensional placement
or tiling
The LU example in the previous chapter shows that a reduced number of parallel dimensions makes tiling useless. In that example, we have potentially two parallel dimensions,
and we obtain the shortest execution time when we lay out only one of them in space and
execute the other sequentially. The effect is, that
• the one dimension in space generates enough parallelism and,
• the second, sequentially executed dimension leads to a sufficiently coarse-grained
parallel program.
This gives rise to a new question: is this a general property, i.e., is tiling necessary for
programs with at least two possibly parallel loops? This chapter answers this question in
more detail.

12.1

Low-dimensional placements as an alternative to
tiling

Most existing placement procedures have an input parameter specifying how many dimensions of the index set are to be laid out in space [Fea94, DR95]. An obvious value for
this parameter is the dimensionality of the index set reduced by the dimensionality of the
schedule.
On the one hand, this choice leads to the maximal amount of exploitable parallelism but,
on the other hand, it causes too many small communications (with distributed memory)
or synchronizations (with shared memory) in order to be usable in practice. Therefore, we
suggested to apply tiling techniques in order to increase the parallelism’s granularity.
Tiling cannot compensate for high-dimensional placements However, as just
seen, tiling often cannot find as efficient coarse-grained parallelism as we obtain if we
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just ask the placement computation algorithm for fewer dimensions of parallelism (even
despite the fact that the bandwidth of a network typically decreases with reduced dimensionality). The reason is that the placement spreads the statements individually in space,
whereas tiling only coalesces iterations without being able to treat the different statements
of one loop step individually.

S1:

S2:

for i := 0 to n
for j := i to n
A[i , j ] := A[i −1, j ]
endfor
for k := i to n
B [k , i ] := B [k −1, i ] + A[k , i ]
endfor
endfor

Figure 12.1: Source program for two-dim. tiling vs. one-dim. placement

Example 117. For a clearer presentation, we extract the core of the LU algorithm and simplify it until we get the program in Figure 12.1. Note that we assume a third surrounding,
mandatorily sequential loop that carries all dependences, which is already projected away.
The program has two loop-carried uniform dependences and one loop-independent dependence which only exists on the diagonal (see Figure 12.2):
d1 = hi − 1, j ; S1 i −→ hi , j ; S1 i
d2 = hi , k − 1; S2 i −→ hi , k ; S2 i
d3 = hi , i ; S1 i −→ hi , i; S2 i
d1 and d2 result in a square, d3 only in a linear number of communicated data. Hence,
d1 and d2 should be cut first, i.e., source and destination of the dependence should be put
on the same processor. This results in an – at most – one-dimensional placement: j and i
for S1 and S2 , respectively. This also cuts d3 , and we obtain a communication-free parallel
program.
On the other hand, we cannot cut d1 nor d2 if we enforce a two-dimensional placement.
We can only eliminate d3 and obtain (i , j ) and (i , k ) as simplest two-dimensional placements
for statements S1 and S2 , respectively.
Since this placement is the identity, we can tile the program before or after the placement phase and always obtain rectangular tiles as the communication-optimal solution.
There is no chance to eliminate all communications – by whatever tiling (see the right
part of Figure 12.2, in which any hyperplane bounding a tile intersects with a dependence
arrow).
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Figure 12.2: Operation and iteration dependence graph for Figure 12.1

12.2

Hoping for an algorithm

The idea
In order to avoid the effect just described, we could try to start with a one-dimensional
placement and check whether the parallelism generated is sufficient for the given target
architecture. If so, we use this placement, otherwise we compute a two-dimensional placement, check again, and so on. This way, we reduce the granularity step by step, until we
obtain the minimal placement dimensionality which we need in order to exploit all possible
parallelism of the given architecture.
For this placement, we then compute the optimal space tiling which adapts the number
of virtual and physical processors and, at the same time, reduces the number of communication partners, as described in Chapters 9 and 10. If necessary, we can finally increase
the granularity by tiling time, as described in Chapter 11.
Advantages
Minimal communication The idea behind this approach is that it takes the minimal
number of space dimensions (that gives us enough parallelism for the parallel architecture).
This is optimal since every additional desired space dimension introduces additional constraints for the placement algorithm which avoid that some dimensions collapse. Hence,
every additional space dimension typically causes many more – certainly never fewer –
communications.
Sufficient parallelism Beyond that, typically a single dimension in space induces more
parallelism than needed since, for many of today’s parallel computers, the total number of
processors is less than the number of iterations of one parallel loop.
Easy adaptation
At run-time, we often do not have exclusive access to a parallel
computer, but we only use a partition of it. The size of this partition may change for
different runs. Thus, in principle, we could have to adapt our parallel program to these
changes. Fortunately, in the described setting, this is not necessary: since the parallelism
generated by one dimension in space is sufficient for the whole parallel computer, it is
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number of startups

comm. vol./send

total communication cost

NP −1
NP −1

n
n

(NP −1) ∗ (sc + n ∗ vc)
(NP −1) ∗ (sc + n ∗ vc)
√
√
2 ∗ ( NP −1) ∗ NP ∗ (sc + √nNP ∗ vc)

√
√
2 ∗ ( NP −1) ∗ NP

√n
NP

Table 12.1: Communication cost for different placements
sufficient for any partition. So, independently of the size of the partition of the parallel
architecture we use at run time, we need only a single version of the parallel program,
which has one dimension in space; the width of the partitions of this spatial dimension is
a parameter whose value is set at run time in order to adapt the program to the number
of physical processors.
Extended applicability There is also a technical benefit. Tiling time dimensions is
not always legal. A sufficient condition for time tiling is that all communications satisfy
the FCO property. In contrast, directly computing a low-dimensional placement is always
possible.

12.3

Low-dimensional placements are not always an
alternative

Unfortunately, the situation is more complex than just described.
Example 118. Consider the program in Figure 12.3 which has three uniform dependences.
A valid schedule is θ(i , j , k ) = i , a possible one-dimensional placement is π1 (i , j , k ) = j ,
and a possible two-dimensional placement is π2 (i , j , k ) = (j , k ).
After space tiling we obtain
j
for the one-dimensional placement,
• π11 (i , j , k ) =
NP
j
• π21 (i , j , k ) = ( , k )
for the two-dimensional placement with oneNP
dimensional space tiles, and
j
k
• π22 (i , j , k ) = ( √ , √ ) for the two-dimensional placement with twoNP
NP
dimensional space tiles.
For simplicity, we assume that the fractions have no remainder. Furthermore, we
assume that the elements of array A are stored where they are computed (i.e., computer
owns), and that time tiling is not necessary. Let us now compute the cost of a single time
step for these placements; the results are summarized in Table 12.1.
π11 The number of startups is NP −1 (every processor sends to its right neighbor), and the
communication volume per send is n (all elements in the k dimension). Hence, the
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total communication cost is
C1 = (NP −1) ∗ (sc + n ∗ vc).
π21 The number of startups and the amount of transferred data is equivalent with the case
where we start with a one-dimensional placement; the logical difference is that k is
first interpreted as a space dimension which causes communications at the virtual
processor level, but this difference is made obsolete by the one-dimensional spacetiling that maps all k virtual processors into the same tile. Hence, the cost for this
case is C1 .
√
√
π22 The number of startups is ( NP − 1) ∗ NP , both for the horizontal and the vertical
space dimension. The amount of transferred data per send is √nNP . Hence, the total
communication cost is
√
√
n
C2 = 2 ∗ ( NP −1) ∗ NP ∗ (sc + √ ∗ vc).
NP
Now, let us check when the one-dimensional layout is better:
C1 < C 2

⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔

⇔

NP > 1

⇔
⇔

√
√
n
(NP −1) ∗ (sc + n ∗ vc) < 2 ∗ ( NP −1) ∗ NP ∗ (sc + √ ∗ vc)
NP
(NP −1) ∗ sc + (NP −1) ∗ n ∗ vc <
√
√
√
n
2 ∗ NP ∗ sc − 2 ∗ NP ∗ sc + 2 ∗ ( NP −1) ∗ NP ∗ √ ∗ vc
NP
(NP −1) ∗ n ∗ vc <
√
√
(NP +1) ∗ sc − 2 ∗ NP ∗ sc + 2 ∗ ( NP −1) ∗ n ∗ vc
√
√
( NP −1) ∗ ( NP +1) ∗ n ∗ vc <
√
√
(NP − 2 ∗ NP + 1) ∗ sc + 2 ∗ ( NP −1) ∗ n ∗ vc
√
√
√
( NP −1) ∗ n ∗ vc ∗ (( NP +1) − 2) < ( NP −1)2 ∗ sc
√
√
√
( NP −1) ∗ n ∗ vc ∗ ( NP −1) < ( NP −1)2 ∗ sc
n ∗ vc < sc
sc
n <
vc

This means that, even in this simple case, the optimal placement dimensionality depends on the problem size and the machine-specific ratio between communication startup
cost and volume dependent communication cost.
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for i := 1 to n
for j := 1 to n
for k := 1 to n
A[i , j , k ] := A[i −1, j , k ] + A[i −1, j , k −1] + A[i −1, j −1, k ]
endfor
endfor
endfor
Figure 12.3: Uniform dependence grid
Our solution: several placements The consequence of this observation is that we
must compute placement functions with different dimensionalities, and then choose the
cost minimal version.
Fortunately, the computation of a placement is one of the least computation-intensive
parts of the suggested parallelization method, i.e., the execution time of the parallelizer
does not increase too much by computing two or three placements with different dimensionalities.
Main limitation of tiling in general The big drawback for practical application of
tiling is the limitation to linear problems already mentioned, which is a harsh restriction
in this context since the number of physical processors and the problem size are structure
parameters which appear frequently as coefficients for the variables in the description of the
tiled index set. Our ongoing research is devoted to relaxing this constraint (cf. Remark 8)
[Grö03, GGL04].

Chapter 13
Towards target code: tuning the
abstract results
In this last technical section, we point out some aspects which must be considered in order
to convert the target model into efficient target code. In Sections 13.1 and 13.2, we suggest
two kinds of postprocessing of the space-time mapping; in Section 13.3, we deal with the
central task of code generation, namely the scanning of sets of polyhedra. Section 13.4
introduces the communication code, which is necessary since we aim at distributed memory
architectures, and 13.5 briefly compares candidates for the target programming language.

13.1

Consistency of schedules and placements

First, we face the problem that our space-time matrix might not be of full rank. This case
appears in practice, since in most implementations of the polytope model the schedule and
the placement are computed independently.
Nevertheless, this issue of relaxing the invertibility requirement has not been addressed
in the literature until recently, probably because the invertibility seems to be indispensable
for deriving the source indices from the target indices in the loop bodies as well as for
computing the target polytope (cf. Equation (3.21)). Among the various techniques for
scanning polyhedra in Section 13.3, only Cloog [Bas02, Bas03] is able to handle directly
space-time matrices that are not invertible. In addition, the way how Cloog deals with the
problem is hard-coded and does not take into account the types of the dimensions (e.g.,
spatial or temporal) – which is natural since Cloog is a generic tool for generating loop
nests from sets of polyhedra.
In contrast, let us now look at the initially suggested solution to the problem of singular
space-time matrices [GLW98], and explain its interpretation as a modification of the spacetime mapping. This will also show us that the solution is not unique in general.
Example 119. Let us return to our motivating example in Figure 2.1. We take the schedule
from Example 31, which is
θT (i , j , n) = 2∗i , and θS (i , j , k , n) = 2∗i +1.
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In contrast to that example, we now use a one-dimensional placement. Example 72 shows
that the best one-dimensional FCO placement, based on the dependence-driven approach,
is
πT (i , j , n) = i , and πS (i , j , k , n) = k .
Thus, obviously, the schedule and placement for statement T
space-time matrices are:



2 0
2 0
0 0
 1 0


0 0 
0 0
TT =
, and T S = 
 0 0


1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 1

are linearly dependent. The
0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0


1
0 
.
0 
1

(13.1)

Because of the singularity (more precisely: the non-injectivity) of T T , some processors will
have to perform several operations at the same time step.
Let us now see how to deal with this situation.

13.1.1

Arbitrary space-time matrices

Our initial solution consists of the following steps:
Algorithm 120 (generating an invertible space-time matrix).
1. Eliminate linearly dependent rows in the space-time matrix T S of statement S .
2. Extend the matrix to a square invertible matrix, i.e., to a basis.
3. Generate code w.r.t. the resulting, modified matrix.
4. Insert code for the rows eliminated in Step 1.
Let us discuss these steps in more detail in the following paragraphs. For simplicity, we
assume that the rows of the space-time matrix are ordered from top to bottom according
to the desired outside-in order of the target loops. (Note that this is just a convention, not
a restriction.)
Eliminating linearly dependent rows (Step 1)
In a first step, we eliminate, iteratively from top to bottom, all linearly dependent rows
and store them together with their row number for further processing later on (Step 4).
Technically, we use Echelon reduction [Ban93] to determine whether row µ is linearly
dependent on rows 1, · · · , µ−1. The result of this elimination process is a matrix T 0S which
has full row rank but is not necessarily square: the number of rows is less than or equal to
the number of columns.
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Extending to a square matrix with full rank (Step 2)
Matrix T 0S can have fewer rows, i.e., target dimensions, than columns, i.e., source dimensions. To obtain an invertible square matrix, we extend T 0S to a basis by simply adding
linearly independent unit vectors at the bottom of T 0S , each of which spawns one missing
dimension. The result is an invertible square transformation matrix TfS .

Remark 121 (homogeneous extension is irrelevant). Note that, for the task of obtaining a basis (Steps 1 and 2), we are only interested in the non-homogeneous part of
the space-time matrix. A row or column that belongs to the homogeneous extension, i.e.,
that represents a symbolic parameter (including the constant 1), does not really span a
dimension – the index in that dimension is constant.
Generating code (Step 3)

The transformation matrix TfS can be used to derive the target program parts from the
target polytopes by standard methods (including the extensions for non-unimodular transformations), as described in Sections 3.3.8 and 13.3.
Interpretation Before continuing with our description of the code generation method,
let us briefly reflect on the changes from T 0S to TfS . How can we interpret the artificial rows
which we have added and which correspond to target dimensions but are given neither by
the schedule nor by the placement?
Since these dimensions are not laid out in time, they obviously will not carry a dependence (otherwise, the schedule would be incorrect). Therefore, we could lay them out in
space.
On the other hand, the placement algorithm did not distribute iterations along these
dimensions. Therefore, in order to preserve the effect of the placement, we decide to lay out
these artificial dimensions in time and put the respective loops inside the loops enumerating
the schedule (indeed we make them the innermost loops as described above). This means
that we refine the time given by the scheduler with additional dimensions. This changes
neither the global schedule (which is respected by the outermost, i.e., dominant loops on
time), nor the placement (since it is not modified).
The remaining question is: what happens with the rows which have been eliminated?
The next section will rectify the fact that we have ignored these dimensions.
Reinserting eliminated dimensions (Step 4)
First, note that a target dimension given by row µ, which is linearly dependent on rows
1, · · · , µ−1 of T S , collapses to a singleton, the value rµ of which can be computed from
the coordinates r1 , · · · , rµ−1 in dimensions 1, · · · , µ−1. This leads directly to our solution:
we compute rµ from r1 , · · · , rµ−1 and insert a loop enumerating only the singleton rµ . The
nesting level at which this loop is inserted is given by the previously stored number of
the eliminated row (Step 1). The type of the loop is sequential if the eliminated row
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was produced by the scheduler, and parallel if it is a part of the placement. Of course,
a “parallel” loop with only one iteration does not really specify parallelism, but we keep
this labelling convention since the index of a parallel loop (even for singletons) carries the
information on which processor the body operation(s) shall be executed. (Aside: if the
target language provides us with an explicit possibility to denote this processor, we use it
instead of the degenerated loop.)
Note that this reinserting scheme ensures that the outermost target loops enumerate
precisely all coordinates according to the given space-time mapping, i.e., the loop nest
implements T S correctly, whereas the innermost, artificially added target loops spawn the
missing dimensions, which is necessary to be able to enumerate all transformed source
index coordinates.
Application to an example
Example 122. Continuing Example 119, the

2
0

TT =
0
0

elimination step (Step 1) reduces T T to

0 0 0
0 1 0 ,
0 0 1

since the placement in the second row is linearly dependent with the first row: the placement index p equals t/2, where t is the schedule index. (Aside: since statement T is only
executed at even time steps, p is always integer.)
The extension step (Step 2) then generates the invertible transformation matrix


0 0
2 0
 0 1
0 0 
.
Te T = 
 0 0
1 0 
0 0
0 1
This invertible matrix is used to generate target code (Step 3). Following the method
described in Section 3.3.8, the target loop structure for statement T with transformation
matrix Te T is:
for t := 0 to 2 ∗ (n −1) step 2
for x := t/2 + 1 to n −1
0
T :
tmp[t/2, x ] := a[x , t/2]/a[t/2, t/2]
endfor
endfor
where t is the index of the schedule with t = 2 ∗ i , and x is the loop index of the dimension
added in Step 2 with x = j .
Finally, the eliminated processor dimension must be reinserted as second loop (Step 4).
Since p = t/2, we obtain:
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for t := 0 to 2 ∗ (n −1) step 2
parfor p := t/2 to t/2
for x := t/2 + 1 to n −1
0
T :
tmp[p, x ] := a[x , p]/a[t/2, p]
endfor
endfor
endfor
As already mentioned, the processor loop does not span a dimension, but it specifies
on which processor the body computations take place.
Remark 123 (compatibility by construction). Note that these steps can be avoided
if one guarantees that placement and schedule are computed in sequence, and the latter
of the two phases, whichever it is, ensures the return of a solution that is compatible, i.e.,
linearly independent, with the result of the first phase. This requires to adapt the methods
for the latter of the two phases, but it allows to put more emphasis on the first phase: since
the results are compatible, none of the rows need to be eliminated, i.e., the result of the
first phase (which is computed without any constraints) enters the transformation matrix
without any change, whereas the result of the latter phase (considered less important)
must satisfy the constraint of linear independence. One approach in this direction has
been suggested by Darte, Diderich, Gengler, and Vivien [DDGV00]. They consider the
placement more important and, thus, present an adapted scheduling method.

13.1.2

Insufficient dimensionality of the space-time matrix

A problem, similar to the incompatibility scenario, occurs if the sum of the dimensionalities of schedule and placement of a statement is smaller than the nesting depth of that
statement. We apply again Algorithm 120 and, thus, obtain an invertible transformation
matrix.

Example 124. Consider again Example 119, but now with a focus on statement S . The
rows of the space-time matrix T S are linearly independent, but the number of rows is one
less than the number of columns.
Following Algorithm 120, Step 1 yields

T 0S = T S



2
 0
=
 0
0

0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0


1
0 
.
0 
1
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Step 2 inserts an additional third row in order to span the dimension of j :




Te S = 



2
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0

0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0

1
0
0
0
1








We have the following equalities between source and target variables: p = k , y = j , and
t = 2 ∗ i + 1, i.e., i = (t −1)/2.
Step 3 generates the following code:

for t := 1 to 2 ∗ (n −1) + 1 step 2
parfor p := (t −1)/2 + 1 to n
for y := (t −1)/2 + 1 to n −1
0
S :
a[y, p] := a[y, p] − tmp[(t −1)/2, y] ∗ a[(t −1)/2, p]
endfor
endfor
endfor
Remark 125 (more intelligent extension to a basis). Note that the extension to a
basis in Step 2 is not restricted to unit vectors – this is just the simplest valid extension.
In principle, any vector that is linearly independent with the already existing rows of the
matrix is valid. Thus, future work might elaborate on whether some other vector improves
the performance of the resulting program, e.g., by increasing cache efficiency.

13.2

Multi-dimensional schedule

In the (typical) case of statementwise schedules, the target code often contains calls to
modulo functions in guards and array index expressions. The consequence is an extremely
weak performance, frequently even a slowdown of the source program.
This section shows a solution to this problem: we start with the introduction of a
typical example and present several steps towards a target program without any guards
(Section 13.2.1). Then, we derive a basic procedure from the example (Section 129) and
finally present several extensions to this basic procedure (Section 13.2.3).
Example 126. Consider the target loops for statements T 0 and S 0 in Examples 122 and
124, respectively. In order to obtain a single target program with one common time loop,
we must enumerate all integral time steps between 0 and 2 ∗ n − 1, and a guard in the
body must select statement T for execution if the index t of the time loop is even, and
statement S if t is odd. The structure of the target program is:
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for t := 0 to 2∗n −1
if t%2 = 0 then
···
0
T :
tmp[t/2, x ] := a[x , t/2]/a[t/2, t/2]
···
else
···
S0 :
a[y, p] := a[y, p] − tmp[(t −1)/2, y] ∗ a[(t −1)/2, p]
···
endif
endfor
where % represents the modulo function.
Reasons against modulo
for the following reasons:

In this section, we derive methods to avoid modulo functions

• The computation of modulo is usually very time-consuming (more than a floating
point multiplication or an addition), which means that, for simple body statements,
the computation of the modulo in the guard is more costly than the computation of
the body statement itself.
• Postprocessing the target code (e.g., if an HPF compiler must generate the communications, cf. Section 13.5) is much more complicated in the presence of modulo
functions (e.g., the HPF compiler Adaptor [Bra98] cannot handle modulo properly).

13.2.1

Principal idea

Replacing modulo by additional dimensions As we have seen in Section 3.3.5, we
can express modulo with two-dimensional linear functions. Thus, a naı̈ve approach would
be to postprocess the target program accordingly. In contrast, we suggest to avoid the
generation of modulo functions in the target code by adding dimensions to the schedule
and placement functions. This makes code generation easier and the generated code faster.
Example 127. The guard in the program skeleton of Example 126 is a consequence of the
schedule, which is
θT (i , j , n) = 2∗i , and θS (i , j , k , n) = 2∗i +1.
The coefficient of i in both schedules is 2. Thus, we can use instead the equivalent twodimensional schedule
θT (i , j , n) = (i , 0), and θS (i , j , k , n) = (i , 1),
in which the second dimension enumerates the different values of the modulo function –
without an explicit call to modulo.
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The resulting code structure is:
for t1 := 0 to n −1
for t2 := 0 to 1
t := 2 ∗ t1 + t2
if t2 = 0 then
···
0
T :
tmp[t/2, x ] := a[x , t/2]/a[t/2, t/2]
···
else
···
S0 :
a[y, p] := a[y, p] − tmp[(t −1)/2, y] ∗ a[(t −1)/2, p]
···
endif
endfor
endfor
Removing the guard by loop unrolling At this stage, we can (and, for efficiency
reasons, should) unroll the loop that enumerates the modulo values, i.e., the inner time
loop. Essentially, we undo the scheduler’s distribution of operations over different loop
iterations. On the one hand, the elimination of the corresponding control overhead results
in much simpler and more efficient target code. On the other hand, this procedure makes
the target code generation method slightly more complicated since we need to take care of
synchronization and/or communication also within a loop body.
Example 128. The resulting code structure for Example 127 is:
for t1 := 0 to n −1
t := 2 ∗ t1
···
T0 :
tmp[t/2, x ] := a[x , t/2]/a[t/2, t/2]
···
;
t := 2 ∗ t1 + 1
···
S0 :
a[y, p] := a[y, p] − tmp[(t −1)/2, y] ∗ a[(t −1)/2, p]
···
endfor,
where the semicolon indicates the necessary synchronization (in the case of shared memory)
or communication (in the case of distributed memory) that is, in general, due to the
increment of the logical time step.
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Further code simplifications Frequently, the outer time loop (the only one left after
unrolling the inner time loop) has an index that is identical with the source loop index.
This can simplify the target code further.
Example 129. The code of Example 128 can finally be simplified by exploiting the facts that
t/2 = t1 in statement T 0 , and (t −1)/2 = t1 in statement S 0 . Since, for both statements,
t1 = i , we can eliminate all occurrences of t and obtain the final structure of the target
program:
for t1 := 0 to n −1
···
0
T :
tmp[t1 , x ] := a[x , t1 ]/a[t1 , t1 ]
···
;
···
S0 :
a[y, p] := a[y, p] − tmp[t1 , y] ∗ a[t1 , p]
···
endfor
Note that, for the dimension under consideration, we have removed any control overhead, and everything related with the interleaving schedule of T and S or the modulo
function. The resulting loop is identical with the source loop, i.e., concerning computations due to this loop, the target code is as efficient as the source code.
Comparison with text-based methods
It is interesting to see that the use of multi-dimensional schedules can bridge the gap
between the flexible and, in principle, more powerful model-based parallelization methods
and the simple but, if applicable, sometimes very efficient text-based methods.
Example 130. In order to observe the combination of increased flexibility and the use of a
multi-dimensional schedule, let us return to the program of Example 77:
for i := 0 to n
for j := 0 to n
S :
A[i , j ] := ...B [i −1, j ]...
T :
B [i , j ] := ...A[i , j −1]...
endfor
endfor.
Since both loops carry a dependence, simple text-based methods cannot find parallelism. More elaborate text-based methods like loop skewing do find parallelism, but the
solution requires linearly many communications (cf. traditional solution of Example 77).
In contrast, the model-based approach finds a placement that avoids communications
(cf. our solution of Example 77 and Figure 8.9):
π1 (i , j , n) = j − i + n + 1, and π2 (i , j , n) = j − i + n.
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The schedule computed by LooPo is
θ1 (i , j , n) = 2 ∗ j + 1, and θ2 (i , j , n) = 2 ∗ j .
Following the ideas just presented, we rewrite the schedule to
θ10 (i , j ) = (j , 1), and θ20 (i , j ) = (j , 0).
The corresponding target program is again free of guards:
for t1 := 0 to n
parfor p := t1 to t1 + n
0
S :
A[t1 −p +1, t1 ] := ...B [t1 −p, t1 ]...
endfor
parfor p := t1 + 1 to t1 + n + 1
T0 :
B [t1 −p, t1 ] := ...A[t1 −p, t1 −1]...
endfor
endfor

13.2.2

Technique

Let us now generalize the above example to a more general procedure. The resulting basic
method is simple to implement, but its applicability is limited severely. Possible extensions
are presented in Section 13.2.3.
Increasing the dimensionality of the schedule The essential idea of the method is
to split every schedule dimension into two components, as we have seen in Example 127.
A schedule dimension can be split if it contains only a single source loop index for every
statement, i.e., schedule dimension i of every statement S is of the form ci ∗ vi + oS , where
• vi is the same source loop index for all statements,
• ci ≥ 1 is the same coefficient of vi for all statements,
• oS is an additive constant offset that depends on the statement but on no index,
• the difference between the maximal and the minimal offset is less than the coefficient,
i.e., maxS oS − minS oS < ci , and
• the index set for all statements is the same.
With these constraints, we simply replace schedule dimension i with
(ci ∗ vi + mino, oS ),
where mino is the minimal offset minS oS .
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At target code generation, we unroll the loop on oS and simplify the resulting program
with standard techniques (e.g., constant propagation, simple forms of symbolic evaluation,...). The loop for the first dimension, enumerating ci ∗ vi + mino, has a constant
stride of ci , and, in contrast to the original code, it enumerates the same time steps for all
statements. Thus, it causes no modulo functions or conditionals in the target code.
Example 131. Let us review Example 126 at this technical level. It is easy to see that
variables v1 , c1 , oT , oS , and mino of the algorithm are i , 2, 0, 1, and 0 in the example,
respectively. The first dimension of the resulting schedule is 2 ∗ i ; the second dimension is
unrolled, which leads to the program of Example 128.
Eliminating fractions However, with the method just described, the array indices usually still contain (remainderless) fractions (t/2 for i in the above example). This can be
avoided by modifying the first of the new schedule dimensions again. For correctness reasons, especially for the extensions below, this schedule dimension starts at the same value
as before, but we set the stride to 1 (and reduce the upper loop bound correspondingly).
This is valid since
• the time steps for the dependent statements of the computation cycle are laid out in
the second, new time dimension (the dimension for oS ), and
• ci ≥ 1, i.e., we simply reduce the number of scheduled time steps in this dimension
and
• there exist no other scheduled time steps before the last scheduled time step of the
statements in the cycle.
Hence, the new schedule is
(minschi + vi − minvi , oS )
where minvi = min vi and minschi = (ci ∗ minvi + mino).
Example 132. Continuing Example 131, we find that minv1 = min i = 0, which is scheduled
at minsch1 = 2 ∗ 0 + 0 = 0. Hence, the first dimension of the new schedule is i , as presented
in Example 129.
No matter whether we apply this second change of the schedule, we call the two new
schedule dimensions which replace dimension i the cycle schedule θc and the offset schedule
θo , in this order.
Note that some scheduling algorithms return, for most inputs, by default multi-dimensional
schedules, e.g., the scheduler by Darte and Vivien [DV94]. However, the time steps for iterations which are inside a strongly connected component of the dependence graph are still
enumerated by a single loop (if possible), i.e., represented by a single dimension. Hence,
also these methods can benefit from our approach.
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Extensions

The basic idea can be generalized in various ways.
Non-intersecting time intervals
Sometimes, the above method is not directly applicable because there are a few statements
whose schedules have different variables or coefficients; typical candidates leading to this
scenario are initialization statements. However, if
• there are two time steps t< and t> and we can partition the set of statements into
three groups G1 , G2 , G3 , such that all statements in G1 , G2 , G3 are scheduled before
t< , between t< and t> (including the borders), and after t> , respectively, and
• the statements in G2 satisfy the above requirements,
then we can apply the above method for the statements in G2 without changing the schedules for the other statements. The main reason that this is correct is that t< is equal to
the minimum of the cycle schedule θc , and that time steps with different dimensionalities
are ordered lexicographically.
More offset values
Sometimes statement instances are launched round-robin with a period of ci , as just described, but there exist trailing computations, i.e., some postprocessing of the results of
each round. In this case, we cannot find a partitioning as suggested before, since the
schedule for these postprocessing steps overlaps with the schedule of other statements of
group G3 . The same can happen at the beginning of the computation cycle, e.g., with
preprocessing via the initialization statements which overlaps with the computations of
the cycle.
In this situation, we peel off border iterations of the time loop in dimension i for these
statements in the computation cycle, i.e., we partition the index set of these statements
which satisfy the constraints in Section 13.2.2 in three parts P1 , P2 , P3 , such that the
minimum and maximum of the scheduled time steps in P2 can be used as t< and t> . The
price is that we must copy the code of the statements with a partitioned index set to every
part; these partitions, each with its copy of the body statement, are then treated as if they
were individual statements with a separate (usually very small) index set.
To simplify code generation, P2 should containt only complete cycles, i.e., the number
of instances in P2 should be identical for every statement of the cycle. Therefore, we move
some of the first iterations of P2 to P1 (or some of the last iterations of P2 to P3 ), until we
reach this goal.
After this preparation, we can modify the schedule as in the original case of Section 13.2.2.
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Shifted index sets
In some cases, the index sets of the statements in the cycle are not precisely equivalent,
but they are shifted with a small offset. In this situation, we partition the index sets into
the (typically big) common part and the border pieces which are different for different
statements. Again, we consider the parts of the index sets, together with their copied
body statement, as if they were individual statements. Then, we apply the method from
above.
Further extensions
Combining several modulos In principle, we can extend the principal idea also to
the case of different modulos for different statements.

I1 :
I2 :
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

:
:
:
:
:

for i := 1 to n
C [i , 0] := · · ·
E [i , 0] := · · ·
for j := 1 to n
A[i , j ] := C [i , j −1]
B [i , j ] := A[i , j ]
C [i , j ] := B [i , j ]
D[i , j ] := E [i , j −1]
E [i , j ] := D[i , j ]
endfor
endfor

Figure 13.1: Different periods for different statements
Example 133. Consider the program in Figure 13.1. An obvious placement for every statement is the projection to i ; optimal one-dimensional schedules are 0, 0, 3 ∗ j − 2, 3 ∗ j − 1,
3 ∗ j , 2 ∗ j − 1, and 2 ∗ j for statements I1 , · · · , S5 , respectively. Again, we would like to
omit the arising modulo tests.
It is easy to see that we must use the least common multiple of the modulos as the
period, i.e., as the length of the loop to be unrolled. Note, however, that unrolling the
loop causes a lot of code duplication. In addition, the array indices become slightly more
complex than in the case of Example 129. Furthermore, the longer periods usually incur
guards in order to control proper termination. Consequently, one replaces the control
overhead of the modulo with the control overhead of guards in this case. However, if
done carefully, one can at least split the loops, e.g., peel off border iterations and, hence,
move the control statements out of the loop. The target program for Example 133 with the
minimal number of control computations is presented in Figure 13.2, where the semi-colons
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illustrate the different time steps within the loop body – which enforce synchronization or
communication in the general case.
This is a simple example; the general situation might result in quite complex target
programs. A code generation scheme for the general case is probably not theoretically
difficult but still a tedious task.
Solving the problem at the root A better strategy might be to divide the schedule dimension into parts that match simpler cases, if possible. Typically, these separate
simpler partitions result from scheduling different strongly connected components of the
dependence graph, and the acyclic condensation of the dependence graph is the graphical
representation of the desired partitioning. Hence, this method should better be incorporated into scheduling algorithms that work on the dependence graph [DV94] and that have
all necessary information at their disposal.
However, this procedure only works if there are no independent dependence cycles such
that the ranges of their schedules may overlap mutually. A counter-example is Example 133: in that situation, the above disadvantages cannot be fully avoided when using
multi-dimensional schedules.
An alternative approach An alternative code generation scheme that eliminates the
problem of code duplication entirely is given by Collard [Col94]. His approach is not to use
multi-dimensional schedules but to simplify the guards in the target program. His method
needs only a single integer comparison – but at every (logical) time step. Unfortunately, a
sufficiently precise cost model, that allows to decide which of the alternatives to use in a
given situation, is not yet available.
At this point, we have completed the postprocessing of the space-time mapping and we
are ready to generate the target code.

13.3

Code generation: scanning unions of polytopes

The final step in the parallelization procedure is to enumerate the target index sets of all
statements. I.e., we want to generate a loop nest that scans a set of polyhedra P1 , · · · , Pk ,
where k is the number of statements in the target program.
In the next paragraphs, we list several approaches to this task, not all of which turned
out to be usable in practice, and we decide which one is most beneficial.
A first approach to avoid guards Since our experiments with the naı̈ve code generation method of Section 3.3.8 were unsatisfactory, we have developed a method that
works without any guard inside loops. The idea is to partition the polyhedra P1 , · · · , Pk
into different overlapping regions such that, for every region R and every polyhedron P i ,
1 ≤ i ≤ k , the intersection R ∩ Pi is either the empty set or the complete region R. Thus,
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I1 :
I2 :
S1
S4
S2
S5
S3
S4
S1
S5
S2
S4
S3
S5

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

S1
S4
S2
S5
S3

:
:
:
:
:

S1 :
S2 :
S3 :

S1
S4
S2
S5
S3
S4
S1
S5
S2
S3

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

S1 :
S2 :
S3 :

parfor i := 1 to n
C [i, 0] := · · ·
E [i, 0] := · · ·;
for j := 1 to b 2∗n
6 c
A[i, 2 ∗ j − 1] := C [i, 2 ∗ j − 2]
D[i, 3 ∗ j − 2] := E [i, 3 ∗ j − 3];
B [i, 2 ∗ j − 1] := A[i, 2 ∗ j − 1]
E [i, 3 ∗ j − 2] := D[i, 3 ∗ j − 2];
C [i, 2 ∗ j − 1] := B [i, 2 ∗ j − 1]
D[i, 3 ∗ j − 1] := E [i, 3 ∗ j − 2];
A[i, 2 ∗ j ] := C [i, 2 ∗ j − 1]
E [i, 3 ∗ j − 1] := D[i, 3 ∗ j − 1];
B [i, 2 ∗ j ] := A[i, 2 ∗ j ]
D[i, 3 ∗ j ] := E [i, 3 ∗ j − 1];
C [i, 2 ∗ j ] := B [i, 2 ∗ j ]
E [i, 3 ∗ j ] := D[i, 3 ∗ j ];
endfor
if n%3 = 1 then
j := b 2∗n
6 c+1
A[i, 2 ∗ j − 1] := C [i, 2 ∗ j − 2]
D[i, 3 ∗ j − 2] := E [i, 3 ∗ j − 3];
B [i, 2 ∗ j − 1] := A[i, 2 ∗ j − 1]
E [i, 3 ∗ j − 2] := D[i, 3 ∗ j − 2];
C [i, 2 ∗ j − 1] := B [i, 2 ∗ j − 1];
if n > 1 then
A[i, 2 ∗ j ] := C [i, 2 ∗ j − 1];
B [i, 2 ∗ j ] := A[i, 2 ∗ j ];
C [i, 2 ∗ j ] := B [i, 2 ∗ j ];
endif
elsif n%3 = 2 then
j := b 2∗n
6 c+1
A[i, 2 ∗ j − 1] := C [i, 2 ∗ j − 2]
D[i, 3 ∗ j − 2] := E [i, 3 ∗ j − 3];
B [i, 2 ∗ j − 1] := A[i, 2 ∗ j − 1]
E [i, 3 ∗ j − 2] := D[i, 3 ∗ j − 2];
C [i, 2 ∗ j − 1] := B [i, 2 ∗ j − 1]
D[i, 3 ∗ j − 1] := E [i, 3 ∗ j − 2];
A[i, 2 ∗ j ] := C [i, 2 ∗ j − 1]
E [i, 3 ∗ j − 1] := D[i, 3 ∗ j − 1];
B [i, 2 ∗ j ] := A[i, 2 ∗ j ];
C [i, 2 ∗ j ] := B [i, 2 ∗ j ];
endif
for j := 2 ∗ (d 2∗n
6 e + 1) − 1 to n
A[i, j ] := C [i, j − 1];
B [i, j ] := A[i, j ];
C [i, j ] := B [i, j ];
endfor
endfor

Figure 13.2: Target code for Example 133
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for all iteration vectors within one region, the same statements must be executed. These
different regions are enumerated by different loop nests.
If there are no structure parameters (symbolic constants), this method is optimal in
the sense that it leads to the minimal number of guards to be executed: in this case, target
programs do not contain guards at all. Otherwise, we derive a separate loop nest for every
possible scenario that can arise due to different values of the structure parameters. One big
case distinction selects at run time which loop nest is appropriate for the actual parameter
setting. This method is also theoretically optimal since the only guard generated must be
executed once, before entering any loop nest.
However, it turns out that this method is unusable in practice, since it leads to a
dramatic code explosion. The reason is that the case distinction has as many branches as
there are orderings, i.e., permutations of possible values of the structure parameters: for
every ordering, e.g., of two parameters n and m, we generate a separate program, e.g., one
program for n ≤ m and one for n > m. Hence, the number of branches is at least the
factorial of the number of structure parameters. Even worse, we also have to consider the
ordering of the parameters with respect to constant loop bounds.
In our experiments, a tiny example program eventually leads to 8 loop bounds which
must be compared. This crashed our PC with 128 MB of main memory (which it used
completely), because there are 8! = 40320 possible permutations, for each of which a
separate version of the target program must be computed and added to the case distinction.
The Omega approach One of the most popular software tools for the code generation task is the Omega library by Pugh [PW92, KMP+ 96], which is based on Presburger
arithmetic. However, since establishing the connection to LooPo became too elaborate, we
decided not to investigate it in detail. A comparison of Omega with the method presented
next is given by Quilleré [QRW00].
The approaches by Quilleré and Bastoul As an alternative, we experimented with
the scanning method by Quilleré et. al. [QRW00]. This method does not evaluate all
possible combinations eagerly but only generates the necessary distinctions, exploiting the
fact that usually many branches of the case distinction consist of the same target loop
nest. Furthermore, Quilleré’s method proceeds hierarchically through the dimensions, and
it allows to stop the elimination of the guards at a desired level. In that case, all guards
within the innermost, hence, most important levels are removed, and the outer loops still
contain guards in order to limit the code explosion.
For our tests, we have used a stand-alone implementation by Quilleré based on the
Polylib [Wil93] and also a newer implementation by Bastoul, the tool Cloog already mentioned [Bas02, Bas03]. In the practical application, both implementations yielded good
results.
In a comparison of the two implementations, Cloog turned out to be more flexible as
it allows to specify the source index spaces and the space-time mapping, and it returns
the target program in various syntactic forms. Furthermore, Cloog’s execution time scales
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very well with increasing input programs [Bas03].
Remark 134 (non-unimodularity and linearly bounded lattices for free). Note
that allowing the source index sets and the space-time mapping as input is more than
just a convenience which saves a few matrix multiplications arising from Equation (3.22);
it takes the treatment of non-unimodular space-time mappings completely off the user’s
shoulders. The same is true for the complications arising from the fact that we are not
really working on rational polytopes but on linearly bounded lattices (cf. Remark 22).
Due to the resulting enormous facilitation and based on the encouraging results of our
experiments, we decided to apply Cloog as the code generation module for our prototype
parallelizer LooPo.

13.4

Communication code generation

In Chapter 7, we have proposed an ownership-driven and a dependence-driven placement
algorithm, and for both versions, we have described, in Remark 36, how these approaches
lead, in principle, to communications in a parallel target program.
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate in more detail how the necessary communication statements can be generated automatically. We restrict ourselves to the dependencedriven approach – the adaptation to the ownership-driven approach is straight forward:
we simply assume a dependence from the producer to the owner, and from the owner to
every consumer.

13.4.1

Principal idea

In principle, the generation of communication code is again a scanning of polyhedra. As described in Section 11.4.1, the set of all communications due to one dependence relation can
be represented as a polyhedron. Thus, we introduce a send and, for two-sided communication primitives, also a receive statement for every dependence that causes communication,
and apply the fully developed code generation techniques mentioned in Section 13.3 in
order to merge the computation and communication statements.
The set of send and receive operations
The index set of the send is given by
projecting the tiled communication polytope (cf. the communication polytope after space
and time tiling in Section 11.4.1) to the global time and physical processor coordinate
of the dependence’s source statement. Analogously, the index set of a receive statement
is given by projecting the space-tiled communication polytope to the time and physical
processor coordinate of the dependence’s destination statement.
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The set of data to be sent If we project the tiled communication polytope to all
coordinates of the source statement, we obtain the set of all iterations that compute data
to be sent. In this set, we consider the global time t and physical processor coordinates
pphysical as a fixed parameter vector (t, pphysical ); the remaining dimensions then enumerate
the iteration vectors that compute data to be transferred by instance (t, pphysical ) of the
send statement.
Example 135. In Example 111, we have derived a space-tiled communication polytope c 3s .
The projection to the source coordinates, denoted as loop nest instead of a system of
inequalities in order to improve readability, can be computed using LooPo; the result is as
follows:
for t := 0 to 2 ∗ n − 4
t
0
for pphysical
:= d t−126
e to b 128
c
128
0
for poffset
:= d 2t e to b 2t c

for j := d 2t e + 1 to n − 1
0
Interpretation Note that, for even values of t, the loop on pphysical
enumerates only one
0
instance; also, the loop on poffset enumerates only at most one instance; it also filters away
odd values of t. This matches our understanding of the communication polytope c3 in
Example 109: at every time step t, there is only one processor (with virtual processor
number t/2, i.e., physical processor number bt/2/64c) that must send data.
We also see that, along dimension j (which is mapped neither in time nor in space
due to the linear dependence of schedule and placement, cf. dimension x in Example 122),
several data are computed that must be transferred by the one send at time t.

Generating the complete send statement Let us now assume that we want to send the
data using a broadcast, i.e., a send operation in which one processor sends one set of
values to all other processors. In this scenario, we need no details for the receiver, and
we can generate the communication code with the information we have already at hand.
Statement T in Example 109 computes the values of array tmp (Figure 2.1); thus the
details for the broadcast at time loop index t are as follows:
0
= bt/128c
• sender: pphysical

• first data element to be sent: tmp[t/2, t/2 + 1]
• last data element to be sent: tmp[t/2, n − 1]
• numbers of data items: n − 1 − t/2

If, fortunately, the data elements are stored contiguously in memory – as is the case here,
e.g., for the programming language C – we need not even copy the values to a communication buffer.
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Message vectorization automatically included It is important on today’s parallel
computers with distributed memory, e.g., clusters of PCs, to coalesce the messages between
two physical processors at a given time [Wol95]. This idea is called message vectorization
(cf. Section 8.5).
As we have just seen, our principal procedure automatically generates vectorized messages: it enumerates all iteration vectors that compute data which must be transferred by
one send at a fixed space-time coordinate.
Example 136. Consider again Example 135. All values, computed at the different iterations
of the j loop, are sent in a single broadcast.
Similarly, our approach vectorizes messages of various virtual processors that are mapped
to one physical processor: all data to be transferred due to the enumeration of virtual
processors are packed into a single send statement, just as the different data due to the
iterations of the j dimension.
Point-to-point communications need further information from the tiled communication polytope In the case of point-to-point communications, where a processor
sends a set of values to precisely one other processor, we also need information about the
identity of the receiver. This necessary information is obtained analogously by projecting
the tiled communication polytope to the global time and physical processor coordinates of
the destination statement.
Similarly, if the receiver needs the local offsets of the sender, e.g., in order to know
the ordering of the data in the communication buffer, we project the tiled communication
polytope to the global time and physical processor coordinate of the destination statement
and to the local offsets of the source statement.
Central observation In all cases, we obtain projections of a polytope, i.e., polytopes
again, which can be merged by the methods described in Section 13.3 or represented as
loop nests directly.
Remark 137 (integers need additional consideration). Note that this argument is,
in principle, only valid in the rational or real numbers. In the integer numbers, the projection of a polytope is not necessarily a polytope, but a linearly bounded lattice (cf. Remark 22). As previously in Section 13.3, we delegate the resulting complications to the
loop generation method, i.e., in our case, to Cloog.
Remark 138 (irregular communications). If we have to deal with dynamic changes
in the communication behavior that cannot be treated by the methods suggested here,
we can apply an ad-hoc method: we send the value together with an identification of the
variable that contains this value. This procedure is universally applicable, at the price of
increasing
• the communication volume by, roughly, a factor of 2 (where we assume that the
identification of the variable is about as long as the value to be sent), and
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• the control overhead necessary to write and read the communication buffer.
We shall not focus on this possibility further in this thesis.

13.4.2

Disadvantages of the principal communication scheme

In this section, we point out some drawbacks of the principal idea just presented.
No data reuse on the receiver side If, in the source program, some value is needed at
different operations, this is coded by different dependences. Consequently, there may exist
several space-mapped dependences, i.e., communications, which all have the same source
and different destinations. Note that the space components of the destinations might
also be identical. In this case, it does not make sense to generate several communication
statements, but there should be only one communication, and the receiver should remember
and reuse the received value. This idea can be generalized and leads to the following two
observations.
Much implicit network buffering As described so far, we generate the send and the
receive separately. This means that, if a value is computed many time steps before its use
on a different processor, then the communication system buffers the value sent but not yet
received. This can dramatically increase the amount of buffer memory – and the time for
message administration – needed by the communication system.
Too many messages Furthermore, at the time when the value is needed and the receive
takes place, it might happen that there is another receive with the same communication
partner but with a different time step at which it is sent. Therefore, between any pair of
processors, we can have as many point-to-point communications as there are pairs of time
steps. Thus, the number of point-to-point communications grows with O(N 2 ) where N
represents the number of global time steps.
Message vectorization across multiple dependences Finally, we have seen how
messages due to a single dependence are vectorized automatically. However, so far, we
have no way to do this for different dependences.

13.4.3

A more practical communication scheme

Let us present a variant of the principal communication scheme that is simple to implement
and that overcomes all drawbacks mentioned in Section 13.4.2 simultaneously.
The essential idea is to manage the communication buffers manually.
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Sender side The change at the sender side is very simple to implement. We introduce,
on every processor, one communication buffer for each communication partner and, instead
of generating a send statement for a data item x to processor p, we generate only a
statement that copies x to the communication buffer for p. The actual sends are launched
at the end of each global time step.
Receiver side The main modification when compared to the principal scheme is that
we do not postpone the receive until the according destination statement of the dependence
is executed, but we receive all data immediately after they are sent, i.e., at the beginning
of the next global time step.
For this purpose, we take the code for filling the send buffer as described before and
reuse it to unpack the receive buffer – only some indices must be shifted due to a new global
time step and a different processor number, and the direction of the copy statement from
main memory to the communication buffer must be reversed. This procedure guarantees
that the enumeration ordering of the data elements in the communication buffer is the
same at the sender and the receiver side, even if, from a theoretical point of view, there is
some degree of freedom in this ordering.
Correctness consideration This procedure is trivially correct if we do not apply time
tiling, because our communication scheme models precisely the remote assignment or the
assignment to shared memory, which is the initial model of the assignment after a space
mapping. The issue of sufficient synchronization will be dealt with in more detail in
Section 13.4.4.
For time-tiled programs, we need some additional consideration, since we change the
schedule in the rescheduling (skewing) phase. The reason that it works despite of this
change is the FCO constraint. Let us elaborate.
R
. Before the rescheduling
Assume some read R on some physical processor pphysical
(skewing) takes place, the schedule guarantees the correct order of all other accesses on the
same memory cell M . Let W be the last write operation to M before R; W is executed
W
. Now, let us consider the – potentially – conflicting cases.
on processor pphysical
• If there are several other writes to M before W , they must be executed on processors
W
, due to the FCO constraint for output dependences. Hence, the
p 0 with p 0 ≤ pphysical
skewing postpones W most among all writers that are scheduled before R. Consequently, the value for M that has been sent the latest, and that, thus, will be read
at R, is the value written by W . Note that, if the conflicting write takes place in the
same global time step as W , the local time offset orders the execution and, again,
W will be executed last.
R
W
, and, thus, R
≤ pphysical
• Due to the FCO constraint for the true dependence, pphysical
is skewed at least as far as W , which means that the value arrives at R before it is
needed. Again, the case of the same global time step is covered by the local offset,
which is determined by the original schedule.
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• The last case to check is that the value sent by W cannot be overwritten before R
uses it. Again, due to the FCO constraint for anti dependences, potential overwriters
R
are placed on processors p 00 with pphysical
≤ p 00 and, thus, skewed (postponed) at least
as far as R. Consequently, they write to their send buffers after R is executed and,
so, they cannot overwrite M beforehand – even if the receive and unpack operations
take place immediately after the send.
Thus, it is guaranteed that every read operation reads the correct value, i.e., that the
communication scheme presented in this section is correct.
Remark 139 (transfer of only one value per memory cell). Similarly, every sent
package must only carry a single value of a memory cell M . Assume one communication buffer contains two values for M . If the first of the two is a necessary value for the
receiver, then there must exist a true dependence from the sender of the first value to the
receiver, and an anti dependence from the receiver to the sender of the second value. However, since both dependences meet the FCO constraint after the space-mapping, sender
and receiver must be the same processor – and no communication would have been necessary at all. Otherwise, if the receiver did not need the first value, then it would not have
had to be sent either. Note that the same argument holds also for different global time
steps, which means that different values of a memory cell M are never sent by the same
processor.
Remark 140 (approximation of the number of communications). Note that our
communication scheme guarantees that there is at most one communication at every global
time step between any pair of processors, which is the most powerful message vectorization
scheme possible.

13.4.4

Dependence types and their influence on communications

In this section, we explore the difference between true dependences and anti or output
dependences.
Effects of communications
Data transfer At first glance, the only effect of a communication is to get some data
transferred between processors. The necessity is obvious for true dependences: the receiver
needs the transmitted value for its further computations. If the data is not yet available,
it must wait until the data arrives. In distributed systems without a common clock tick,
this is most easily achieved by using a blocking receive command for a point-to-point
communication.
Note that, besides transferring data, this blocking receive also has a second effect, which
we consider next.
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Synchronization A blocking receive introduces some amount of synchronization, also
in an asynchronous parallel program. However, this is not a barrier over all physical
processors as in synchronous programs, but only a synchronization of those processors
that must exchange data – and only at those time steps at which there are data to be
exchanged. Hence, with different execution speeds of the processors, e.g., also due to bad
load balance, this may reduce the total latency.
True vs. anti or output dependences
In contrast to true dependences, anti and output dependences do not incur a data transfer;
their purpose is only to enforce a synchronization, i.e., to avoid that a memory cell is
overwritten too early. In other words, true dependences always cause a communication,
but anti and output dependences might not. We shall elaborate on different scenarios and
check whether we can avoid to generate any kind of communication or synchronization
statement due to anti and/or output dependences.
Anti or output dependences in synchronous systems
We can ignore anti and output dependences at the code generation phase if we use a
synchronous target architecture. Here, it is not important whether the synchronization is
due to the hardware or due to explicit synchronization commands (e.g., barrier statements)
or collective communication operations (e.g., broadcast statements) that we generate. Also
the memory model of the target architecture, shared or distributed, is irrelevant. In any
of these cases, we need not generate code due to anti or output dependences.
Anti or output dependences in asynchronous systems with distributed memory
In order to discover whether we need communication or synchronization statements due
to anti or output dependences in asynchronous systems with distributed memory, let us
consider two cases:
• If the dependent operations are on the same processor, there is trivially no communication (and the schedule guarantees correctness – which, reversely, means that we
need to consider these dependence types in the analysis phase and the scheduler).
• If the dependent operations are on different processors, and if we generate no communication/synchronization for anti or output dependences, we obtain multiple copies
of one variable on different processors (due to true dependences) with differently
updated values (due to anti or output dependences). This can only cause problems
when some operation wants to read one of the updated values. In this case, however,
it is clear that there is a true dependence from the producer to the consumer of the
new value – and, thus, a communication of this value.
Consequently, for distributed memory systems, we need not consider anti and output dependences for communication code generation.
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Comparison with single assignment form Another approach that eliminates anti
and output dependences in all parallelization phases is the conversion of the source program
into single assignment form [Fea91]. This form contains no reassignments, which eliminates
automatically all anti and output dependences. The price for a single assignment form is
frequently a horrible increase of memory needed by the program (due to the prohibition of
reassignments). This is typically solved by applying a memory reduction phase after the
parallelization – often at the price of generating expensive computations like expressions
containing modulo functions [LF98, Coh99]. (Aside: also, single assignment form is not
desirable for dynamic control programs [BCC98].)
The approach we suggest is less memory consuming than converting the program into
single assignment form, since we do allow reassignments. In the worst case, every processor
gets its own (possibly out-of-date) copy of every variable – which is an increase in memory
usage by a constant factor w.r.t. the problem size. (This worst case has never occurred
in our case-studies.) In contrast, single assignment conversion often leads to a linear or
polynomial increase of memory usage (e.g., a scalar variable that is repeatedly reassigned
inside a loop nest of depth d is converted to a d -dimensional array).
On the other hand, single assignment form allows to find more parallelism, since it
eliminates all anti and output dependences before a schedule is computed; omitting these
dependences only in the communication generation scheme just reduces the amount of
communications, not the extracted parallelism.

Shared memory systems
In shared memory systems, all dependence types must be treated equivalently since there
cannot exist different values for one variable at a time: every dependence leads to a synchronization. The only exception is the case that the synchronization is given from outside,
e.g., from the hardware, as described above.

Summary: anti and output dependences are rarely needed
Anti and output dependences lead to communication or synchronization code only if the
execution scheme is asynchronous and the memory system is shared.
Consequently, in this setting, we may ignore anti and output dependences for the
computation of a placement. To be more precise: we may ignore them in the part of the
placement algorithm that evaluates the quality of different placement candidates, since this
evaluation is based on the number of communications caused (cf. Section 7.2). However,
it is more difficult to answer the question whether anti and output dependences may be
ignored in the part of the placement algorithm that is responsible for the FCO constraint.
Finding an answer to this question is the topic of the next section.
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The relevance of anti and output dependences for FCO

Anti and output dependences are relevant The following example illustrates that
the FCO constraint must also be satisfied by anti dependences (even if they do not lead
to communication code).
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t

Figure 13.3: FCO for anti dependences – before rescheduling
Example 141. Consider the operations after space-time mapping and tiling, but before the
necessary rescheduling (skewing), depicted in Figure 13.3. For simplicity, we assume that
virtual and physical processors are identical, i.e., the tile width in the space dimension is
1; furthermore, the desired time tiling aggregates 3 logical time steps, as indicated by the
vertical borders of the tiles. The numbers in Figure 13.3 just identify the tiles.
Let us assume that the dependences in Figure 13.3 all exist due to accesses to the same
single memory cell M . The true dependences, represented as solid arrows, satisfy the FCO
constraint, but the anti dependence, represented as a dashed arrow, points backward in
the processor dimension. Obviously, all dependences are forward in time, i.e., the schedule
is valid: the horizontal arrow in tile 0 represents a dependence due to a definition of M ,
immediately followed by a use. Later on, in tile 1, M is reassigned, and the new value is
eventually used in tile 2.
The situation after rescheduling (skewing) is depicted in Figure 13.4. Again, we can
find the horizontal arrow inside tile 0 but, now, it is enclosed between the definition of M
in tile 1 and the use in tile 2. This means that, if the producer in tile 1 sends the value
of M as soon as it is computed, indicated by the dotted arrow, the intended user in tile 2
can never see this value since M is always overwritten in tile 0 before the actual use. The
reason is that the dashed arrow points – illegally – backward in time after the skewing.
In other words, this example illustrates that our idea to replace a general rescheduling
by a simple skewing with a factor of 1, as introduced in Chapter 11, is only correct if
our placement guarantees the FCO constraint. (The correctness for FCO placements has
already been established in Section 13.4.3.)
A way out for non-FCO If one does not want to be restricted to placements that must
satisfy the FCO constraint also for anti and output dependences, there is another solution.
However, this changes the communication scheme again. The essential requirement is to
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Figure 13.4: FCO for anti dependences – after rescheduling
avoid that the rescheduling (skewing) shuffles the order in which the communication buffers
are received and unpacked. A simple solution is to postpone the receiving, more precisely,
the unpacking of the communication buffer until the receiving processor r has reached the
global time step that – before rescheduling – directly followed the global time step of the
send.
This is correct since, logically, the data has been sent to be used at the next global time
step. However, after rescheduling, the time difference between the sending and the receiving, measured in global time steps, is no longer necessarily 1, but ∆, where ∆ is the distance
of the sending and the receiving processor (the Manhattan distance in multi-dimensional
space). This means that every processor r needs a ring of | r − p | communication buffers
for every communication partner p. At each global time step, we take the next buffer in
the ring.
Note that this scheme requires additionally that the elements to be transferred are
copied to and from communication buffer at each individual logical time step, because now
there might be several (different) values of a single variable that must be transferred, and
it must be assured that the receiver has access to each actual value of this variable at each
logical time step. In other words, receiving the communication buffer takes place once at
every global time step, whereas unpacking the relevant data takes place at every logical
time step.

Example 142. Let us return to Example 141, where the value computed in tile 1 is unpacked
on the third processor after the execution of tile 0, namely in tile 1. Hence, the reads in
tiles 0 and 1 both read the correct value. In other words, this scheme compensates for the
change of the schedule due to the skewing by postponing the communication by the same
amount.

Again, as in Section 13.4.4 (and also in Section 5.3), we succeeded to replace the effect
of anti and output dependences by increasing memory and, again, memory usage increases
by a constant size, since the number of physical processors and the buffer size per global
time step are finite.
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Further research directions

Transferring garbage In the frequently arising case that the set of data to be transferred by one send operation is not contiguous in memory, we must copy the data to a
communication buffer. An interesting alternative might be to send a superset of the data
to be transferred, if this superset is contiguous in memory and its size is of the same order
of magnitude as the size of the set of data to be transferred necessarily, e.g., an array
of which only the entries at even array indices must be transferred. Note, however, that
this procedure might cause consistency problems: the data sent additionally might contain
garbage values that overwrite important values of the receiver, e.g., if the receiver computes
the array entries at the odd indices.
In this situation, it cannot be avoided that the receiver must copy the non-garbage
values from the communication buffer to the original array, i.e., we only can save the
copying from the original array to the communication buffer at the sender side – at the
price of increasing the transfer volume. Our cost model is not precise enough to evaluate
which version performs better since the transfer of one byte is assumed to have a fixed
constant cost. Instead we would need a cost model that uses separate cost functions for
moving bytes over the network and for moving bytes locally between memory buffers. Thus,
we leave this aspect for future work.
Transfers to additional processors Similarly, we do not investigate in detail when it
would be favorable to use point-to-point communications and when to use broadcasts, even
if some of the receivers of a broadcast might not need the sent values. In Example 135,
we have used broadcasts, and in our practical experiments we have found that this is
slightly faster than using point-to-point communications – even though broadcasts enforce
a stronger synchronization scheme than point-to-point communications. Again, a more
precise cost model would be necessary to predict the performance of the two variants, and
we also leave this aspect for future work.

13.5

Target language

Since the purpose of parallelism is often to increase performance, the right choice of the
target language is an important issue. In the LooPo project, we mainly tried C/MPI, HPF,
and Java – each for slightly different purposes.
HPF
At a first glance, High-Performance-Fortran is a very good backend for parallelizing compilers. The idea is to compute an abstract parallel program based on our mathematical
model: a program that consists of annotations specifying the desired parallelism, but that
does not contain explicit code for communication. In HPF, the main annotations are templates for the distribution of data, together with some explicit assertions that our desired
parallel loops can be executed independently (and on which processor).
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Since HPF compilers can generate code for distributed memory architectures, we hoped
to obtain efficient communication code via the HPF compiler for free. This proved true
for very simple programs and space-time mappings. However, in most of our examples,
the array indices generated by methods based on the polytope model are much too complex for HPF compilers to generate efficient communications. Additional annotations can
occasionally improve the situation, but this procedure seems to be tedious, probably not
fully automatable, and, practically most important, very compiler-dependent. This means
that, for every new version of the HPF compiler, our annotation generator would have to
be adapted.
Furthermore, for the development of new methods, it can be difficult to establish the
cause of some phenomena: is it the new method, or the HPF compiler, or its underlying
communication library? Faber discusses the problems of HPF as target language for a
parallelizer in more detail [FGL01]. He tries to deal with the known difficulties by adapting
the methods of the polytope model, whereas the approach described in this thesis avoids the
problems mentioned before by avoiding HPF as target language – at the price of losing one
level of abstraction and, thus, being forced to generate the communication code explicitly
(cf. Section 13.4).
C/MPI
One possible target language that requires explicit communication code is C/MPI.
The communication library MPI offers a large variety of communication methods. In
Section 13.4, we have just mentioned a few: should we use broadcast or point-to-point
communications, and should we use blocking or non-blocking versions and, also, do we need
an extra communication buffer? Many more options exist in MPI, and further research
(especially a more detailed cost model) is needed to determine which option is the best for
a given transfer requirement in a program.
In addition, the generation of the communication code itself is a very tedious and errorprone task: the low abstraction level of C allows for efficient target programs but makes
the generation of correct code more difficult and, furthermore, the necessity of writing code
for both sender and receiver in MPI is an additional source of errors.
However, the goal of this thesis is to present methods that can be used to build a
parallelizing compiler, i.e., we need not generate the communication code by hand. And
we have seen in Section 13.4 that the generation methods for the communication code
can mainly be constructed by methods that are deeply rooted in the polyhedron model.
Based on this mathematical framework, it should be possible to prove the correctness of
the communication code generator, if desired.
Dialects of Java
During the design of Java, concurrency and distributed systems have already been taken
into account. Thus, there might be hope that Java offers an abstract interface for parallel programming. However, if we require real parallelism, it turns out that we need
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specialized dialects of Java focusing on parallelism. We have made case-studies with the
following languages: Titanium [YSP+ 98], two different languages which are both called
High Performance Java [BG97, ZCF+ 88], and JavaParty [PZ97].
The best results are obtained with JavaParty, where multiple Java virtual machines,
distributed on several processors, act from a programmer’s point of view like a single virtual
machine with shared memory. The only new keyword in JavaParty is the modifier remote,
which declares that an object may be located on a different processor. This way, the user is
relieved of the technical details of RMI in Java: the compiler converts the modifier remote
into RMI.
This means that, in principle, it is a lot easier to write parallel programs than in
C/MPI; however, the performance is much worse. In order to obtain a performance which
is at least of the same order of magnitude as the one of C/MPI, a lot of low-level tuning
is necessary [Wol00]. Since this tuning is essentially an encoding of all the details of a
C/MPI program in Java, we have decided to stick to C/MPI for our target code.
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Chapter 14
Excursion: functional specifications
as input
In the previous chapters, we have considered imperative programs with nested loops as
the input to our methods. In this chapter, we illustrate that we can take functional
specifications instead, provided that the dependences are affine.
For our presentation, we use Haskell, a pure, strongly typed functional language with
lazy evaluation [Jon03, Has]. Our running example is again LU decomposition.
Example 143. Consider the following mutual recursive definition of LU decomposition [Ger78]:
lij = aij −
uij =

aij −

j −1
X
k =1

Pi−1

lik ukj , j ≤ i ,

k =1 lik ukj

lii

, j > i,

i = 1, 2, . . . , n

(14.1)

j = 2, . . . , n

(14.2)

The Haskell implementation used for this example is taken from Ellmenreich et al.
[ELG99] and shown in Figure 14.1.
Transfer of the basic terms
Before applying our methods we have to determine what the statements, operations, arrays,
and array cells in this context are. We assume that the functional language supports arrays,
so that array definitions and accesses to array cells can be identified directly in the program
text. Since, in a purely functional program, every array cell is assigned a value at most once,
we can view the definition of an array cell as an operation and, thus, the defining equality
as a statement. The various instances of the definition of the array cells are generated
by array comprehensions in Haskell. In order to stay within the polyhedron model, we
require, in analogy to the imperative setting, that the guards of the array comprehensions
enumerate affinely bounded index sets. Hence, the index sets of the defining equalities,
i.e., the statements, are polyhedra.
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lu decomp :: Array (Int, Int) Float → (Array (Int, Int) Float, Array (Int, Int) Float)
lu decomp a = (l , u)
where
l :: Array (Int, Int) Float
l = array ((1, 1), (n, n))
[((i , j ), a!(i , j ) − sum [l !(i , k ) ∗ u!(k , j ) | k ← [1..(j −1)]] )
| i ← [1..n], j ← [1..n], j ≤ i ]
u :: Array (Int, Int) Float
u = array ((1, 2), (n, n))
[((i , j ), (a!(i , j ) − sum[l !(i , k ) ∗ u!(k , j ) | k ← [1..(i −1)]])/l !(i , i ))
| j ← [2..n], i ← [1..n], i < j ]
( , (n, )) = bounds a
Figure 14.1: Haskell code for LU decomposition

Dependence analysis is now even simpler than in the imperative setting, since we have
only flow dependences: for every defining equality (statement) and for every read access
on the right-hand side of the equality, we add a dependence relation from the operations
that define the read values to the according operations of the current statement.
This analysis provides us with all the input required by our methods, and we compute
the parallel target program as in the imperative setting.

Example 144. For the LU decomposition of Figure 14.1, we have two defining equalities,
one for l and one for u. The definition of l (i , j ) uses the values l (i , k ) and u(k , j ), which
are computed at the operations hi , k ; l i and hk , j ; ui, respectively, for values of i , j , k as
given in the program. The list of all dependences, together with the description of the
dependences’ index sets, is given in Figure 14.2.

d1
d2
d3
d4
d5

source
hi , k ; l i
hk , j ; ui
hi , k ; l i
hk , j ; ui
hi , i; l i

dest.
hi , j ; l i
hi , j ; l i
hi , j ; ui
hi , j ; ui
hi , j ; ui

restricted index set
(i , j , k ) ∈
{1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , i } × {1, . . . , j −1}
(i , j , k ) ∈
{1, . . . , j −1} × {2, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , i −1}

Figure 14.2: Dependences in the LU example
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Figure 14.3: Before and after the space-time mapping
Modification of the implementation
In order to allow functional specifications as input for LooPo, we just added another input
interface, by which we explicitly supply the statements and their index sets, and also the
dependences generated by the functional specification. Thus, Figure 14.2 illustrates the
essential part of the input for LooPo using this functional interface.
Let us now complete our example.
Example 145. First, the source index set for n = 5 are depicted in Figure 14.3(a). Note
that we do not show the dependences to make the presentation clearer.
Using Feautrier’s scheduling method [Fea92a] as implemented in LooPo [Wie95] we
obtain:
θl (i , j ) = 2 ∗ (j −1)
θu (i , j ) = 2 ∗ (i −1) + 1

(14.3)
(14.4)

This schedule honors the fact that the definitions of l and u are mutually recursive, so that
their overall computation is interleaved.
A suitable placement, computed by Feautrier’s placement method [Fea94], is
πl (i , j ) = i
πu (i , j ) = j

(14.5)
(14.6)

The resulting target index sets are depicted in Figure 14.3(b).
The target code (after using the techniques of Sections 13.2 and 13.3, but before tiling)
is presented in Figure 14.4. Note that the body statements contain free loop variables k
which come from the computation of the sum (cf. Figure 14.1); this summation must be
expanded manually to a third loop, since our functional input specifies a two-dimensional
computation (assuming that summation can be done as part of the body statement) instead
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of a three-dimensional computation (as is typical for the imperative programming style).
Thus, the third dimension does not become part of the parallelization process, resulting in
a non-linear execution time.
Alternatively, we could have started with a functional specification containing explicit
assignments to the cells of a summation array and so would have obtained an imperative
program with linear execution time.

l:
u:

l0 :

for t := 1 to n −1
parfor p := t to n
l [p, t] := a[p, t] − sum(k , 1, t −1, l [p, k ] ∗ u[k , t]);
u[t, p] := (a[t, p] − sum(k , 1, t −1, l [t, k ] ∗ u[k , p]))/l [t, t]
endfor;
endfor;
l [n, n] := a[n, n] − sum(k , 1, n −1, l [n, k ] ∗ u[k , n])
Figure 14.4: Target code for the functional specification

All in all, we have illustrated that the methods of the polyhedron model are suited for
a (mutually recursive) functional specification – in which no execution order is defined –
and convert it to an imperative parallel program.
The first comprehensive tool for program transformation based on the polytope model
that also starts from a functional specification as input is Alpha [LMQ91]. The core of
the transformation is very similar in Alpha and LooPo; the main difference is that Alpha
targets at hardware description whereas LooPo targets at software – a program for a parallel
computer.

Chapter 15
Conclusions
Multi-processor computers are becoming more and more popular in today’s computing
systems, but software that exploits all the computation power is often not available to the
desired extent. This thesis is a step towards meeting this challenge.
In order to do so, it presents techniques for parallelizing compilers. Its focus is on
fully automatic parallelization of nested loops. This approach has the huge advantage
that the derived parallel programs are correct by construction, i.e., provably correct w.r.t.
the source program or specification. Consequently, the programmer can focus on writing
correct programs without thinking of parallelism – which is already a sufficiently difficult
task, as many incorrect programs demonstrate (from badly formatted print-outs of dates
due to the millennium bug, up to the crash of Ariane 5 in 1996 due to a counter overflow).
The complexity of writing correct parallel programs is even an order of magnitude more
difficult, because one must usually consider different speeds of processors, i.e., orderings of
operations which are mapped to different processors. This can – and, therefore, should –
be left to a compiler.
Another important aspect of today’s software development is the time to market, i.e.,
the time from the idea for the software to the finished product. This is often determined by
the time needed for programming and the time for testing and debugging. With the ideas
just mentioned, it should be clear that both of these times can be reduced significantly by
using automatic parallelization methods.
At the same time, the maintenance of the simpler (since non-parallel) program or specification obviously becomes easier. In addition, the issue of portability to other hardware
platforms disappears completely – machine-specific details should be delegated to the compiler for that architecture, but not integrated in every application individually.
Of course, a rigorous commitment to fully automatic methods has its price:
• limited knowledge at compile time,
• limited freedom due to the representation of the input,
• limited applicability.
Let us now discuss these issues in more detail, together with possible counter-measures.
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Limited knowledge at compile time
If we apply parallelization methods at compile time only, we have incomplete knowledge
about the program to be executed. This can result in a loss of performance due to some
missed optimizations. Typical applications are, e.g., computations on sparse data structures.
Solutions Special techniques for this field have been presented in the literature [GGL93,
BW95]. In addition, general-purpose parallelization techniques for dynamic programs have
been developed, e.g., inspector-executor schemes, various kinds of dynamic scheduling
methods, etc. [FTYZ90, RP99]. The common idea is that the selection and/or the instantiation of the target code is shifted to run time. The consequent continuation of this idea
is to shift even parts of the compilation itself to run time. This approach of just-in-time
compilation has become a standard technique with the pervasiveness of Java during the
last decade [Mic01, Kra98].
The methods presented here can, in principle, also be moved to run time. Obviously,
this solves the problem of missing information. The only important issue in this case is
that the run-time compiler must execute fast enough.
Fortunately, there are various different methods for the parallelization phases, which
take different sides in the trade-off between the execution time of the parallelization phase
and the quality of its result. In LooPo, we have integrated several techniques for each
phase, typically with quite a number of options for every implemented method, in order
to provide a testbed for comparisons (Chapter 4).
In addition, the hot-spots in programs tend to be small code portions, so that it should
be possible to apply (at least the faster versions of) the presented parallelization methods
in a run-time compiler. However, this idea has not been explored in detail so far; first steps
in this direction are currently considered by some researchers, but no concrete results or
publications are available yet.
Limited freedom due to the representation of the input
In some cases, the input to our methods might be over-constrained, e.g., due to sequentializations that are introduced by the notation of the source algorithm as an imperative
loop program, but that are not necessary for the source algorithm to work. Typically, the
sequential, imperative programmer is not aware of this fact, but even if he is aware, he has
no easy way to give this information to the automatic parallelization system.
Solutions Essentially, there are two options for tackling this problem.
One is to allow user annotations in the source program. This approach is taken, e.g.,
by HPF, where the user annotates loops and arrays with independence and distribution
suggestions. In principle, this approach is fully compatible with our methods; e.g., an
adaptation of the dependence analysis to explicitly parallel programs is presented by Col-
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lard et al. [CG97]. We did not stress this aspect any further since it contradicts the general
idea that the user should usually not worry about parallelism.
The second solution is that the user (programmer) should write abstract specifications
instead of sequential code. This avoids, at least partly, the introduction of irrelevant
dependences. E.g., one could take benefit from a higher-order function called map, which
applies a function to all elements of a list. Its usage introduces no dependences whereas
an imperative, sequential loop could do so. We have seen that, in principle, our methods
can accept functional specifications as input as well. However, up to now, there is no
detailed analysis of which functional concepts can be transferred to our model, and how
the non-transferable concepts can be handled and integrated in the parallelization process.
Limited applicability
Typically, the most serious drawback of fully automatic methods is their limited applicability. The search space for automatic solutions must be restricted in order to obtain
decidable search problems and efficient methods and tools.
Solutions One goal of this thesis has been to reduce the number of limitations. A very
important step in this direction is the development of a dependence analysis method which
can deal with unstructured, non-recursive programs (cf. Section 5.2 and the corresponding
original publication [CG99]).
Also some work has been done on recursive programs or data structures, which, unfortunately, cause severe extensions of our parallelization methods, and therefore have neither
been integrated in LooPo nor in this thesis [CCG96b, CCG96a, Coh99].
Another extension of the applicability is the treatment of linearly dependent schedule
and placement dimensions in Section 13.1.
Furthermore, Chapter 6 extends the applicability of index set splitting techniques
[Wol95] by giving them a mathematical foundation.
Finally, all presented tiling methods originate from the question of how to tile arbitrarily
nested loops with non-uniform dependences efficiently. Practical solutions to this important
question have been presented in detail in Chapters 8–12.
Remaining limitation for general-purpose applications A central remaining limitation is that the only data structure allowed by our methods is the array. This limitation
is acceptable for scientific computing and for programming languages which traditionally
rely on arrays (e.g., Fortran); programs from other application domains, written in C, or
even in object-oriented programming languages like Java are often not a suitable input to
the presented parallelization method.
Note that there is no principal problem, since arrays, vectors, lists, and similar data
structures are still frequently used in many programs. However, the interplay with the
other central concepts of these languages (as mentioned before for functional languages) is
not studied in sufficient depth.
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This limitation must be tackled before the presented parallelization techniques can have
a chance to be included in future general-purpose compilers.
Remaining limitation for scientific computing In the field of scientific computing,
which requires much computation power and, thus, parallelism, the biggest remaining
limitation of our methods is that the array indices must be affine expressions in indices of
surrounding loops and structure parameters. If this constraint is not satisfied, the methods
of the model can still be applied but, due to the approximations that are necessary in that
case, the amount of extractable parallelism is not always sufficient.
Finally, the presented methods must be adapted to an interprocedural application,
which requires, at least, a substantial amount of technical work.
All in all, this thesis proposes several methods that increase the applicability and/or
quality of model-based parallelization. We hope that the presented methods help to make
this way of generating provably correct and efficient parallel programs more prominent.
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